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dcom's award winning GFA-2535
multi -channel power amplifier is
a multi -purpose component. An ideal
foundation for an authentic surround sound, home theater system, it can also
serve as a centralized power source for
a multi -room, multi -speaker audio
system. This unique versatility together
with Adcom's legendary sound quality
made it the choice of the audio industry
at its introduction at the 1992

Consumer Electronics Show.
A single rear panel switch lets you
select either 3 or 4 channel operation.
For video applications, the 3 channel
mode brings your home theater to life,
delivering 200 watts of clean,
distortion -free sound to the center
channel and 60 watts to each of the rear
channels. Add it to your existing 2
channel amp and you'll be at the center
of a superbly balanced, awesomely

hannel amplifier
ower of choice.
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powered sound stage so real you can
practically touch it.
Flexibility for audio -only use is
unparalleled. Use the GFA-2535 as
four 60 watt amplifiers to drive two
pairs of speakers. Or bridge two of the
channels and send 60 watts x 2 to a pair
of satellite speakers and 200 watts to a
single subwoofer for an incredible
display of musical strength so real, you
can feel it.

amplif er

Three channels or four...home
theater, home audio...the award -winning
Adcom GFA-2535 gives you twice the
versatility of ordinary amplifiers...and
twice the value that has made Adcom
famous.
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THE STYLOS
NTIL. NOW,
high resGkrtron sound reproduction meant sacrificing space. Until
now, placing a speaker near a wall
meant sacrificing the quality of sound.
Who else but Martin -Logan could take
electrostatic technology to a realm
where music has never been before?

The standard wall -mounting kit includes brackets and a full-size
poster of the Stylos that clearly
marks the placement of the wall anchors
(stud location is not necessary). A plumb
alignment tool is integrated into the
poster to ensure accurate installation.

MART111

LOGAM

sing the optional base, -he Stylos
can stand against the wall, yet
remain moveable. This is ideal for
aFrtment living and allows easy repositioning as new demands arise. The
Stylos is also the perfect add Lion to a
home theatre system.

TIhe Stylos can be built into a

wall requiring vertical space of
approximately 5 feet and a width
cf 14 inches. The designer scrim,
which is included in the optional installation package, can be painted to
match your decor.

P.O. BOX 707, 2001 DELAWARE
LAWRENCE, KANSAS 66044
TELEPHONE 913-749-0133: FAX 913-749-5320
01993, Martin -Logan, Ltd. All 6013 reserved.
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My all-time favorite piano recording is
of Bach's English Suites Nos. 2 and 3 by Ivo
Pogorelich on Deutsche Grammophon
(415 480-2). This man, who must have
fingers made of spring steel, sets up one of
the most incredibly attention -grabbing
musical trains I've ever experienced. It's
like a ride on one of the Super Roller
Coasters at, say, Busch Gardens. Thanks to
Raymond Cooke, formerly of KEF, in
England, for suggesting this fine disc.
Unhappily, the disc is out of print, so if you
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find any, buy two-I'll suitably reward you.
Another excellent piano can be found on

DIRECTORY EDITOR

Back in the December issue, I
recommended a few CDs that I
have been using to test speakers
which have come in for potential
review. As I mentioned then, such
CDs need to have good technical
merit so that they exercise some (or, better,
many) important parts of the speaker's

Reference Recordings' Mike Garson: The
Oxnard Sessions, Volume Two (RR-53CD).
This is jazz and the recording style is
different, but never mind that. It is
excellent, and you will never get tired of it;
at least, I haven't yet.
Ariel Ramirez: Misa Criolla on Philips
(420 955-2) has a striking sense of

ASSISTANT EDITOR/MUSIC

reproduction-e.g., voice frequencies, low
bass, dynamics, loudness.... At least as
important, these CDs need to be musically
pleasant enough that my patience (never
mind yours) isn't exercised. The result of
having those two qualities is what I think

three-dimensionality-from

of as a "high reality factor," that is, the CD
comes closer and closer to fooling me into
thinking that I'm listening to the real thing,
and does so for longer and longer periods.
Two key questions here are "How long
will the track fool me?" and "Will real
sounds, live in the listening room, break
the illusion?" Let me answer the first
question with another question, "How
quick is boredom?" On the second, I'd like
to tell you about a set of brass bells from
India that I find incredibly effective in
shattering sonic illusions, however good
the speakers or the signal source.
Space was short in my December
column, so a couple of rather decent CDs
got left in our overmatter pile (what
newspapermen call the Devil's spike; it's
where good stories go when there isn't
enough editorial guts to savage the ad/edit
ratio). To this pair, I'm going to add a few
others, and I hope you wind up liking them.

the back of the church, forward through
the chorus, to Jose Carreras, who suddenly
appears, singing, in front of you, almost
close enough to touch.
There are many fine solo female vocals
around on CD these days, but the one I
keep coming back to is Sandy Denny
singing "Who Knows Where the Time
Goes" on Fairport Convention's
Unhalfbricking (Hannibal/Carthage CGCD
4418). It works on midrange drivers and
sometimes on crossovers, while Richard
Thompson's wonderful guitar and Denny's
beautiful voice give me goose flesh every
time.
There're more, but later.

Ken Richardson
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John Mayan Muddy Waters
B.B. King Dinah Washington
Professor Longhair Stevie
Ray Vaughan Robert Cray
Koko Taylor and more

They are blues legends whose music explodes with the most basic emotions
and reverberates through rock, R&B, jazz and soul. Now you can explore a
wide range of blues at its best with The Blues Experience from the
Columbia House Music Collection.

Start With These 3 CDs for $9"

r

THE BLUES EXPERIENCE
Mail to: The Columbia House Music Collection,
Dept. C8X, P.O. Box 1134, Terre Haute, IN 47811

0 YES.

Please send me my first set in The Blues Experience,
along with my FREE Program Guide. I may enjoy these recordings
in either CD or cassette, as indicated below, risk -free for 14 days.

If I am not delighted, I may simply return the entire set for
full credit and you will cancel my subscription - no questions
asked. The Program Guide is mine to keep FREE, no matter
what. I may keep the first set for just $9.95 plus $3.95 shipping
and handling. Or I may return individual CDs or cassettes for a
*

B.B. King - Live at the Regal (MCA).
November 21, 1964 - a defining moment in blues
history. The master of electric blues gave the crowd
at Chicago's Regal Theater an evening of seemingly
effortless, yet truly transcendent music -making that
summed up what modern blues is all about. "Anyone
who cares about the unbuttoned pleasures of the blues

credit of $3.31 each.

* :hen approximately every eight weeks you'll send me another
set in the series on a 14 -day, risk -free audition basis for
the regular price of just $29.95 for each set of 3 CDs

will respond to this live album." - CD Review

or $19.95 for 3 cassettes, plus $3.95 shipping and
handling. I may return any albums I don't want for a

Robert Cray - Strong Persuader

credit of $9.98 per CD or $6.65 per cassette, or the

(Mercury). A milestone album from the '80s.

entire set for full credit.

Cray's "reclaiming, for his generation, traditions that
are too important to disappear. And he's doing it

right." -Rolling Stone

Clifton Chenier - Bayou Blues (Specialty/Fantasy). A fabulous
collection of zydeco- the danceable, Creole -based blues from southern Louisiana by its greatest exponent. Chenier "literally brought this music to the world from out of
the bayous."- Rolling Stone

* THERE IS NO RISK. THERE IS NO
MINIMUM NUMBER OF ALBUMS TO BUY. AND I
MAY CANCEL MY SUBSCRIPTION AT ANY TIME.
0 Cassettes
Send my recordings in:
U CDs
778720 AM AN
Name
Address

PLUS, you'll get a photo -packed booklet providing insightful background about these extraordinary artists and their great music - FREE.
See the coupon for full details about this affordable, risk -free way to
build your library of landmark - and often hard -to -find - blues
albums from a wide range of blues greats like Muddy Waters, John
Mayall, Dinah Washington, Professor Longhair, Stevie Ray Vaughan,
Koko Taylor, Louis Jordan, Albert King and more. Send for your first
set: B.B. King, Robert Cray and Clifton Chenier - TODAY.

City
State

Zip

®1993 The Columbia House Company

MUSIC COLLECTION

Note: We reserve the right to reject any application or cancel any subscription. Applicable sales
taxes will be added to all elders. Plea= allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

SEND NO MONEY MAIL TODAY
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Classical Chin Music
Dear Editor:
I couldn't quite discern what was both-

ering Edward Tatnall Canby in his
monolog "Orchestrating a Future" ("Audio
ETC," July 1993), but I do feel compelled
to reply to it. First, the American Symphony Orchestra League is a management orga-

better, or just new. I would not deride

V.P./GROUP PUBLISHER

whatever music Mr. Canby may like. His
attempt to ridicule other people's music for
what appear to be commercial reasons is
hardly clever. I thank him for being a part
of the hi -fl revolution but suggest that he
learn more about "that" music before pin-

Thomas Ph. Witschi
(212) 767-6269

ning it with shallow cliches.
Thomas Sucirez,
Violinist

ASOL convention is analogous to conferring with a feudal lord to determine the aspirations of his serfs (you can imagine how

Valley Stream, N.Y.

Author's Reply: Mr. Suarez is reading his

musicians pronounce "ASOL"!).

own thoughts and assumptions into my

how against the hi-fi world. Perhaps he
could explain that? I'm baffled. It certainly
is true that, for many musicians, however

enamored we may be of hi-fi and the
recording medium (after all, I do read your
magazine!), our hearts are in the live performance. Recordings are a facsimile of the
living, organic phenomenon of music. Yet
despite what might seem to be my purism,

I can scarcely imagine a world without
recorded music. I am grateful that there are

people such as Mr. Canby who push the
technical progress of the recording medium to the sophistication we now enjoy. I

Tony Catalano
(212) 767-6061

GENERAL MANAGER
Greg Roperti

BUSINESS MANAGER
Christine Maillet

nization, not a musicians' group, and to
judge a musician's sentiments from an

Mr. Canby speaks as if "we" are some-

V.P./ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER

PRODUCTION DIRECTOR
Silvia Coppola

PRODUCTION MANAGER
Kerry Tonning

RESEARCH MANAGER

article. He asks, "But what is Mr. Canby's
gripe?" My express point in comparing two
mammoth conventions was that I did not
have a gripe. Mr. Suarez objects that the
American Symphony Orchestra League is a
management organization, and he implies

that musicians do not much like it
("ASOL"!). Like it or no, the subject of my

column was that convention as it stood,
and if musicians and management are at
odds, then so much the worse.
Mr. Suarez seems to assume that I am no
musician and do not understand an artist's
deep love for his art. It happens that in this

respect I agree with him entirely-being

could wax eternally. Here is a way in which
science has changed our lives for the better.
But what is Mr. Canby's gripe? He will have

myself a longtime director of live classical

a hard time finding musicians averse to
making recordings. He would even have
difficulty finding musicians who sympathize with the music industry's distrust of

works for voices over past centuries and to
the present, as does Mr. Suarez for his own
repertory; moreover, I know his music as

Digital Audio Tape.

"perplexing naiveté"?

Dru Ann Love

OFFICE MANAGER
Aline J. Pulley

OPERATIONS MANAGER
Sylvia Correa

AD COORDINATOR
Linda Neuweiler

ADVERTISING
REGIONAL V.P./AD DIRECTOR, EAST COAST
Charles L. P. Watson
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Christine B. Forhez
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R. Scott Constantine
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Paula Mayeri
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NATIONAL RECORD LABEL SALES
MAG Inc.
Mitch Herskowitz
(212) 490-1715
Steve Gross
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music as well as a performer. I have as
much reverence for my music, the great

well, though I do not perform it. Is this a

Mr. Canby also betrays a perplexing

Even more absurd is to suggest that I

naiveté of "classical" music and those who
play it. I have devoted my life to the performance of "that" music not because I resist
change, not because I care about heritage

"attempt to ridicule other people's music"!

or tradition, but rather because for mefor me-"that" music is what I am made

hands of crass commercial interests. Ask

of. Heritage? Hardly. Mr. Canby has it all
wrong. Rather, it is a search for the most
profound truth, and whether it is Bach or
Chausson or Stravinsky, it is without deference to a time scale. True progress involves
deciding whether something new is in fact

opener to hear my curses and swearing

Absurd, considering my lifelong impassioned defense of any sort of classical music, real music even beyond classical, at the
the Audio management! It might be an ear -

when one of our great symphonic organizations advertises itself with brutally man-

gled bits of its own music. This kind of
thing happens all too often. So what's the
fuss, Mr. Suarez?-E.T.C.
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One day at lunch. A Boston Acoustics engineer blew across the end of an ordinary straw and produced a distinct note.
Which gave him an elegantly simple idea: place hollow tubes in :ront of aluminum speaker domes and cones.
The tubes act as a high -Q filter-tuned to attenuate the unwanted metallic resonances inherent in aluminum.
The result: a speaker that takes advantage of aluminum's unmatched sonic precision, while completely eliminating
break-up mode colorations. More specifically, the Lynnfield Series-a family of speakers that has won critical acclaim
from over a dozen international audiophile publications. To locate a Lyrnfield dealer or receive reprinted reviews, simply
call 617 592-9000.
Lynnfield by Boston Acoustics

BostonAcoustics
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ment, a few resource persons, and some
reinvention of the wheel, I managed to

TAPE GUIDE

keep up with tape technology and commu-

nicate what I thought I knew. Over and
over, I came up hard against the fact that
the teacher's first pupil must be the teacher.

So often when I undertook to explain
ing and Quality Control, and of several

CODA: HERMAN BURSTEIN

articles on accounting and statistics, as well
as 18 computer programs in BASIC for the

calculation of various cunfidence limits
and distribution probabilities.
Dr. Burstein's life "improved considerably," according to his son Neil, "when he

began his teaching career at Hofstra in
1967, and reached record proportions
upon his retirement in 1981. He loved
Florida, travelling, playing tennis, writing
for Audio, and eating Chinese food. Which
order is beyond me."

We at the magazine's home office received two warm and revealing letters from

Dr. Burstein, discussing his retirement

Dr. Herman Burstein, age 75, whose
"Tape Guide" column appeared in Audio
for more than four decades, died quietly in
his sleep last November 6th at his home in
Tarpon Springs, Florida.

In addition to writing his monthly column, Dr. Burstein answered hundreds of
recording -related queries each year which
were sent in response to the "almost free"
solicitation at the end of his column. In
addition to six books on hi-fi, he also wrote

a number of articles that appeared in Audio, the most recent, entitled "Impedance,
Cables and Treble Loss," in the November
1991 issue. Over the course of his career, he

wrote about 200 articles in approximately
10 audio periodicals.
In his professional life, Dr. Burstein
taught statistics and economics at Hofstra
University's New College, where he was a
Teaching Fellow from 1967 until his recent
retirement. He earned a B.S. in journalism
from Ohio University, where he was on
scholarship and graduated summa cum lau-

from writing his "Tape Guide" column for
Audio, and we would like to share portions
of them with our readers.
"I have been thinking of resigning from
my 'Tape Guide' role for some time-since

the day about 30 years ago that I was
persuaded to do the column. Why did it
take so long? The best explanation is that
some things take longer than others. But
I'll add a bit.
"Along with the pleasure, there has been
work. Relying on the research and writing

of others, my own hands-on experience
with professional and consumer equip Dr. Burstein with
his daughter,

Daury, at her

graduation from
medical school in
May 1989.

de. After taking an M.A. from Oberlin
College, where he was also on. scholarship,

he earned his Ph.D. in economics from
New York University. He was the author of
two books, Attribute Sampling: Tables and
Examples and Sample -Size Tables for Audit-
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something, I found that my understanding
was imperfect and had to be rectified. By
and large, I believe I coped and was helpful
to readers.

"But the technology had changed immensely, what with DAT, MO recordable
CD, MiniDisc, LaserDisc, Super Bit Mapping, data compression, etc. I am in my
75th year and don't have the mental energy
to keep up. It seems that the column will
soon require the knowledge and expository

ability of someone like Ken Pohlmann,
David Ranada, Len Feldman, or Michael
Riggs.

"At such a juncture, one's life tends to
pass in review, and I realize that I've had
74 -plus lucky years, two fine children, good

friendships, good health 'til now, professional success, the joys (and pains) of authorship, extensive travel in the U.S. and
Canada, nourishing music, and an awful
lot of Chinese food. Certainly one of the
most gratifying things has been the 40 year -plus association with Audio."
Herman Burstein is survived by his son,

Neil, who has two children, Jessica and
Matthew; a daughter, Daury, who has a
daughter, Morgan, and his close companion, Rosalind Ringer. They-and we-will
Eugene Pitts
miss him.

APARTMENT 4-C JUST
INSTALLED OUR NEW 720 WATT
HOME THEATER AMPLIFIER.

Our new HCA-1206 is easily the mos.-_ powerful THX":certified
4

' 80"-`

aamplifier in the world. It has an overwhelm-ng 120 watts on each of 6
separate channels, or _80 watts per channel at 4 ohms.

ereut we feel that such power is useless if it only makes your ears bleed. So we called on legendary
circuit designer John Curl tc bring high -end audio sophistication to home theater.
Toggle a few input switches and you have the ideal multi -zone stereo amplifier. You can even switch it

to a 5 or 4 channel amp - delivering over 270 watts per bridged channel. So please be careful with your
'HCA-1206. Otherwise your favorite movie or concert just might bring down the house.

-

PARASOUND
affordable audio for the critical listener

Parasound Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 800-822-8802 Fax 415-397-0144
In Canada distributed by: Absolute Sound Imports, 7651 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC 604-264-0414
THX is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm, Ltd.

AUDIO CLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

It gets even more complex than that. As
part of the error -correction process, the audio

information is also duplicated, and this,
added to the other information on the disc
(such as track number and timing), adds up

to no less than 4.3218 megabits per
Hum? Hnunm...
Q. I have a buzzing, or humming, in my

that the preamp is not so close to the power amps that it's picking up stray hum volt-

second.-Name withheld

system. No matter which a.c. outlets my system is connected to, hum comes from all of
my loudspeakers. I have reversed the polarity
of the wall plugs. I have tried power condi-

ages from one of the amplifier power

Computer -Certified DATs

transformers.
If your video equipment is connected to
cable TV, there may be a ground loop be-

cassettes in my local audio store, I have been

tioners. Nothing has helped. I have a good
main -channel system, a video system, and
an amplified subwoofer, so you see that the

tween the cable -drop ground and your

hum comes from a lot of loudspeakers.

which you will either find commercially or
have to construct (see the December 1992
and June 1993 "Audioclinic"). It may suf-

Help!-Robert Rice, Woodland Hills, Cal.
A. Although I understand that the hum
is present in all of your loudspeakers, we
do not know for certain if it is the result of
power amplifier problems alone or has to
do with your preamplifier. Our task, there-

house ground. You can isolate the TV cable

from the system with an isolated balun,

fice to disconnect the cable TV ground;
don't cut the cable feed itself, but cut the
shield at one end of a short 75 -ohm cable

Q. Because I could not find blank DAT

obtaining them from a computer supply
company. I get what are called "data -certified" DAT cassettes. These are in 60 -meter
lengths, which correspond to 120 -minute
DATs for audio use. I have noticed no difference in audio performance as compared to
tapes normally used with DAT machines.
Recently, computer DAT cassettes have be-

come available in 90 -meter lengths-also

fore, is to determine just where the hum

your system.

originates.
To make this determination, first disconnect the preamplifier from the inputs of all

Check the skirts of all interconnecting

"data certified." This converts to three hours
of recording and that's great for transferring
my 180 -minute open -reel tapes to the DAT
format. Is this new tape length likely to be

cables to be sure that they are snug. A

inferior to the more common 60 -meter

somewhat loose connection can result in a
small amount of oxidation that will reduce
the effectiveness of the ground.
It may be that you have run chassis -to chassis grounds between preamplifiers and

length? I have memories of problems with
C-120 cassettes because of the thinness of

power amplifiers. Turn on the equipment
as usual, and listen for hum. If the hum is
no longer heard, you have eliminated the
amps as the source of hum. If, however,
hum is still present, it probably has to do

and connect that between the feed and

their backings and their reduced coating
thickness.-Name withheld
A. The idea of "data -certified" comput-

power amplifiers. Disconnect these

er tape being housed in DAT cassettes

with grounding. Most amplifiers are

grounds. Of course, if the equipment is

grounded to the house ground via a three prong wall plug. If you have run an extra
ground from an amp to a radiator or water
pipe, this will set up a ground loop because

rack -mounted, it won't be possible to disconnect such chassis -to -chassis grounding

never occurred to me. I am aware that the
newer backup systems for hard drives use

of the difference in potential between it
and the wall plug's ground. If so, the hum
should disappear when you remove the extra ground.
If the hum disappeared when the preamplifiers were connected, chances are that
there is nothing wrong with the preamps
either but that they have an extra ground
connection somewhere. Turn the system
off, disconnect all input cables and external

grounds, and then turn the system on
again; if the hum is gone, the problem is
with the components connected to the pre -

amp. See whether any single input cable
feeds hum to the preamp; if none does, see
what combinations of cables reinstate the

hum. (You could have a ground loop between other components in the system.)

Make certain that all signal cables are
placed clear of a.c. power cords. And check

because it will be produced by the metal
rack. You must then disconnect the shield
from the preamplifier's output. Ground
will be carried via the rack, the system

tape as the backup rather than multiple
floppy disks. Computer data is typically
backed up daily, which means that the

appear-assuming, of course, that it was

tapes are run daily. If such tapes stand up
to the rigorous demands of the computer
field, I have to believe that they should be
fine for home audio applications, because

caused by the grounding between chassis.

the tapes won't be used nearly as often.

CD with All the Extra Bits
In the June 1993 issue, you said that 16 -

quite common, longer lengths of tape have
also come along. I have to believe they will
be all right for home audio use, given their
acceptance in the computer field. Try one
or two, giving them some heavy use just to

should work well, and the hum should dis-

With 200 -megabyte drives becoming

bit digital recording at 44.1 kHz takes
705,600 bits per second for each channel. Al-

though your basic arithmetic is correct, it
could have misled the reader, inasmuch as

see how they stand up. If they pass your

the question also added "for a CD."
In the basic format you describe, the digi

test, go ahead and use them.

tal signal would be totally unsuitable for

If you have a problem or question about audio,

transcribing to a CD. For example, bits have
to be added to interrupt long strings of ones
(which would cause imperfect tracking) and
long strings of zeros (which would saturate
the read head)!

Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO
10019. All letters are answered. In the event that
your letter is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear

in Audioclinic, please indicate if your name
and/or address should be withheld. Please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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the physial space surrounding them as the instruments
4
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)
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Mirage's Bipolar s -makers do just that.

But More you auditiol the M-si Series at your
Mirage dealer, take in a live concert or two.
Then you can experience for yourself just how
ettably life -like the M-si's really are.
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3641 Mimi' Avenie, Scarborough,
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

A NEW SPIN
ON BRAHMS

little

intensity, "how interesting-

but was the recording you heard at
Yale on a cylinder?" "A what?" she
said. I knew then that I wasn't going
to get far in that direction. As I say,
academic disciplines are isolated.
Wrong discipline.
However, my instant thought was
playing speed. Excellent chance that
the version she heard was playing a
bit too fast. Makes the voice not only

higher but somewhat hysterical
sounding, as many of us know all
too well.

Oddly, music, almost any kind, is
much less directly affected by slight

discrepancies in frequency than
speaking voice, so long as the pitch
remains steady. Yet a rising or falling
pitch is instantly deadly for music, as
in any sort of waver or wow. On this
score alone, bless the CD! Any direct

wow, flutter, or other mechanical
unevenness would have to be at the

much higher turning speed of the

CD, between 600 and 800 rpmwhich produces a definite pitched
tone, in the low midrange. Have you
ever heard such? Not me.

To date,
Is the original
Brahms cylinder
lost forever?
Or maybe hiding
in Wisconsin?

s far as I know, Prolessor of
Coifman of Yale University

astonished at how many of these not
only know of the recording but have
heard it, in one form or another. In a

has not responded to my

casual conversation at the Canby

challenge in last September's issue: Commercialize

Singers, where I am now conductor

Mathematics Ronald B.

A

I

have now heard of

direct auditions of the Brahms in all
our older media -78 rpm, LP, actual wax cylinder! Not yet via CD and
only by implication from a standard
music cassette; people often take a
cassette copy for granted and do not
bother to mention it. And so confusion merely mounts higher.
One writer, for instance, says he
knows he heard a cylinder because
of the rapid thumping sound. Well,
of course! The original undoubtedly

("make available") his Adapted

emeritus (hopefully what it says,
"through merit"), one of the mem-

Waveform Analysis version of the

bers casually said, "Oh, I heard that,

would be transferred into any sort of

celebrated but elusive Brahms cylinder recording of 1889, Brahms him-

everybody did, at the Yale music
school," which was where she had

copy in a later medium. I doubt if
even a Prof. Coifman and Adapted

self speaking an introduction and
then playing his own music on the

Waveform Analysis could remove all

disciplines live in their separate

studied quite some years ago. Then
the usual: It was almost unintelligible, terribly noisy, the piano barely
audible at all. Then she added something new-Brahms had a high tenor -like voice, sort of nervous. (The
introduction, which I still have not

worlds, and ever more so.

heard, includes a greeting to Mr.

piano. Hate to say so, but Prof. Coif -

man probably does not read our
magazine. Though eventually some-

one will bring it to him. Academic

Not so our readers. And numerous of my own assorted friends. I am

Edison as well as Brahms' self -identification.) "Well," said I with some
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was a cylinder. But that thumping

the thumps without an immense
and time-consuming effort. He
probably did, in his new version.

Then there is AM radio, in the
mid -'30s, said to be the source of all
the very similar different versions so
widely heard today. Full of terrible
static and general noise. Yet suppos-

edly a reproduction of the original

Accuracy in Performance - Elegance in Appearance
Bryston's BP -20 Preamplifier

BP -23: redesigned

inside and out

Bryston's new BP -20 line level preamplifier offers a signiicant step forward _n capturing
the subtleties, nuances and emotions of recorded music. Redesigned inside and out to
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ence. The BP -20 is housed in a steel cabinet for shielding to reduce
electromagnetic interference effects. Buffered inputs provide for lower dis-

tortion and improved linearity from source componen ts.
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Bryston external
power transformer

ther reduce crosstalk and noise throughout the internal circuitry. Our feeling is that
Bryston's BP -20 is one of those fortunate circumstances when the long hours and extended
listening pay off. The sense of transcending the recording medium and experiencing the orig-

inal performance is captured with exceptional realism. Nothing but a listening test will
convey the feeling of musical perfection available in the Bryston BP -20. We _nvite you to
audition one today.

For more information contact:
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 316
Tel: (416) 746-1800 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card

So, now, how about this? An actual cyl-

and distortion? Maybe. Maybe not. Second,

sy operating arms, like those used for copying a drawing, activating a tiny stylus on a
second cylinder. Yet it was done, definitely.
Perhaps, at some point within the next decade or so, the original, or one of the sepa-

even in the '30s radio station personnel

rate originals, was to be copied off by

chem lab there. I quote his own account:

could make a reasonably quiet and accurate
"dub" of a cylinder they intended to broad-

pantograph? Lacking any better way, it
could have been done. Lo-a cylinder with
Brahms on it. But of atrocious quality.

Our group worked in close association
with the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance fa-

cylinder some 50 years after it was madeit had "turned up."
This resolves into two factors. First, did
that cylinder itself produce all the static(?)

cast, either for the record, so to speak, or
possibly for later use. Any static, then,
would necessarily occur in an outside recording, probably amateur, and at a con-

inder in, of all places, Cal Tech in the
1980s. John T. Fourkas, now in the Depart-

ment of Chemistry at MIT (see what I
mean about disciplines?), worked in a

which after some 50 years turned up in

cility, the administrator of which was a
huge Brahms enthusiast. Every spring ...
he would hold a Brahms birthday party,

siderable distance from the AM station. Or
perhaps in a thunderstorm?

Germany and was grabbed for public

complete with cucumber sandwiches and

broadcast on AM radio? And then taken

musical performances with some of his

An 1889 Edison cylinder, made as a

down off the air somewhere else, as above?

demo for presentation before such as Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany and other notables, would have, fresh and new, produced
a fairly impressive sound. Certainly not full

The 1935 78 -rpm disc seems to be the

friends. His favorite highlight of the event,
however, was pulling out this old cylinder

of noise, the sound we invariably hear
today. Did Brahms make more than one

Could it have been a pantograph copy of
the original, then, or one of the originals,

source of all the Brahms we now hear, in
various formats and widely separated locations. This, I think, is as reasonable an explanation as any you will find.

that actually had Brahms speaking on it,
and playing it quite a few times. Needless

to say, the words were the very ones
mentioned in Scientific American and in

your column....

demo? Accurate copying was not possible
for years after that date. Even Roland Gelatt

has no information on this in his 1954

ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES

book, The Fabulous Phonograph. It is possi-

SEEM TO LIVE IN

ble that Brahms made a number of cylin-

THEIR SEPARATE WORLDS,

ders, all more or less identical but separately performed. That, remember, was the way

AND EVER MORE SO.

not at least one of these multiples have
survived the demo procedure, for preservation in a reasonably playable state-not the

uniformly noisy reproduction we now always hear? Was it one of these that "turned
up" in 1935 and was played on the AM air
in Germany? It could have sounded much,
much better than anything we now inherit.

Did it-in the station itself?
All in all, the excessive noise and unintelligibility would seem more and more to be

an artifact, as they say, of disastrous later
transfers rather than the actual sound of a

Now for the clincher-but first note that
the Yale Adapted Waveform reconstituted
version from Prof. Coifman was also made
from a 78 -rpm disc original. Note that the

Yale School of Music had the recording
quite some years previously, as per my

had always assumed .. . that the cylinder
was some sort of copy, but perhaps this

By golly, I think he did! This is clearly
not the same old noisy and unintelligible
version, probably from the 1935 disc, that
is so widely distributed. It sounded precisely as an original, old and much played but

intact, would sound-both words and mu-

friend in the Canby Singers-and Prof.

sic intelligible.

Coifman in his work was in touch with the
Yale music people. Very likely theirs and
Prof. Coifman's is one and the same disc?

As for me, I'm just going to sit and see
what happens. Something surely will-Mr.

Other sources of the sound, ever so

where that cylinder might now be: "I have

clearly the same noisy version, have come
from all over. Mark P. Fishman of Arling-

lost track of the person who owned this

ton, Mass. remembers hearing it over a

surviving cylinder. Even including the

Boston FM station, either Harvard's

"melt," or softening, of the wax that is said
to have existed in 1935, a "flat" that would
indeed have both thumped and altered the
pitch. That, at least, makes sense. Decades
of storage without moving would perhaps
develop that kind of a problem.
I have, since September, thought again

WHRB or Boston University's WBUR.

Fourkas adds the following clues as to

recording, but I can tell you what I know of
him. His name is James Yesinowski, and he
left Cal Tech in 1986 or 1987.... As far as I
know, he went to the University of Wiscon-

More interestingly, he notes that there was
an LP version, part of an historical piano
recording from the International Piano Li-

sin to head the NMR [Magnetic Reso-

brary, now the International Piano Archives (IPA). Alas, there was a tragedy-

to find him. Otherwise, I would assume

pantograph copying. This was the only way

their archival collection was destroyed by
fire. Including whatever Brahms they had?
I'll bet it was that same old 78 -rpm disc

a single cylinder could be copied onto

again. It must somehow have been pub-

another cylinder-but what a farce! Clum-

lished, in all its hideousness.

of another and reasonable possibility-

but the words were clearly intelligible, as was
the music [my emphasis]. As I mentioned, I

fellow had the original, unwittingly or
not:'

hundreds of commercial cylinders were
then made, right up to the end of the century. It would have been normal. Would

Now please note this, which followed:
"The recording was old and very scratchy
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nance] facility there. He may well still be
there, or else the University may know how

that he could be tracked down through the
American Chemical Society."
Chemical Society! Magnetic Resonance!
Again, would Brahms be baffled. Is anybody out there game for a search, particularly you Wisconsin readers?
A
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(1) Members who choose CLASSICAL as their listening interest will be serviced by the BMG Classical Music Service. Photocopies of this reply
card are acceptable MAIL TO: BMG Music Service, P.O. Box 91300, IndianapNis, IN 46291-0300. We reserve the right to reeuest additional information. reject any application. or cancel any membership. Limited to new members. Local taxes. f any, will be added. Otter available in continental
USA and under special arrangement in Alaska and Hawaii. Otter not available in Puerto Rico. APO or FPO.

INSTANT

50% -OFF
BONUS
THE BMG
MDSIC SERVICE
DIFFERENCE
From day one,
you're entitled to
buy a CD at half puce
every time you buy
ore at the regular
Club price. With
otter clubs, usually
ycu must first buy
6 or more at

tit price to qualify

- About every three weeks (13 imes a year), yoi'll
receive our exclusive club catalog filled with hundreds
of choices, plus a Featurec Selection from yoff preferred music category
- If you want the Featured Seeffion, do nothing It will
be sent to you automaticalh .
- If you prefer an alternate selection from the catalog,
or none at all, simply 'eturr tie Notification Card,
enclosed with each issue d7icour catalog, by :he
date specified.
- We give you at least 13 days o return the Notification
Card. If you end up with lam time and. as a result,
receive an unwanted Featu el Selection, you may
retum d at our expense.

Save with Instant Bonuses.. From day one, every time
you buy one CD at the regular Club price, you're entitled
to buy another one of equal or lesser value at haft price.
And the savings don't stop there!

The longer you stay, the more you save. Sales and
discounts on your favorite musk keep getting better the
longer you remain a member. But it's up to you. After
you pay for your half-price selection, you may cancel
your membership simply by writing to us.

If the reply card is missing. please write to:
BMG Music Service
P.O. Box 91300
Indianapolis, IN 46291-0300

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
a Parental Advisory -Contains explicit lyrics and/or artwork.
2 -CD set; counts as 2 selections.
Dog and how are trademarks of General Electric Company,
USA. The BMG Logo is a trademark of BMG Music. Other
trademarks used in Me advertisement are the property of
various trademark owners.
BMG Music Service. 6550 E. 30th St.. Indianapolis IN
46219-1194 P 1994 BMG ()wed

to- extra savings.
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is added to each selection.

Here's How Your Club Works:

(MCA) 74339

(Reprise) 53381

Aerosmith

6. 0 JAll

(Capitol) 63340

The BMG Music Service 6-1-3 Formula. First, choose
6 FREE CDs from this ad. Then buy just 1 selection at
hat, the regular Club price aid you'll get 3 more selecbons FREE! That's a total of '0 for the price of 1/2 (plus

Steely Dan: Gold

Chicago:
Greatest Hits 1982-1989

4 0 POP/SOFT ROCK
Rod Stewart

(Warner Bros.) 44006

(MCA) 20069

Nothing more t) buy, ever!

(Wing/Mercury) 74193

The Eagles:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
(Asylum) 63318

3 0 HARD ROCK

Megadeth: Countdown
To Extinction

Enioy10 CDs forte price of1/2

(Jive) 25065 *

I

2 0 COUNTRY

Simon & Garfunkel:
The Concert In
Central Park

A shipping and handing cha

of this otter, I agree to buy just one selection at 112 the regular Club price within a year. will then receive 3 more choices
FREE! That's 10 for the price of 1/2, with nothing more to buy, ever! I understand that a shipping and handling charge will
be billed for each selection.

1:1 LIGHT SOUNDS
Natalie Cole
Frank Sinatra

Buddy Holly: From The
Original Master Tapes

Then get 3 more Cis of your choice, FREE

Tony! Tonal Tonal:
Sons Of Soul

(Tommy Boy) 63236

I am always free to choose from any category, but I am most interested in the music category
checked here (check gee only):

(Capitol) 82403

(Sire) 54164

Buy only 1 watn1hffnleor,earlar Club price

(RCA) 74054

Ef RUSH ME THESE 6 CDs NOW (Indicate by number).

t)

Walter & Scotty:
My Brother's Keeper

Start with 6 FREE C impact Discs now

Too Short:
Get In Where Ya Fit In

216NA, 0 Please accept my membership in the BMG Music Service and send my 6 FREE selections as indicated. Under the terms

&Agit/email.

(Verve) 44658

Madonna: The
Immaculate Collection

(A&M ) 73924

START SAVING! MAIL THIS POSTAGE PAID CARD TODAY.

ITS IN Olt 411,
M SERVICE -=-

(MCA) 73683

(MCA) 00790

The Judds:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2

(Geffen) 60989 1

(Arista) 53498

Menace II Society/
Sdtrk. (Jive) 64082

Take-The Singles

New Order: Republic

(Repose) 53190
Taylor Dayne:
Soul Dancing

The Very Best Of The
Righteous Bros.:
Unchained Melody

(Warner Bros.) 94212

(Capitol) 73627

(Capitol) 44812

Shepherd Moons

Coneheads/Sdtrk.

(Mercury) 61292

The Police:
Every Breath You

Dutt McKagan:
Believe In Me

Enya:

(Island) 80023

Robert Cray:
Shame & A Sin

Mint Condition:
From The Mint Factory

Angle & Debbie

(GwesVWarner Bros.)
52039

Tracy Byrd

(MCA) 90177

The John Lennon
Collection

(East West) 61717

(Big Beat/Atlantic) 44552

Tel

Mulgrew Miller:
Hand In Hand

(Capitol) 64060

(MCA/GRP) 54589

En Vogue:
Funky Divas

Robin S:
Show Me Love

(Motown) 33878

(Novus) 73649

(Zoo) 70310

(A&M) 03602

(Warner Bros./Sire)
44370

311074

Smokey Robinson &
The Miracles:
18 Greatest Hits

Jodeci:
Forever My Lady

Matthew Sweet:
Altered Beast

Dave Grusin:
The Flrm/Sdtrk.

Pete Townshend:
PsychoDerelict

(RCA Victor) 61964

(Warner Bros.) 64585

(Uptown) 54441

(Warner Bros.) 43738

Fourplay:
Between The
Sheets

Guys And Dolls/
New Broadway Cast

Dave Koz: Lucky Man

Van Morrison:
Moondance

Uptown MTV
Unplugged

The Best Of
The Dooble Brothers

House Of Pain
(Tommy Boy) 25416

(Mercury) 84179

(Reprise/Slash) 20680

(Geffen) 54333

(Rykodisc) 43693

(Reprise 'Sire) 64176

(Private Music) 63900

Violent Femmes:
Add It Up (1981-1993)

White Zombie:
La Sexorcisto:
Devil Music Vol. 1

Paul Westerberg:
14 Songs

Venni: In My Time

(MCA) 64314

(Rowdy Records) 35391

(RCA) 10746

Billy Ray Cyrus:
It Won't Be The Last

Glenn Frey: Live

Illegal:
The Untold Truth

(Geffen) 25534

James Galway:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2

(Elektra) 00215

(Bainbridge) 24806

(Geffen) 01600

(MCA) 53849

Guns N'Roses:
Use Your Illusion II

The Doors: L.A. Woman

Art Porter:
Straight To The Point

The Mantovani
Orchestra: Golden Hits

Urge Overkill:
Saturation

Patsy Cline:
12 Greatest Hits

(Geffen) 35469

HI -Five: Faithful
(Jive) 25508

(Virgin) 21149 4

(Chrysalis) 63846

(Island) 53521

Jurassic Park/Sdtrk.

(SBK) 10742

Jon Secada

Iggy Pop:
American C

Jethro Tull:
Original Masters

Tevin Campbell: I'm
Ready (QwestiWamer

(Motown) 35210

My Way?
(Virgin) 34834

(GRP) 83446

(Virgin) 04166

(RCA) 63590

Teddy Pendergrass:
A Little More Magic

Lionel Motile:
Back To Front

(MCA/Curb) 10508

Tina Turner: What's
Love Got To Do With It

Alabama:
The Cheap Seats

Bob Nadel: Legend

(DG) 35091

Larry Carlton:
Renegade Gentleman

(Warner Bros.) 83892

(La Face) 00420

(MCA) 34700

Kathleen Battle
At Carnegie Hall

Lyle Lovett:
Joshua Judges Ruth

Best Of The Grateful
Dead: Skeletons
From The Closet

Toni Braxton

(Atlantic) 01599

Bros.) 25112

Lenny Kravitz:
Are You
Gonna Go

Bette Midler:
Experience The Divine Greatest Hits

The Juliana Hatfield
Three: Become
What You Are

(GRP) 33925

(MCA) 25466

ZZ Top: Greatest Hits

(Verve) 83688

(Atlantic) 64291

Dave Grusin:
Homage To Duke

Reba McEntire:
Greatest Hits Volume 2

(Warner Bros.) 35011

(Warner Bros.) 83411

with nothing more to buy, ever!
Gin Blossoms: New
Miserable Experience

Miles Davis & Quincy
Jones: Live At Montreux

MUSIC

liSERVICIM

At the May 1979 Los Angeles

Convention of the Audio
Engineering Society, the
Department of the Arts of

BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

UCLA held a conference on

"The Revolution in Home
Entertainment," presented in coop-

eration with the AES and Audio
magazine. Demonstrations of cutting -edge technology in audio and

GEARING DOWN
THE SUPERHIGHWAY

video were given, and a panel of experts commented on various developments and offered their views on
future technological advances. Panelists included colleagues John Eargle and the late Richard C. Heyser,
wearing his Jet Propulsion Laboratory hat; Emil Torick, Director of the
CBS Technology Center; film special -effects engineer John Dykstra,

who won an Oscar for his work on

THE TANTALIZING
PROSPECT OF

A COMPUTER-LINKED

WORLD IS ONLY NOW
EMERGING.

Star Wars, and yours truly. We envisioned an electronic world linked by

computers in every home, with interactive services available for various audio and video entertainment,
as well as for communication, education, banking, home shopping and
marketing, medical services, and a
host of other areas.

In the nearly 15 years since that
UCLA conference, much of the futuristic technology postulated by the
panelists has become reality. Proba-

There has been much political

trol of Paramount Communicafor establishing an "information tions. The battle has raged for many
superhighway," which would stimu- months-and one of the most aglate high-tech, high -wage job oppor-

bly the seminal development has

tunities-one of the Clinton

been the introduction of digital

Administration's most cherished

technology, not only for audio, but
in many other disciplines as well.

therapies for the layoffs and restruc-

Notwithstanding the tremendous
advances in computers themselves
and related computer sciences, the
computer-linked electronic world
remains a tantalizing, fascinating
prospect, one that is just now beginning to emerge.

battle that has been fought for con-

tub -thumping about the necessity

turing that so sorely afflict a great

deal of American industry. The
world of high finance is an arcane
one indeed, and most people know

gressive soldiers on the field, Barry
Diller of the QVC home shopping
network, has fought hard to have his
$11 -billion bid accepted by Paramount.
The question comes to mind why
some company is willing to pay such

an astronomical price for Para-

very little of its intricacies. Recently,

mount. The answer became quite

though, because of massive media

clear to me after I happened to see a

coverage, many people became TV show on cable channel CNBC.
aware of the high -stakes takeover

The show was a symposium on the
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Henry Moss Speakers. FactoryOur Center Channel speaker ($149) and our Center Channel Plus speaker
($219) are perfect for Dolby®
Surround Pro Logic® systems.
They offer very high perfor-

mance, and are magnetically shielded. Center
Channel Plus can
fit under
your TV.

Henry Moss, creator of the dominant speakers of
the '50s (Acoustic Research), '60s (KI.,H) and '70s
(Advent), brings you Cambridge SoundWorks, a new
kind of audio company with factory -direct savings.

Our surround speakers,
The Surround ($399 pr.) and The
Surround II ($249 pr.) use dipole radiator
technology to reproduce surround effects the way they
were meant to be heard. Non -directional ambient sound
literally surrounds you.

71e&meadf

The Powered Subwoofer ($599) and Slave
Subwoofer ($299) by Henry Moss provide room -shaking
bass (over 100 dB at 30 Hz!). Great for pipe organs and
effects in movie soundtracks. Built-in 200w amplifier.
1514" X261/2" x 10'/" (each model)

AmhianceTM In -Wall speakers ($329 pr.) offer an

unbeatable combination of performance, value
and ease of installation.

71e Surmund

NEW! The Cambridge SoundVVorks Model Six continues a 40 year
tradition of high performance, high value two-way acoustic
suspension loudspeakers by Henry Moss. The Model Six with its 8"
woofer, delivers very natural, accurate, wide -range sound-for only
$119 each, factory -direct. Your choice of three beautiful cabinet finishes.

Direct Pikes. 1-800-FOR-HIFI.
The dual-subwoofer Ensemble®
speaker system gives you ultimate
room -placement flexibility for best
real world performance.
Audio magazine says it
may be "...the best value in
the world." With black -

laminate subwoofers
Everything you need to change your
great stereo into
a great home
theater.

($599), or black vinyl clad subwoofers
($499).

$867.

With a Cambridge SoundVVorks Charge Card,

The Ensemble II subwoofersatellite speaker system by
Henry Kloss is one of the
best values in the country. We
think it's better than
speakers costing twice
as much. Because
we sell it factory -direct,
it's only $399.
Stereo Review says it
"performs far beyond
its price and size."

qualified customers can charge purchases
from our catalog-with no
payments and no interest
for three full months.
No annual membership fee.

Free Color Catalog!
If you have any questions...if you want
the free catalog including components
from Cambridge
SoundWorks,
Pioneer, Philips,
Sorry and more...
or if you would
like to order,
call us toll -free,
8AM-Midnight ET.
All products are

backed by a
30 -day guarantee.

Call 1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How
76 Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
154 California St., Suite 104FEB, Newton, MA 02158

1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 Canada 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332,5936
Cd 1993 Cambndge SoundWorks Ensemble & a mgistemd trademark of
Cambridge SoundlAbdis. inc. The Surround & Ambiance are trademarks of
Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc AR & Advent are trademarks of lenun international.
Dolby and Pro Logic are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratones Deensing Corp.

Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

future of communications, whether by cable or satellite or telephone line. Participating were the top movers and shakers in the
world of communications. There was Diller
himself, along with the heads of CBS, NBC,

ABC, Bell Atlantic, AT&T, Disney, Time

Warner, Zenith, and others. There even
were VPs of engineering on hand for technical input!
Every aspect of audio and video communications was examined in depth. I looked

elists from Time Warner and Disney. As
major suppliers of programming, these
companies and others will profit mightily

One of the principal attractions of the

once the digital transmission highways are
established.
High -definition TV was thoroughly dis-

many employees to work at home. Much of
the benefit here is the elimination of commuting to an office, thus saving money and
reducing pollution.
I personally have not been very enthusiastic about my initial exposure to interac-

cussed by the assembled executives, and
there was complete approval of the digital
system chosen by the "Grand Alliance" and

interactive computer link is the ability to
decentralize business activities, permitting

submitted to the FCC for approval. Although enthusiasm was expressed for

tive technology. I used the Kodak Photo

at and listened to these corporate giants

HDTV, there was also a consensus that it

discussing the use of each technology and
the synergism of many of them. It was apparent that these people were unanimous
in their approval of digital technology as
the engine that would drive the devices and

will be quite a long time before the technol-

the resolution of the video material was
quite marginal. The music they used was

ogy becomes a major factor in the home

fairly clean, but rarely what I would use for

entertainment market. One person predicted that about 40% of American homes will

a particular subject. The games left me

have HDTV by the year 2000; another

communication systems for linking the

thought 20% is more likely.

There are other problems with interactive technology. For example, it certainly
would be convenient to have available a
central CD library with virtually every title

global electronic network. There was little
doubt that these astute executives regard
digital technology as a sort of panacea for
many of their existing problems-and as a
magical force that will lead to a bright and
prosperous future.
All of these companies have their own
vested interests here. For example, Direct
TV, a division of GM Hughes Electronics,

CD and Philips CD -I systems and felt that

cold.

ever made. There would also be the benefits

of CD playback through state-of-the-art
equipment and delivery of this pristine
digital signal through your fiber-optic input. But there would, be no need to pur-

is said to be ready to launch its Direct

chase CDs, and this won't please the record
companies; they certainly won't make expensive recordings just to sell a few copies

Broadcast Satellite system; the roof -mount-

to the central library. An arrangement

ed I8 -inch dish antenna and satellite receiver, manufactured by Thomson Consumer Electronics under the RCA brand

would have to be worked out for some sort
of playback royalty, a "pay -per -play" deal

name, will reportedly sell for around $700.

business.

The cable people, principally Tele-Communications, Inc. (TCI), want to digitize
their channels, which would lead to the
500 -channel system you've undoubtedly
heard about. AT&T and Bell Atlantic are
involved in a digital networking system
using phone lines.

that would keep the record companies in

This brave new world of computer-

WHAT NOBODY DISCUSSES
IS THE ACTUAL COST OF

I should note that all of these high-

THIS TECHNO-TOYLAND
AND THE QUESTION OF
HOW WE'LL PAY FOR IT.

powered executives were very supportive of
interactive technology. Of course, it will require the widespread wiring of homes with
fiber-optic lines. The ideal would be every

munications technology is easy to under-

plated, computer-linked, interactive, digital fiber-optic system? The very designation
is intimidating, to say nothing of the actual
cost of this new techno-toyland. One prac-

being locked in to some government -approved level of performance. This interac-

with holographic images, and every imaginable "how-to" and educational program.

tive Utopia will fail if there is no freedom of
choice.
A

communications revolution that will mean
enormous profits. Their fondest dream re-

channels was of prime concern to the pan-

pray, is going to pay for this chrome -

network. They still envision the full spectrum of interactive services-punching in
codes for music choices, video programs

nario is very expensive. As an interim alter-

mand for programming to satisfy 500

nirvana I must interject a sour note. Who,

mains the establishment of the in -home
computer link to a fiber-optic electronic

stand. Most of the executives at the sympo-

house is within half a mile of a fiber-optic
feeder terminal, the house can be connected to it with coaxial cable. Whatever the
means of transmission, the insatiable de-

too -distant future. Still, into this harmonious

tical solution for new homes would be to
have the basic equipment installed at the
start and paid for within the mortgage. For
existing homes, the equipment might be
handled by leasing companies or through
supplementary mortgages. Matters beyond
the basic equipment, such as decor and deluxe frills, would be optional.

The support for all this new digital com-

home directly wired with fiber optics to
ensure interactive capability, but this sce-

native, fiber-optic lines could be routed
only to high -density areas. As long as a

linked home entertainment is unquestionably a most desirable scenario for the not -

sium feel they are on the threshold of a
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One thing we surely want to avoid is

NOT ALL100 DISC CHANGERS COME IN

EXTRA

ARG
The new JVC XL-MC100 Disc Changer's two-piece design
offers limitless placement flexibility, unlike tie rack busting
dimensions of extra large one-piece units. Just place the
XL-MC100's Transport/Storage unit where convenient, while
the Controller comfortably fits into your existing setup
The system is packed with JVC's latest cutting -edge :echnology and features, such as 1 -Bit D/A conve-sion and a wide
range of programming functions including instant access to

any disc or track and multiple disc classification by file. And
JVC's smart, alphanumeric remote control always remembers the exact location of each disc-even when you forge:.
The JVC XL-MC100 is also
the only -00 Disc Changer
that comes with a bound
CD Booldet with sleeves
for catalcging liner notes,
giving you a handy visual
reference for finding your
favorite music.
The XL-MC100: At JVC,
"XL" doesn't stand for
"extra -I arge."

The XL-MC100 CD Controller is a
standard -sized component that fits into
any existing rack or stack of home
entertainment equipment, connecting via
digital cable to...

JVC

...the XL-MC100 Transport/ Storage unit,
which can be placed anywhere that's

convenient and unobtrusive -ii
a cabinet or closet, on the floor, even in a
different room.

JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA, 41 SLATER DRIVE ELMWOOD PARK, N.J. 07407
Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card

ROAD

SIGNS

IVAN BERGER

head and automatic head azimuth
alignment.
We haven't heard the Pioneer base

system, so we can't comment on it,

LEXCELLENCE

but both Audio Editor Gene Pitts
and I agree that the Nakamichi system in the new Lexus GS 300 is the
best factory -installed system either
of us has yet heard-or operated, for
that matter. Here's why:

Lexus invoked the car maker's
privilege of making the panel twice

the standard DIN height. This
makes for a very relaxed, spacious
layout (especially since only the tape
slot is up front; the 12 -disc changer
is in the trunk). But the controls are

more than just spaced well apart;
they're good ("No, wonderful," says
Gene). For example, the control you

use most often, volume, is the
largest and most conveniently
placed. It's also a knob, still the best
choice for fine adjustment in a moving car. And it's not combined with

any other functions except on/off.
Knobs used less often are the push-

in/pop-out type and are grouped

The controls of the
Lexus GS 300's
stereo system are
conveniently
placed as well as
ergonomically
designed. Below,
the car itself.

along the bottom, with a gap separating the three tone controls from
the balance and fader pots. The tone

iexus is not the first car maker

great. The Nakamichi system's 12 -

to collaborate with an outside
audio firm in designing its factory -installed audio systems,

inch woofer replaces a 10 -inch
woofer in the standard system.

controls have a limited range, so you
make very subtle adjustments.

can't screw up the sound but can

collaborate with two such com-

(Both systems have 43/4 -inch bass reflex speakers in all four doors and
tweeters in the front door pillars; the

panies. Pioneer provides Lexus'

Nakamichi tweeters have soft

standard system, but a Nakamichi

domes, while the standard tweeters

THE LEXUS GS 300'S
NAKAMICHI SYSTEM

system is available for $1,900 more.

have hard ones.) The Nakamichi

IS THE BEST

(That price includes a trunk -

system has substantially more pow-

mounted changer, which costs $900
if added to the Pioneer system.)
The differences between the two
systems' specifications aren't all that

er: At 0.1% THD, it delivers four 25 -

FACTORY STEREO

but it's the first I know of to

watt channels plus 70 watts for the
subwoofer, or 170 watts total, versus
a differently distributed 74 watts for

the standard system. (Interestingly,
"maximum" power, presumably at
10% THD, doesn't differ nearly as
much between the two systems; it's
225 watts for the standard system
versus 280 watts for the Nakamichi.)

WE'VE HEARD.
The tuning controls are also very
right. One button toggles between

the two six -station FM memory
banks; a separate "AM" button lets

you switch to that band without
having to cycle through the second
FM bank. A large up/down rocker is

The Nakamichi system's amps also
feature all -discrete circuitry. Natu-

used for manual tuning or, if you

rally, considering this company's
reputation for outstanding cassette
decks, the premium system's tape

seeking. The "Scan" button also
switches modes, scanning station

transport has a narrow -gap playback

longer, the entire dial. A beep tells
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hold it down a bit, automatic station

presets or, if you hold it down

Witch scares you more, a horror film with the

sound turned off, or a horror show on the radio?
The answer is easy because it is the movie's sound-

track which carries the pathos and emotion. You
can enjoy sound without pictures, but who wants
pictures without sound?

It's What You Don't
See That Counts.
It doesn't cost
more to do it right!
AudioDuest otters
a full range of
cables. but the
biggest improvement you'll hear
is going from big
fat stranded cable to the
least expensive cables
from Audialuest. For the
complete story, please call
or write for our Cable Design
booklet - or better yet, visit
an AudioOuest dealer and
listen for yourself.

It just so happens that cables are the part
of your system which can help or hurt the
performance the most... and for the least money.

Whelier you have two -channel stereo or multichannel stereo, you have to have cables. You
can't completely fix a bad system with good cables,
but you can seriously degrade a good system with
badly designed cables.

You won't see the cables and you won't see the

sound - but you will experience the difference!

audioquest.

P.O. Ben 3060 Sall Clemente, CA 92674 USA TEL (714) 498-2770 FAX (714) 498-5112
Distributed in Canada by Audio Products lmemational. 3641 McNicoll Ave.. S3arborough, Ontario. M1X 1G5 Tel: 416-321-1800

Definitive Technology®

you when either control's mode changes.
The six station presets are on three dual station rockers-much easier to navigate

Authorized Dealers

AN- Hoitt's FairbankeePyramid: Anchorage.
AL- In, Concert Huntsville. Likis Audio:Birmingham.
AB- Leisure Electronics: Little Rock.
AZ- Jerry's Audio Video: Phoenix, Tucson.
Audio Corceots: -ong Beach, San Gabriel. Creative
Stereo: Santa.Batbara, Ventura. David Rutledge Audio: Palm
Springs. Henry Radio: _A.. Pacific Coast AN: Corona del
Mar* Paradyme: Sacramento. Performance Audio: San Francisco. Sound no.:1Escondido, Sar Diego. Sound Goods:
Campbell, Mtn. View. Systems Design: Redondo Beach. Wilson AN: Woodland -iikt.

by feel than the usual six -button row.

In tape and CD modes, the two main
rocker switches work similarly to the way
they work for radio. "Scan" changes program material by finding tracks instead of
stations, and "Tune/Seek" becomes a fastforward/rewind switch. The large rockers

_c_Q- Listen Up:: Denver: Boulder, Colorado Springs.

used for radio presets radically change
function in tape and CD modes, however.
In tape mode, these rockers select tape di-

rection, track, blank skip, automatic repeat, and Dolby B or C noise reduction. (I
don't recall any other factory stereos offering Dolby C NR.) In CD mode, they are
used to advance to the next disc (alas, no
retreat to the prior one!), perform fast forward, select tracks (forward or backward,
thank goodness), repeat the current track,
or start random track selection.
The tuner and CD sections were terrific
performers. (I did not have enough time to
really assess the cassette section, but Gene
says it was much like the CD player in its
sonics.) The tuner brought in AM and FM
stations clearly that other car stereos I've

tested couldn't bring in at all. I think
there's more at work here than just the diversity antenna system. For one thing, the
retractable antenna changes its height for
reception of AM, high -band FM, or low band FM signals. The sound on AM was
only moderately rolled off, yet there was
very little interference; you could easily

mistake it for good mono FM through a
small speaker-until you heard how good
this system's FM is! I liked the fact that the

FM radio mutes when there's no signal
(handy when you're in a tunnel), though
there is a period of noise "fluff" as the signal fades out. I also liked the fact that when

THE NAKAMICHI
SYSTEM'S CONTROLS
ARE ALL VERY RIGHT,

AND THE SOUND
IS EVEN MORE SO.
why Gene found it took more time to get
used to operating the tape controls without
looking at them than it did for the CD controls.) The button that selects CD play can
also switch in a compressor for use when

you're listening to a disc with a wide dynamic range in noisy traffic. The Lexus is
so quiet, however, that I felt no need to use
the compressor.

Overall sound was crystal clear in all

ill- Classic Audio Honolulu.
IA- Audio Logic: Des Moines. Camera Corner: Davenport.
Custom AN: Cedar %bids. Hawkeye. Iowa City, Cedar Falls.
ID- Good Ear : 3ose.
L- United Audio Centers: Chicago & Suburbs. Cars & Stereos: Rooldord. J on's Hbme Center. Quincy. Stereo Studio:
Palatine. Select Sound: Naperville. Sterling Elect.: Sterling.
Sundcwn One:: Sprihctieki.
Ovation Audio: Clarksville, Indianapolis.
KS- Accent Sound: Overland Park. Advance Audio: Wichita.

Audio Junction: junction City.
KY- Ovation Audio* Lexington, Louisville.
LA- Alterman,Aucic* New Orteans, Metairie, Covingtore
Wright's Sound Gallery Shreveport.
MA- GoodwinaAsdic: Boston, Shrewsbury. Nantucket
Sounc: Hyannis.
ItD Audio Assoc.* Annapolis, Laurel, Rockville. Cumberland
Elec.: Cumbertarxi. Gramophone: Batt., Ellicott City. Soundscape Balt.. SoundIStudio: Salisbury.
ME- Catkin' :Fontana..
MI- Peter's: Detroit, Ttey. Classical Jazz: Holland. Front Row
AN: F int. Future Sound: Ypsilant. Court St. Listening
Room. Midland, Saginaw.

MN- Audio Designs Winona. Audio Perfection: Minneapolis.
Indepencence AN: IndepenoenceSd. Central: St Louis.
NC- Audio Lao Wilmington. Audio Video Systems: Charlotte.
Stereo Sound Durham Greensboro, Raleigh, Winston Salem.
Tri City Elect. Comcvei.
ND- Precision Audio: Grand Forks.
RF.- Custom Electronics: Omaha, Lincoln.
NH- Cookin': Nashua.. Manchester, Newington. Salem, S.

roll -off. Side -to -side imaging was excellent,

tij- Hal's Stereo: -rectory Sound Waves: Northfield. Sassafras. Cherry HIM. Woodbridge Stereo: W. Caldwell, W.

but the soundstage lacked depth. Sound
was okay to good on organ, excellent on pi-

ano and string bass, and very good on female vocals. (The midrange tone control,
rare in factory systems, helped vocals stand

out.) Gene, normally bothered by the difference in timbre between cars' rear and
front speakers, found no problem here.
Getting back to ergonomics, we found
the big buttons and panel allowed large,
legible markings that were easy to read by

day and night-though operation was so
natural that we didn't need to read them

me it was already in a preset. My only

for long. The panel illumination only lights

quibble was that seek tuning allots a mere 5

the labels for the mode you're in, which

seconds to each station, which is far too

makes the panel even clearer by night than
by day. At night, the radio and heater are lit

brief to help in picking stations.
On CD, however, the scan is a more gen-

_GA- Stereo Shop:: Martinez. Stereo Video Systems: Marietta.

modes, though with a little bit of top -end

scan or manual tuning, the display showed

I called up a memorized station through

_Q."- Al Franklin's: Ila.tord.Carston's AN: Danbury.
Robert's Music: New London. Sound Playground: Newington, aange, Manchester, Norwich.
DC Suburbs- Audio Associates.
- Sound Studio: Cover, Newark, Wilmington.
Absolute Sound. Winter Park. Audio Ctr.: Ft. Lauderdale.
Audio, Video: Tallahasee. Audio Video Interiors: Melbourne.
Invisible Audio- Pensacola. Hoyt Stereo: Jacksionvile.SensuTarrceSounc Components: Coral Gables. Sound
ous
Ideas: Gainesville. Sound Insight Ft. Pierce. Stereotypes
Daytona. Stereo World: Ft. Myers Naples. Stuart AN: Stuart

erous 9 seconds per track. Disc -to -disc

less brightly than the other instruments.
Only those features that can be used to

changing seemed rather slow. I had no oth-

turn the system on (the tape slot, the mode

er quibbles here, save for the minor ergonomic lapse of having the CD player's

selection buttons, and the volume knob)
remain illuminated when it's turned off.

repeat function on a different rocker than
the tape player's. (This may be one reason

But I don't think Lexus owners will leave it
turned off for long.
A
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Nashua.
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Electronics: F'. Werth. Sound Towne: Texarkana.
AudioWonks: Salt Lake City. Stokes Bros.: Logan.
yA- Audio Associates: Arlington, Fairfax. Audiotronics:
Roanoke.
Sd: Va. Bch. Stereotypes: Charlottesville.
VI- Audio Video Authority: S. Burlington.
WA- Audio Waves, Everett. Definitive Audio: Bellevue, Seattle. DESCO Electronics: OlympiaEvergreen Audio: Silverdale. Pacific Sight & Sound: Wenatchee. Sound Mart:
Spokane. Tin Ear. Kerriewick.
yisA- Sound, Pont: Ponceton.
Al- Absolute Sound &
Sheboygan. Audio Emporium: Milwaukee.
Puerto, Rice- F recision -Audio: Rio Piedras.
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The Advantages of

B

Channel summing may be done at different points: At

ecause I like listening to music of pipe organs and
large orchestras, I've always wanted to try a sub woofer in my audio system at home. However, I
was curious about the virtues of single -channel

the input of a single -channel subwoofer or subwoofer amp,
by two amps driving a dual voice -coil subwoofer, or by two
amps and two separate subwoofers in one enclosure. Yet the

versus dual -channel subwoofer systems.

result is the same-a mono subwoofer. All interchannel

With a single -channel subwoofer, the left- and

right -channel subwoofer signals are added

phase information, important for stereo, is lost.
For instance, left and right signals of equal loudness but

(summed vectorially) together to give a monaural signal.

with 180° phase difference (out of phase) would cancel

This means that the relative phase, as well as relative amplitude, of these individual signals affects the result. For example, if sub -bass information in the left and right channels is

completely and give no output from a single -channel sub woofer. With such a setup, the combined sub -bass loudness
would be wrong (less loud than it should be)-at least some
of the time-whenever relative phasing was not exactly 0°
(signals in phase).

not in phase, it will be cancelled to some extent in such a
system.
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JOHN 1. S[HRING

THUMP OR TWO

Illustration: Danuia Jarecka

Stereo Su bwoofers
To explore this further, I connected the left and right outputs of my subwoofer amplifier to the X and Y inputs of a
general-purpose oscilloscope to look at relative phasing between the channels. One subwoofer channel drives the trace
in the vertical direction, and the other channel drives the
trace in the horizontal direction. This is the classic way to
make phase, frequency, and amplitude comparisons using
Lissajous patterns. It's like having a single -frequency, dual channel spectrum analyzer, with the added ability to see
phase and frequency relationships between the two channels. (The peak frequency of my sub -bass filter is around 10
Hz, with broad skirts.) The 'scope patterns are fascinating
to watch. You can see a multiplicity of phasor (phase, fre-

quency, and amplitude) relationships in the sub -bass frequency range. They are usually complex and vary quickly.
On sustained low pitches, the display is sometimes stable
enough so that you can estimate phase, amplitude, and/or
frequency relationships.
To my surprise, I found lots of randomly out -of -phase,
subsonic energy on many CDs, which can only be accurate-

ly reproduced by using two separate subwoofer channels.
This was particularly noticeable on high -quality recordings
of pipe organ and large symphonic works.

The left and right channels are in phase only a minority
of the time on some high -quality recordings. Frequently the
channels are roughly in phase quadrature (odd multiples of

about 2 to 15 Hz [3], and may couple mechanical energy into acoustic modes. I have

change in total loudness and no localizable

noted occasional low-level, random in -

wraps around you from behind. At 90° and
270° phasing, the image will clearly reside
in the speaker with the leading phase. As
the relative phase drifts through a complete
360° cycle, the sound image will smoothly
drift from one side, move to the center, go
on to the other side, become unlocalizable,

phase energy as low as several hertz.

It's also interesting to listen to the sub -

THUMP OR TWO

90°: 90°, 270°, 450°, etc.). At 20 Hz, for instance, a quarter wavelength (90°) of sound
is only about 14 feet long. So if two stereo

woofers alone with the main channels
turned off. Now, it is quite true that the location of a single source of low -frequency
sound in a room is usually hard to discern.
But two sources, generating a stereo sound
field with complex interchannel phasor re-

(unnatural) image-or even an image that

and then repeat. The effect can be enhanced by placing the speakers facing close

microphones were spaced that distance
apart, 20 -Hz sound originating from either

side would produce a 90° phase shift between channels.

On pipe organ recordings, the pattern
sometimes shows what looks like two or
more low -frequency pipes, pitched less
than 1 Hz apart, beating together. This also

could be caused by various room (reverberation) modes of slightly different frequencies beating against each other as they
decay [1, 2]. The phasing changes rapidly
through a complete 360°. This seems to be

associated with that "delicious" randomized pipe organ sound that swirls around
in location, amplitude, and timbre. (Remember the Leslie electronic organ's spinning baffle loudspeaker?)
When stereo subwoofers are fed suitable
musical material, localization of very low -

lationships, is another story. For example,
if a low -frequency (say, less than 50 -Hz)

To briefly describe the basic binaural

same input-but shifted in phase-is fed

hearing process, differences in intensity at
the ears dominate above about 700 Hz, but
differences in phase dominate below 700
Hz in localizing sources of sound [4]. Interestingly, the spacing of our ears equals

to the other, you can definitely note local-

fect as well, giving a sense of the ambience
of the low -frequency reverberant space in
which the recording was made. This is, of
course, the core of stereo reproduction, not
"ping-pong" directional effects. Switching
the subwoofer amplifier to monaural causes a decided loss of low -frequency ambience and impact on some recordings.

This is easy to demonstrate using two
sine -wave audio oscillators as pseudo -

Sometimes, extremely low -frequency

slight frequency difference, the oscillators'
relative phase will slowly drift through the
0° to 360° range. If they are set, say, 0.2 Hz
apart, it will take 5 seconds (1 divided by
0.2 Hz) for this to happen.

caused by acoustic resonances of large
halls; these resonances may be excited by
air conditioning, pipe organ blowers, the
opening or closing of doors, or even vehicle traffic! Structural resonances of large
buildings tend to be in the subsonic range,

head directly in between.

sine wave is fed to one channel, and the

frequency sounds is sometimes definitely
noticeable. There is sometimes a stereo ef-

"rumbling" is seen on the 'scope. It may be

together on a couple of chairs, with your

ization effects.

stereo sources for the subwoofer channels.
Connect one oscillator to each channel. Set
the oscillators to almost, but not quite, the

about one-half wavelength (180°) of a

same low frequency, at equal amplitude.
Use a 'scope to check the phase difference
between them, as before. Because of the

of speakers is necessary to create "natural

Around 0° (channels in phase), you'll
notice a centered front image, as expected.
At exactly 180° (out of phase), you'll note a
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sound wave at 700 Hz.
According to Hirata [5], wide separation
spaciousness" below 800 Hz, which is satis-

fied by subwoofers located in the far corners of a room. This is also the ideal location to get maximum sub -bass loudness.
There, the subwoofers are optimally coupled to the room resonant modes that are
lowest in frequency [6, 7].
Analysis of room modes can give infor-

mation on how a room will color a speak-

er's reproduction. However, it considers

only one source of sound (monaural) and
so ignores the phase relationships between
stereo sources. For example, when using
two subwoofers located along the width
axis, the lowest lateral (width) room mode

is much more excited by out -of -phase
stereo signals than by in -phase stereo signals [8, 9]. While this may lead to exciting
low -frequency reproduction, it is not accurate. An in -phase signal actually suppresses
the excitation of this room mode and re -

room for most left/right channel phasing.
It will also bring the subwoofers closer to
typical main speaker locations, which may
improve the phase response of the combined system. Surprisingly, this location
hardly dilutes the subwoofers' ability to
place low -frequency sound images at wide
angles using 90° phased signals, i.e., such

three, close surfaces for sound reinforcement, so we lose about 6 dB of potential

sound may still seem to come from the

metric in shape and arrangement, two sub woofers, even if symmetrically located, are

now empty corners.
However, we trade away some room gain

when moving subwoofers out of the corners. In typical rooms, room gain can pro-

WITH OUT-01-NASE
SIGNALS, A MONO

vide an increasing low -frequency boost, on
the order of about 12 dB per octave below
about 30 Hz, As much as 15 dB of boost at
very low frequencies may be available. By

moving from a corner to a wall/floor
boundary, there are only two, instead of

low -frequency room gain [11].

There are three further benefits to running stereo subwoofers. Using two sub woofers has the potential for more sub bass loudness and/or decreased distortion
112]. Because no room is perfectly sym-

unlikely to excite exactly the same room
resonances. This will tend to smooth out
the irregular frequency response effects of
room modes [13]. Finally, there is evidence
that a loudspeaker's perceived sound quality improves when it is used in a stereo pair
rather than as a single loudspeaker [14].
The field is ripe for experimenting right
in your own living room. Try it!
A

SUBWOOFER MAY GIVE

REFEREEES

YOU OS BASS THAN

NO SUBWOOR AT ALL

duces its effect. This illustrates the complex

interaction of room modes with a stereo
sound field [10].

I tried driving my corner -located sub -

woofers with out -of -phase signals that
were around the frequency of the lowest
lateral room mode. (The room is 15.8 feet
wide, 19.5 feet deep, and 7.9 feet high.)
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REBECCA DAY

clu've got a teenager. Teenagers like music. They like it

loud, but they like it in the
privacy of their own space.
Yet there are likely other fam-

ily members around who do
not want to hear Pearl Jam cranked to 12
o'clock on the volume dial. How do you let
someone blast music without blowing away
everybody else?

This question was posed to Armstrong
World Industries by Home magazine, one
of Audio's sister publications, which asked
the industrial materials company to acoustically treat a room in a show house sponsored by Home in Las Vegas. Called the
Safe & Sound House, the project was designed to demonstrate how contemporary
conveniences-such as audio, security, and
automation systems-can be incorporated
into a home without detracting from aesthetics or livability.

SOUNDPROOFING
T HE TEENAGER
an acoustical benefit as well. With a noise -

reduction coefficient (NRC) of 0.45, the
panels absorb 45% of the sound hitting
them, and the airspace between the panels
and the ceiling provides additional low -frequency absorption. (The NRC roughly de-

scribes the absorption characteristics of a
sound absorber. It is the average, to the
nearest 0.05, of the sound -absorption coefficients at 250, 500, 1,000, and 2,000 Hz.)

For the walls, Armstrong supplied
Soundsoak Scores, panels of mineral -fiber
material covered with a gray fabric chosen

by interior designer Patricia Stadel to
match the room. These panels have an

Armstrong agreed to "soundproof" a
room designed for a teenager. The main

NRC of 0.60 to 0.70 (depending on their
mounting), which means they absorb 60%

goal was to absorb sound inside the

to 70% of the sound hitting them. The panels themselves are 30 inches wide and can
be ordered in heights of 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 feet;
the standard "scoring" of the panels creates
individual "modules" (or tiles) that are 16
inches high, but custom heights are available from 12 to 60 inches.
Wall treatments are about the last thing

room-specifically from a stereo systemso that little would get to the rest of the
house.
Armstrong used Canopy acoustical ceil-

ing panels, made of a mineral -fiber substrate covered with a porous needle -punch
fabric. The panels were suspended from the
ceiling grip by about a quarter of an inch to
enhance appearance, but the technique had

people think of when trying to reduce
noise. "Most people think of carpets," says
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Malcolm MacDougall of Armstrong. "And
in commercial applications, they think of
acoustical ceilings." Carpeting does absorb

some sound, but it's primarily footfalls.
The NRC of standard pile carpeting typi-

USING
ACOUSTICAL
PANELS ON ALL
FOUR WALLS,

ALONG WITH AN
ACOUSTICAL -TILE

CEILI\G, SHOULD
HELP KEEP THE

SOU \ D IN A
ROOM.

cally starts at about 0.25; if you use a 40 -

THE MOST YO,
CA\ EXPECT TO
REDUCE T

TI-E ROOM ITSELF

IS 8 TO 10 c3,
TO A 3 T LESS
IALF AS

LOUD.

In the case of our teenager blasting music, the wall treatments could do the same

bring it up to as much as 0.55. Add to that

trick on the lyrics. It could well be that

an acoustically treated ceiling, and you

nothing short of a double wall could completely soundproof the room. Even hiring
an acoustical consultant to specify insulation inside a wall is more than most people

soak up a decent amount of noise.

That still leaves the walls, however.

E

SOU\D LEVEL I\

T':-A\ I

ounce underlay of good foam, you can

"Sound travels as much in a horizontal direction as in any other," MacDougall says,

"so what we're trying to do ... is absorb
the sound before it reverberates or goes
through the wall."
The various series of Soundsoak panels
were designed to reduce noise in offices,
and the open -office environment has creat-

ed a particularly strong need to absorb
ambient sound. The most troublesome
sound in offices is the voice-especially

A

room.

A viable acoustical -control strategy
should effectively solve a problem both in a

cost-efficient way and in an aesthetically

frequencies above 1,000 Hz, which lend intelligibility to conversations. These are the

acceptable fashion. But before a strategy is
applied to a particular space, that space has
to be assessed. In the home, you take into
account the furniture and carpeting in the

frequencies the Armstrong panels were

room you're treating and in the adjacent

originally designed to minimize.

room. Absorptive materials-such as

BLOCK THAT GUITAR LICK
o

can afford or are willing to do for sound
absorption. Using acoustical panels on all
four walls, along with an acoustical -tile
ceiling, would help keep the sound in that

Say you live in the Safe & Sound

trol's dB -Bloc, a 1/4 -inch vinyl bar-

House, and your tolerance for

rier that you can put on the back of

noise is very low. You want your

a room's door so that it overlaps
the cracks. It sells for $2.20 per
square foot and can be ordered
with an adhesive backing. It is

teenager to be in audio Siberia.
The acoustical wall treatments
have done a good job of absorbing
sound, but there's more you need

to do to complete the isolation.

available only in black, but you can
finish dB -Bloc with latex paint.

You must also block sound from

A barrier's sound -attenuation

intruding into your territory

effectiveness is measured in terms

through points of leakage, and you
must dampen vibrations that cause

of its sound -transmission class

noise.

Major culprits for sound transmission are door cracks; they're

(STC), a single number representing the reduction in decibels. The
STC of dB -Bloc, for example, is 26.

There's still the matter of vibration. NetWell sells a liquid damp-

also difficult to treat in an aesthetically acceptable way. In this
case, you might be willing
to employ sound barriers.
You could run weather-

can be applied to walls, enclosures,
and ducts. Selling for $35 per gal-

stripping around the door; an
alternative would be to use a
product like NetWell Noise Con-

lon, DNM adds mass and density
to metal surfaces to reduce vibrations and noise.

ing compound called DNM
(Damping Noise Material) that
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drapes, beds, carpeting, sofas, chairs, and
fabric wallhangings-will, of course, provide some absorption in both rooms. You
must also consider the construction of the

walls, which will determine how much
sound leaks into the next space. Heavy
walls of brick, plaster, or stone will, of
course, block sound better than lighter
walls made of gypsum board or drywall.
Even if you treat wall surfaces, there will
always be points of leakage-around doors,
through the doors themselves, and through
heating or air-conditioning ducts. There's
not much you can do about this transmission leakage and still fall within the requirements of aesthetic design. If the construction of the room you're treating is in
the planning stage, you can make sure the
openings for air ducts aren't close together

in adjacent rooms, so that the sound
doesn't have a straight path from one room
to another. You could also have insulation
or a sound -blocking material installed before the walls go up.
If you're dealing with an existing room,

you make do. The airspace around the
door is a problem because you might not
want to put in unsightly weatherstripping
or similar material around an interior door
(see the sidebar, "Block That Guitar Lick,"
for desperate measures). As for the door

Company
There's no single approach to
controlling noise, and there are
quite a few companies that make
products to help you do it. Most
companies deal primarily with in-

dustrial applications, but a few,
like Armstrong, are beginning to
see there's a market in the residen-

tial world as well. Following are
some companies that offer various
noise -control products, including
foams, spray coatings, and fabrics.

Armstrong World Industries
P.O. Box 3001
Lancaster, Pa. 17604
(800) 448-1405

Illbruck
3800 Washington Ave. North
Minneapolis, Minn. 55412
(612) 521-3555

Interior Acoustics
176 Route 206 South
Somerville, N.J. 08876
(800) 221-0580
The teenager's room in the Safe & Sound House featured acoustical
panels on both the ceiling and the walls.

itself, you could put in a solid -core doorbut you'll still have the airspace around it.

You're better off trying to deal with the
source of the noise.

In the Safe & Sound House, Armstrong's
approach evidently worked well enough in
a not truly real -world situation. According
to Keith Lindemann, professional installa-

Unfortunately, there's no formula for

tion specialist for Armstrong, the builder

determining an optimum noise -reduction

on the project reported a "tremendous

level for a room. People are usually looking
to reduce the amount of sound leakage, not

amount of positive response about the teen

to create an anechoic chamber. With
acoustical materials, the most you can realistically expect to reduce the sound level in
the room itself is 8 to 10 dB, or a bit more
than half-which can be a lot or a little depending on the sound level in the room. If

your teenager cranks up the volume accordingly, you may have no choice but to
consider weatherstripping the doors and
damping the ducts.

room. They had the stereo playing pretty
loudly, but you couldn't hear it outside of
that room." A real -world situation would
likely provide more of a challenge.
The room itself measured 15 X 16 feet.
For that space, the materials would cost
roughly $1,200 for the ceiling panels and
$1,800 for the wall panels. Add another

$1,200 for labor, and you've paid more
than $4,000 to tone down Pearl Jam in the
A
next room. It just may be worth it.
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Kinetics Noise Control
6300 Irelan Pl.
Dublin, Ohio 43017
(614) 889-0480
Linear Products
P.O. Box 902
Cranford, N.J. 07016
(908) 272-2211
MPC

Noise Control Products Div.
835 Canterbury Rd.
Westlake, Ohio 44145
(216) 835-1405
NetWell Noise Control
6125 Blue Circle Dr.
Minnetonka, Minn. 55343
(800) 638-9355

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

McINTOSH MC 1000
MONO AMPLIFIER

Needless to say, the MC 1000 is McIntosh's top -of -the -line amplifier. The amps

weigh in at a hefty 105 pounds each, and
their performance specifications are most
impressive. For instance, continuous output for a 1.6 -ohm load on the 8 -ohm tap is
just shy of 3 kilowatts! Burst power with a
20-mS tone burst with the same loading is
in excess of 4 kW. Total harmonic distortion is rated at less than 0.005% from 250
mW to rated power of 1 kW, from 20 Hz to
20 kHz. Optimum load matching is provided for 2-, 4-, and 8 -ohm loads. Balanced or
unbalanced inputs can be used.
Front -panel attributes consist of a pair of
rack handles, a rotary meter -mode switch

AS CAN BE SEEN,

THE McINTOSH MC 1000'S
OUTPUT CAPABILITY
IS MOST AWESOME!

("Watts" for instantaneous readings,
"Hold" to display the highest recent peak
level), a "Power Guard" light that glows if
output distortion is more than 0.3% compared to the input, an on/off switch, and
finally, the peak -responding power output
meter. This gorgeous blue meter, which

dominates the front panel, responds to
both output voltage and current so as to indicate actual delivered power in equivalent
sine -wave watts.

There is nothing on the rear of the
amplifier, as the input and output connections are located on the top, near the rear
of the chassis. To the left, as seen from the
remember first seeing these big McIntosh amplifiers at the 1992 Las Vegas
CES and saying to myself, "Wow, these
amps look neat! A pair of 1,000 -watt
monsters. Ask, and ye shall receive!" I
didn't really ask (at least consciously),
but the universe has conspired to get me a
pair of MC 1000s to review. When the boxes were delivered and I tried to heft one, I

thought that this time I'd really need a
forklift to move them, no kidding! But after
uncrating the amps, I found I could actual-

ly lift them and move them into position
for listening.
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front, are the input connectors (an RCA
phono jack for unbalanced input and a
gold-plated XLR connector for balanced
input). In the middle section are three pairs
of five -way binding posts, one each for 2-,
4-, and 8 -ohm loads. These output termi-

nals are in pairs (no common terminals)
because the amplifier output is balanced
about ground. There are two output winding wires for each output tap. At the right
of this panel is an IEC connector for the
power cord and a circuit breaker.
The MC 1000 is built on a large chrome
chassis somewhat like the ones on which
some classic tube amplifiers were built.

111(Intosh MCI000 POWER AMPLIFIER

C

output stages. Under the chassis we find
the main signal circuitry, on a p.c. board
near the left front of the amp. Across the
chassis from this board is a termination
block for the power transformer leads and

the balanced input line are series resistors,
followed by N -channel muting FETs that

a small p.c. board for the power turn -on relay and associated control circuitry.

(LDR) is connected between the signal legs;

About halfway back is a thick power -

Behind the front panel is an enclosure that
houses the meter circuitry. Farther back are

the power transformer and the output
autotransformer, with a pair of 52,000-g,
100-V main filter capacitors between them.

The space behind the two transformers is
occupied by eight large heat -sinks for the

SPECS
Power Output: 1,000 watts into 8-,
4-, or 2 -ohm loads.
Power Bandwidth: 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

distribution p.c. board. This vertically
mounted board runs the full width and
height of the chassis, and is secured by
brackets to the inside top of the chassis and

to the bottom plate. This board has eight
sockets for connection to the eight heat sink assemblies. Positive and negative supply voltages, signal drive lines, and output

bus connections all go through the eight

maximum for instantaneous peak
power up to 2,000 watts.
Damping Factor, Wideband: Greater than 200 at 8 -ohm output.
IHF Dynamic Headroom: 2.1 dB.

SURPRISED TO FIND

MYSELF PLAYING MY

MUSIC LOUDER THAN
USUAL, AND LIKING IT!

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz, +0, -0.25 dB; -3 dB points,

prevented and THD limited to
2% for up to 14 dB of overdrive at
1 kHz.
Power Requirements: 120 V, 50/60
Hz, 12 amperes.
Dimensions: 17Y4 in. W X 10% in.

circuitry when the Power Guard circuit
lights the LED.

The actual power amplifier circuitry
starts out with two paths (one for each signal phase) of complementary, dual -differ-

ential input stages followed by cascoded
complementary second and last -voltage amplifier (LVA) stages. A bias -spreading
regulates is connected between the output
collectors of the LVA to bias the output

string in the LVA that helps keep the collector -to -emitter voltage constant during signal excursion in the outer transistors (those

mated 6- to 8 -gauge) emanate from the

I WAS PLEASANTLY

Power Guard Operation: Clipping

it reduces input to the rest of the amplifier

stage, this! Very large secondary wires (esti-

1,000 watts.

Input Sensitivity: 2.5 V.
Input Impedance: 10 kilohms.

tion LED and light -dependent resistor

stage into Class -AB operation. Two -transistor sources supply current to each same -

SMPTE-IM Distortion: 0.005%

balanced, 85 dB (115 dB below
rated output).

turn -on. The resistor section of a combina-

interconnection sockets and the heat -sink
cable plugs. Each half of the bridge output
stage has 10 NPN and 10 PNP TO -3 bipolar output transistors. A very beefy output

THD: 0.005%, from 250 mW to

10 Hz and 100 kHz.
S/N, A -Weighted: Balanced, 90 dB
(120 dB below rated output); un-

shunt each leg to ground during power

output autotransformer and connect to the
bottom of the output binding posts.
All in all, the MC 1000 has a very good
build quality and is sure to keep performing over the long haul, just as its predecessors have done.

sex pair of input transistors. Another
source supplies current to a two -diode

closest to the supply rails) of the complementary cascode arrangement. What is said
to be a current -limiter circuit (but looks
like it is also output -voltage dependent) is
connected to the collectors of the LVA to
shunt off drive to the output stage if excessive current output is detected.
The output stages are triple Darlington connected complementary emitter followers. As I previously mentioned, each output -stage half of the bridge consists of 10
pairs of output transistors. All devices in
the signal path are discrete bipolar transistors, with the exception of the input -inverting op -amp. Overall negative feedback
is taken from each leg of the 8 -ohm con-

Circuit Description
Looking at a block diagram of the MC

nections on the output autotransformer
back to the inverting input of that output

1000 (not shown), I could see that balanced

phase's input amplifier.

input signals enjoy a simpler and more
symmetrical signal path than unbalanced

The output stage's connection to the
autotransformer is made to taps some-

signals. Unbalanced inputs pass through an

where between the 8- and 4 -ohm points on

input op -amp that inverts and attenuates

the winding. The autotransformer is center -tapped, and the center tap is grounded;

H including feet, X 205/8 in. D
including front handles (44.5 cm
X 26.4 cm X 52.4 cm).

the signal and applies this to one side of the
balanced input, while the other side of that
input is driven by an attenuated version of

Weight: 105 lbs. (47.6 kg).
Price: $5,500 each.
Company Address: 2 Chambers St.,
Binghamton, N.Y. 13903.
For literature, circle No. 90

the unbalanced input. Thus, overall, the

this puts a premium on the degree of
balance between the two phases of drive to
this autotransformer. It also provides a

amplifier has balanced full bridge topology,
with the input balanced whether it's driven
with unbalanced or balanced input signals.

path to ground so that, in the event of an

Just beyond the point where the unbalanced input circuit couples to each leg of

the d.c. to ground, protecting a connected
speaker from damage.
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output -stage failure, the d.c. winding resistance of the autotransformer coil will shunt

WS

co

the other, 15.5-V, secondary wind-

LS. .Mfr) R nigais)

0

ing, and the developed positive

1_11

w

OPEN CIRCUI

and negative voltages are regulated

W> -4
w

down to +12 and -12 V for the
meter circuit, Power Guard, and

8 OHMS

-8

4 OHMS

100

10

10k

1k

200k

FREQUENCY - Hz

all the front -panel lamps with a

Fig. 1-Frequency

here is from No. 1686, as it had slightly
higher distortion than its mate. Any other

the a.c. line current; the front panel power switch controls the
coil current of this relay. Two

rent with a current transformer in the

corresponding sensitivity was 74.6 mV.
As is my custom, I present frequency response at the nominal 1 -watt level for
open -circuit, 8 -ohm, and 4 -ohm loading
on the 8 -ohm autotransformer taps. When
frequency response is shown as a function
of load, you can get some feeling for how
low the output impedance is by seeing how
close the curves are to each other. You can
also tell how output impedance varies with
frequency by comparing the uniformity of
the spacing between the curves across the

output lead of one of the output phases.

spectrum. For the MC 1000, frequency

One-half of the balanced output is sensed.
Both this current signal and the voltage signal are sent to the meter circuit, where they

response was measurably different for the
balanced and unbalanced inputs, so both

are converted to the logs of their ampli-

Compare the top curves in each figure to
see the relative difference in frequency response for the two inputs.
Figure 3 illustrates square -wave response, using the unbalanced input. The
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Fig. 2-Same as Fig. 1 but
with balanced input.

200k

thermal cutout switches that
monitor heat -sink temperature
are wired in series with the power

switch's relay -control circuitry.
Overall a.c. line fusing of the MC
1000 is handled by a 20 -ampere
circuit breaker.
The power meter's circuitry senses cur-

tudes. The outputs of the log amplifiers are

connected through diodes and summing

Fig. 3-Square-wave response
of (from top) 10 kHz, 8 ohms
(20 ttS/div.); 10 kHz, 8 ohms
& 2 p F (20 µS/div.); 40 Hz,
8 ohms (5 mS/div.; all
5 V/div. on vertical scale).

Power -supply circuitry is more or less

conventional. The large toroidal power
transformer has two primary and two sec-

ondary windings. The main secondary

Measurements
I tested two units, Serial Nos. 1686 and
1687. Of the measurements done on the
two MC 1000s, most of the data presented

constant voltage. A power -on delay circuit withholds turn-off voltage from the signal -muting FETs
until the signal circuitry stabilizes.
Temperature -dependent resistors
in the primary circuit of the power
transformer reduce inrush current.
In addition, a turn -on relay's contacts handle the actual switching of

response, using
unbalanced input.

as LABS

signal op -amps. This winding also
powers an a.c. regulator that feeds

alone. This is done so that the meters will
not indicate zero power when no load is on
the output terminals.

resistors into the inverting input of a rectifier op -amp. These diodes pass the negative
half -cycle of the log amplifier outputs to a

rectifier that feeds a two -transistor d.c.
amplifier, whose output drives the meter.
Negative feedback is taken from the meter
amplifier output back to the inverting input of the rectifier op -amp. Unless you remember that you can multiply numbers by
adding their logs, it's not obvious how this
circuit multiplies voltage and current to get

watts. This is not quite a true measure,
independent of the phase angle between

significant differences between the two will
be discussed where appropriate.
Voltage gain and IHF sensitivity at the 8 -

ohm outputs were substantially identical
for both units. For unbalanced inputs, gain
was 31.4 dB and sensitivity was 76.5 mV.
Gain for balanced inputs was 31.6 dB, and

are presented, in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

top trace is for a I 0 -kHz signal into 8 ohms,

using the 8 -ohm output terminals. In the
middle trace, a 21.0 capacitor has been
paralleled with the 8 -ohm resistive load.
The ringing is well controlled here. The
bottom trace, a 40 -Hz square wave, has noticeable tilt; this is mostly a function of the
size of the input coupling capacitors. With

the unbalanced input, rise- and fall -time
with 8 -ohm loading on the 8 -ohm taps was

two 52,000-µF, 100-V capacitors. These
main supplies directly power the output

some change in output with inductive or
capacitive loads. McIntosh adds that the

about 3.7 µS.
Turning our attention to distortion, Fig.
4 shows 1 -kHz THD + N as a function of
power output for 2-, 4-, and 8 -ohm loads

stages. Front-end dual -differential amplifi-

meter is only accurate for loads of 16 ohms

on the 8 -ohm terminals. Also shown is

ers and the LVA stages are decoupled by
small series resistors and shunt bypass ca-

or less. Above that point, the meter reads

pacitors. Half -wave rectifiers are driven by

loads of 32 ohms or more, it reads voltage

SMPTE-IM distortion into 8 ohms on the
8 -ohm output terminals. As can be seen,
the output power capability of this amp is

winding is full -wave rectified into positive
and negative 89-V supplies, filtered by the

the voltage and current, but it does indicate

more voltage and less current until, for
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It's the
little

things
that
keep
you
home.

ALLISON ACOUSTICS
Home Theater Audio.
For Yours.
470 Business Huy. 150
Danville, KY ,40422

Tel: (606) 236-8298
Fax: (606) 236-7476

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Enter No 2 on Reader Service Card

NIX LABS

most awesome! In Fig. 5, distor-

0.1

tion is plotted as a function of

frequency for a range of power
0.01

levels, with 8 -ohm loading on the
8 -ohm output terminals. What is
interesting here is how the 20 -kHz

SMPTE IM, 8 OHMS

0
cc

cc
1,7,

0.001

0

distortion values mostly cluster
11111411-1

0.0001
01

10

100
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Ik

POWER - WATTS

Fig. 4-THD + N and

around 0.005%, which is the MC
1000's spec for harmonic distortion. At 1 watt, I'm afraid it was a
bit over 0.005% at 20 kHz; this was

SMPTE IM vs. power.

verified by a spectrum analysis of

distortion residue (not shown),
as LABS

MAN) I LIV13.(1) .5

FREQ(1IN)

which gave a value of 0.0061% sec-

0.0I

ond harmonic. Unit No. 1687's 1 watt, 20 -kHz THD was less than
0.005%, as was the THD + N for the
0.001
20

10k 20k

lk

100

FREQUENCY - Hz

Audio Precision test setup. The resulting
damping factor (8 ohms divided by the
output impedance) is plotted in Fig. 7.
Also shown in Fig. 7 is the damping factor for the 4 -ohm taps. Since the amplifier
feedback is taken from the 8 -ohm winding
taps, that pair of terminals enjoys the greatest reduction in output impedance, due to

feedback. As the 4 -ohm taps are farther
from the 8 -ohm ends of the winding, the
output impedance is somewhat higher, resulting in the reduced damping factor for
the 4 -ohm terminals. McIntosh specifies
damping factor as being greater than 200,
wideband, for the 8 -ohm output. I made
another measurement on the 8 -ohm taps

other measured power levels. The

by checking frequency response with open circuit and 8 -ohm loading. By calculating

spectrum of harmonic distortion
residue, for a 1 -kHz signal at 10

came up with output impedances of 0.0237

the output impedance from this data,

I

watts out at the 8 -ohm taps, is

ohm at about 1 kHz and 0.042 ohm at

Fig. 5-THD + N vs.

shown in Fig. 6; the balanced input

about 20 kHz. This corresponds to damp-

frequency.

was used here. With the unbal-

ing factors of 337 and 190, respectively. The

anced input, the noise floor was up

value of 337 is close to that in Fig. 7, and
190 is close to the 200 claimed by McIntosh. Why the two methods differ, I can't

00 w (MN)

IN LAN

AP

0.0001

0.00001

N'Agt,440#94F440000W;;*

about 6 dB, or twice that seen in
Fig. 6 (the distortion components
were about the same). No doubt
about it, however, these amplifiers
really do have very low distortion.

-

o

4k

8k

12k

To measure the impedance of

20k

16k

the MC 1000's balanced output, I
had to adapt the method I use to
test amplifiers with the usual un-

FREQUENCY- Hz

Fig. 6-Spectrum analysis
of 1 -kHz signal, balanced
input.

balanced outputs. My Audio Preci-

sion test setup generated two signals, 180° out of phase, which I fed

MI UPS

say. If anyone can shed light on this matter,
I would greatly appreciate it.

Output noise is listed in Table I for
various bandwidths. These units are truly
low in noise and would doubtless produce
no audible noise even with a high -efficiency horn speaker system.
Things got interesting when I measured

dynamic headroom. I have never before
seen so much power from an amplifier.
With an 8 -ohm load on the 8 -ohm output,

100

through one of my lab amplifiers
to get 8-V rms signals of opposite
polarity. These signals were then
fed through 8 -ohm resistors to the
8 -ohm terminals of the MC 1000.

0

To check this setup before measuring the MC 1000, I put a 0.1 -ohm

McIntosh spec of 2.1 dB. With a 4 -ohm
load on the 8 -ohm taps, the output at the

precision resistor across the lab

beginning of the burst was 3.2 kW, sagging

amp's output terminals, obtaining
a flat 100 mV across the resistor at

down to 2.7 kW at the end of the 20-mS
period. With a 2 -ohm load on the 8 -ohm
taps, the equivalent power output at the

300

200

10

100

1k

10k 20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 7-Damping factor.

all

Table I-Output noise levels. IHF S/N ratios were
93.8 dB for amp A and 93.0 dB for amp B.
Output Noise,
Bandwidth
Wideband
22 Hz to 22 kHz
400 Hz to 22 kHz
A -Weighted

AMP A
257.0

AMP B

78.0

93.0

74.0

80.0

58.0

63.5

247.5

frequencies. This meant the

I got an output equivalent to 1,600 watts
rms for the 20-mS IHF tone burst, with no
sag -off between bursts. This equates to a
dynamic headroom of 2.04 dB, close to the

current being injected into the MC
1000's output from the lab amplifier was I ampere, so the resulting
voltage, taken balanced across the
MC 1000 output terminals, was a

beginning of the burst was a whopping 5.3
kW, dropping off to 4.0 kW at the end of
the burst period! (The reason for the power
dropping off during the burst period is that

direct measure of the output impedance, in ohms. This 1 -ampere

time, because the main filter capacitors can
hold up the voltage just so long.)
Steady-state power output at visual onset
of clipping (VOOC)-with an 8 -ohm load

current was held constant with frequency, as it was regulated by the
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the power supply drops in voltage over

on the 8 -ohm output terminals-was 1.2
kW, yielding a clipping headroom of 0.8
dB. With a 4 -ohm load on the 8 -ohm
output terminals, steady-state output at
VOOC was 1.9 kW. With a 2 -ohm load on
the 8 -ohm output terminals, power output
at VOOC was 2.6 kW; the 20 -ampere circuit breaker opened after a few seconds at

were more or less right on above this level.

Changing the load on the 8 -ohm output
from 8 ohms down to 4 ohms generally did
the right thing, doubling the reading.
The a.c. line draw at idle was about 1.5
amperes. After really blasting the MC 1000
and getting it hot, the line current went up
to about 2 amperes.

this output power. These output levels
Use and Listening Tests

my lab. The a.c. line input at full power

an Oracle turntable fitted with a Well Tem-

into a 2 -ohm load dropped down to about
112 V. If you really want to get the watts
out of these beasts, separate dedicated a.c.
lines for each amplifier are mandatory, as

pered Arm and Spectral Audio MCR- I

McIntosh says.

Digital DS Pro Generation III D/A converters; a Sumo Charlie FM tuner; a Nakamichi

measured output at levels between 100 mW
and 1 kW, with steady-state sine waves as

well as with tone bursts. With the steadystate signals, the indications were high by
some three to four widths of the meter's
needle. With IHF tone -burst signals, the
indications were on the low side, by three
to four needle widths, up to watt and
1

tion present in some of my software but
feeling that the music was better served and
more realistic by being louder. This is not a

matter of power available:

were accompanied by some attendant a.c.
power -line voltage droop even with the
very stiff new a.c. power arrangements in

I checked the accuracy of the meter by
comparing its readings to the amplifier's

One of the first things I experienced with
the MC 1000s was the pleasant surprise of
finding myself playing music louder than I
do with other amps, and liking it! By liking
it, I mean not cringing at edginess or irrita-

The front-end equipment used in my
system during the review period included

Select moving -coil pickup; Krell's MD -10,

Theta Digital's Data, and CEC's TL 1 CD
transports feeding Krell Studio 2 and Theta

250 cassette deck, and a Technics 1500
open -reel recorder. Preamplifiers used
were First Sound's Reference II, a unit from
Quicksilver Audio, and a Forssell tube line

driver. Other power amplifiers used included a pair of Quicksilver M135s, a
Crown Macro Reference, and an Arnoux
Seven B digital switching amp. Loudspeakers
used were the B & W 801 Matrix Series 3.

I

have used

other good big amplifiers and, as much as I

have otherwise thought they sounded exceedingly fine, I have seldom noted this
phenomenon. Boy, these babies PUNCH IT
OUT! I did not get their full potential blast,

as I don't have separate a.c. lines for each
amp. (The a.c. line in my listening room is
about 50 or 60 feet of AWG #12 wire.) It's
easy to get carried away with playback level
on material with a high peak -to -average ratio
and use up those kilowatts quickly!

Other sonic attributes-such as space,
dimension, resolution, and air-were of a
very high caliber with these amps. Operation was flawless. I really liked the MC
1000s. Admirers of other cult and tweak
power amps, and potential buyers of amps
of this caliber, should give a pair of MC
1000s a serious listen.
Bascom H. King

a celebration is in order!

We'd like to say thank you
for making the solus ir8 in -wall
loudspeaker such a success.
During its first year in production
it won the Innovations '93 Design
& Engineering Award.
Not an easy task with all the
new products out there. But at
solus, we thrive on innovations technical and musical. Solus'
proprietary planar ribbon
technology, for example,
produces music so smooth and
with such detail it raises musical
enjoyment to new levels.
It takes high -end audio off
the floor while setting the
reference standard for in -wall
speaker performance and
architectural flexibility.

Solus -a singular vision of
excellence.

n & engineering award sponsored and produced by. elect-onic it
cis division of radon Ind. for more info sae your autl-oriifeEnter No. 25 on Reader Service Card
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Air guitar a little flat?
REMEMBER WHEN YOU WORE BLUE JEANS,

had long hair, and played the air guitar?
Hi-Fi was fun and music was your passion. Then you became successful and had money
to bum. You bought an amplifier that added warmth,

a preamp with ambience,
and speakers that gave you
depth. Isn't it about time
you got back to the music?

dedicated people and our unique single -station build philosophy ensure a standard of construc-

tion and reliability simply not possible on a
production line. Our modular approach to system and product design allows you to improve or

expand your system over
time in affordable steps.
And, with your Linn retailer on hand to provide
assistance long after your
initial purchase, you can
expect your hi-fi to last a lifetime. People who
love music have built our business, so we look
after them. MUSIC FOR YOUR LIFE. To learn
more about Linn Hi-Fi and the many ways in
which Linn can make music a more important
part of your life, phone Audiophile Systems,
Ltd., our U.S. distributor, at 1-800-546-6443.

1-800-LINN HI-FI

music for life'

PEOPLE NEED MUSIC.
Music is important. Exploring the world of music in the comfort of your
own home is therapeutic. It will help you relax,
stimulate your imagination, change your mood,
and provide entertainment and pleasure for your

whole family. A SOUND INVESTMENT. At OUT in-

novative factory in Scotland, we produce the
most advanced and best sounding hi-fi. Skilled and

complement to the Technics unit or, for

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

PANASONIC RQ-DP7
PORTABLE
DCC PLAYER

that matter, any other of the several home
DCC decks now available.
The RQ-DP7-which can handle all analog cassette tape types-can operate up to
21/2 hours with its built-in rechargeable
battery. An included a.c. adaptor/recharger

will charge the battery in about an hour

and can also be used to run the player
where a.c. power is available. The RQDP7's scrolling LCD readout can show
album titles, song titles, and artists' names
even if the text is longer than the 12 characters visible in the display.
When a cassette is loaded, the RQ-DP7
takes up tape slack, determines whether the
tape is digital or analog, and sets the appropriate sampling frequency if the tape is a
Digital Compact Cassette. As soon as a ma-

jor control button, such as "Play,"

is

pressed, the unit switches on and begins the

LIKE HOME DECKS,
THE PORTABLE RQ-DP7

CAN PLAY ANALOG AS
WELL AS DCC TAPES.

selected operation. If no button is pressed
within four minutes of finishing playback,
it switches off automatically to conserve
battery power. A three -key remote, located

in the cable of the supplied headphones,
gives you control of play, fast forward,
track skip, rewind, and stop.
In last April's issue, I reported

Control Layout
Major controls are on the RQ-DP7's top

on the performance of the
Technics RS-DC10, a home

Digital Compact Cassette
deck that both records and
plays back DCC tapes and

surface. To the left of the display are a

also plays back analog cassette
tapes. I gave the RS-DC10 high
marks, but I wondered when
DCC's proponents would come

"Text Scroll," and "Counter Mode." Pressing "Text Mode" repeatedly will bring up
the album title, the artist's name, and the
track title in the display. If any of these exceeds 12 characters, pressing "Text Scroll"
will let you read the information in its entirety. Pressing "Counter Mode" switches
the display between numbers (the default
mode when the unit is first turned on) and
text. Pressing it again will successively call

sliding latch for the cassette compartment

("Open") plus buttons for "Text Mode,"

up with a replacement for the
ubiquitous cassette portable. After all, DCC is obviously competing for the cassette market, which
is heavily oriented toward people on the go.
The lack of such a player is nicely remedied

by Panasonic's introduction of the RQDP7. This new "personal" portable, from

the company that also makes Technics
products, can play prerecorded and homemade Digital Compact Cassettes as well as
analog cassettes. As such, it is the perfect
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up displays of absolute time, track time,

total album time, and finally, arbitrary

Where Else Can You Find a $10,000 Speaker
For Less than $2,500?
Since 1983, Legacy Loudspeakers have
provided thousands of music lovers factory
direct savings on the world's finest speaker
systems.
By purchasing direct from the factory in
Springfield, Illinois, you can take advantage
of the latest advances in speaker technology
long before it hits the dealer's showroom.
You can select from more than a dozen
models available in premium Rosewood,
Walnut, Ribbon Mahogany, Oak or Black
Lacquer.
Choose the world famous FOCUS (left) or
the new Signature III Tower requiring only
a single square foot of floor space. Our
Home Theater Collection (below) debuts our
kevlar Cinema Center Channel, an awesome
200 watt powered subwoofer with dual 12"
drivers and the finest full range Dipolar
ambience speakers.
Our unique in -home audition policy assures
complete satisfaction. Our quality is backed
by a ten year warranty. We provide free
delivery on most purchases.

For a FREE color catalog, call
1 -800 -Audio -Hi
or write us at Reel to Real Designs
3021 Sangamon Ave.
Springfield, IL 62702
1-800-283-4644
217-544-5252
FAX: 217-744-7269

lgclAc
LOUDSPEAKER SYSIEMS
SINCE 1983

"Magnificent. The epitome of the full -

".

.

range loudspeaker."
BOUND FOR SOUND 10/92

. A very good choice."
AUDIO Magazine

". . FOCUS really caught me by surprise
with a very transparent and effortless
sound. This is a speaker that truly reveals
the essence of a recording."
Audio Observatory #5, 1993
.

"There are many loudspeakers in this
price bracket, but none of them offer this
level of hardware and craftsmanship.
Very highly recommended."
The High End Quarterly
.

.

.

"Laser -discs were delivered with stunning
clarity, precision and realism .
handclaps sound like real applause, not
like lead shot on a tin roof . .
Convergence is a very, very good
speaker."
.

"Convergence's low frequency capability
exceeds that of any speaker or subwoofer
that I have tested."

.

.

The Sensible Sound Issue #47
Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card

fortunate that I had previously digitally

counter numbers, all accompanied by the
current track number. Also to the left of the
display area are "Counter Reset" and "Direction" buttons. Pressing the latter will reverse the tape for playback of side A or side
B. The side currently playing ("N' or "B")

THAN 2 dB FOR SIGNALS

transcribed all tracks of my CBS CD -1 test
Compact Disc to a DCC test tape. This tape
enabled me to measure the RQ-DP7's digital performance. Measurements were, however, limited to the 44.1 -kHz sampling rate.

AT THE -90 dB LEVEL.

For analog measurements, I used prere-

DEVIATION FROM PERFECT
LINEARITY WAS LESS

is indicated in the display area, as is the
word "Play:'

AMPLITUDE

1001

VS. F

>1

Controls to the right of the display include buttons for fast forward and rewind, "Stop" (which,

PANASONIC RO-OP7 PORTABLE DCC PLAYER

OLENCY IRO;

+1

w

corded test tapes from BASF and TDK.

Ap

LEFT
0
RIGHT

W
w>
cc

1

2

I

100

10

10k 20k

1k

FREQUENCY - Hz

A

ple, if you are currently playing

FRONDE+ RESPONSE TYPE II ANALOG TAPE. RETRACE ON PANASCRIC 10-0P7 PLAYER

19

track 1 and wish to play track 4,
you press the button for forward

Ap

W V

LEFT

I
I-AA

21

-I

RIG HT

-1 W

skip three times. The tape will fast wind, and the display will indicate

IAJ >

CC -1
W

-23
20

when pressed a second time, turns
off power to the unit), and "Play"
(which also serves to turn on the
unit). Buttons for forward skip and
reverse skip are used to access given tracks on a cassette. For exam-

100

10k 20k

1k

FREQUENCY- Hz

progress of the search until the

Fig. 1-Frequency
response for DCC playback

desired track is found.
Along the left side of the player
are a mini headphone jack and its
volume control, a three -position

(A) and analog playback (B).

switch for bass boosting, and a

B

Dolby on/off switch for those ana-

log tapes recorded with Dolby B
noise reduction. Along the right

side of the player are a "Hold"
PLAYBACK LINEARITY USING PRERECORDED TEST TAPE PANASONIC

co -on MC PLAYER

+2
1UND THERED

0
2

-100

Ap

mode selector. In one position of

DITHERED

-BO

switch, to prevent accidental operation of any controls, and a reverse

-60

-40

-20

0

SIGNAL LEVEL - dB

this selector, the unit plays sides A

and B once, then shuts down. In
the other position, sides A and B

Fig. 2-Deviation from

will be repeated eight times before
playback stops.
The rear of the RQ-DP7 carries

linearity, DCC playback.

the d.c. terminal used when
powering the unit from the a.c.
FACE -TO -NOISE TEST, FROM -60 to -120 OE

PANASONIC RO-OP7 PORTABLE OCC PLAYER

+4

Ap

log line output. (A cable with a stereo mini plug at one end and stan-

tht

4

-120

-110

-100
-90
-80
SIGNAL LEVEL - dB

Fig. 3-Fade-to-noise
test, DCC.

adaptor/charger. Also found here
are an optical output jack for digital signals and a mini jack for ana-

-70

-60

dard phono plugs at the other is
supplied with the unit.)
Measurements

Since there were no DCC recorders in my lab when I was ready

to test the RQ-DP7 player, it was
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SPECS
Digital Format
Sampling Frequencies: 48 kHz, 44.1
kHz, and 32 kHz.
Number of Quantizing Bits: 16 -bit,
linear.
Data Processing System: PASC.

DCC Playback

Frequency Response, +0.5, - 1.5
dB: With 48 -kHz sampling, 20 Hz

to 22 kHz; with 44.1 -kHz sampling, to 20 kHz; with 32 -kHz
sampling, to 14.5 kHz.

Dynamic Range: Greater than 90
dB.

S/N: 90 dB or greater, A -weighted.
Wow and Flutter: Below measurable
limit.

Analog Cassette Playback

Frequency Response, Dolby NR
Off, All Tape Types: 20 Hz to 18
kHz.

General Specifications
Analog Output Level: 1.0 V (50kilohm load).
Headphone Output Level: 15 mW/
channel (16 -ohm load).

Digital Output: Optical (available
only when a.c. adaptor is used).
Dimensions: 43/4 in. W X 13/8 in. H
X 45/s in. D (12 cm X 3.55 cm X
11.8 cm).

Weight with Battery:

1

lb., 1.3 oz.

(0.49 kg).
Power Supply: 5.5 V d.c., 4.1 watts.

Price: $549; includes headphones,
rechargeable battery, a.c. adaptor/
recharger, and carrying case.

Company Address: One Panasonic
Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094.
For literature, circle No. 91

CONRANOHNSON PF2 AND MF2300
Solid -State Components Without Solid -State Sound

Too often, solic---state -audio. components
sound harsh, ec-gy, grainy, and dimen-

sionless. This is so common among solidstate designs that audiophiles readily
identify this unmusical sonic signature as
"transistor sound". At corund-johnson,
we have long believec- that these audible
distortions are not inherent in solid-state
devices. lnsteaC, they are a consequence
of circuit design and implementation.
Through innovative circui: design and
the use of highest qua ity parts, we have
developed a range of oonrad-johnson
solid-state products that prive the point.
They do not sound like sold -state. They
just sound like music.

For inure detailed infomiat on on the full range of
conrad-johnsom solid-state products write, phone or fax:

oonrad-johnson design, inc.
2733 Merrilee

Fairtix, VA 22031 phone: 703-698-8581 fax: 703-560-5360
Enter No. 9 on Reader Service card
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0.01

20
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10k 20k
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Figure IA shows frequency response of the RQ-DP7 in digital
playback mode. Response is down
0.25 dB at 20 Hz and approximately 1.0 dB at 20 kHz, easily meeting

Panasonic's published specification. Figure 1B shows frequency

Fig. 4-THD + N vs.
frequency, DCC.

response obtained for analog play-

back of a calibrated Type II test
tape. This cassette contains spot
frequencies in the range from 31.5

Hz to 18 kHz; nominal playback
I kHz SIGNAL RECOR0E0 AT 0 CB LEVEL; PANASONIC P3 -0P7

HANICNIC COMPONENTS OF

-60

AP

f*ftmeei".1,

- 100

within the ± 3 dB limit usually
specified for analog cassette decks.

- 140
0

6k

12k

18k

24k

level was 20 dB below 250 nWb/m.
Although Panasonic does not specify a ± dB tolerance, Fig. 1B shows
that the frequency response is well

30k

To separate the actual harmonic distor-

tion components from residual noise,

distortion level (as opposed to THD +
Noise) of 0.05%.
Figure 6 shows THD + N, as a function
of signal level, for DCC playback. Notice
that at all levels up to about -10 dB, the re-

sults are actually much better than the
readings quoted in connection with Fig. 4.
At approximately -50 dB, in fact, THD + N
is 86 dB below reference level, which corresponds to 0.005%! The sudden rise in THD

Fig. 5-Spectrum analysis

Deviation from perfect linearity
for undithered signals, in the range

of 1 -kHz signal and
harmonics at maximum
digital level.

Fig. 2. Less than 2 dB of linearity
error is noted at the -90 dB level. I

DCC PLAYER FOR PEOPLE

usually plot linearity deviation
from maximum digital recorded

ON THE GO HAS BEEN

level (0 dB), but in this case it was
necessary to begin the plot at -10

PANASONIC'S RQ-DP7.

FREQUENCY - Hz

TIC 1 VISE HMI VS. ANPLITIME WC

from -10 to -90 dB, is plotted in

PANASONIC RO-DPI PORTABLE OCC PLAYER

- 60

AP

dB. Some form of nonlinearity,
possibly caused by overload at
maximum digital output levels,

I

analyzed the playback spectrum of a 1 -kHz
signal recorded at maximum digital amplitude. Results for the left channel are shown
in Fig. 5, where you can see that the major
harmonic is at 2 kHz and is some 66 dB below reference level. This corresponds to a

THE NEED FOR A

NICELY FULFILLED BY

at high signal levels may be due to distortion caused in the player's analog output

- 70

showed up in my sample, as will be
seen in my discussion of Fig. 6. As

output, THD is lower than 0.1%, which

- 80

Fig. 2 shows, deviation from perfect linearity is virtually negligible
for low-level dithered signals in the

audibility.
Channel separation was plotted for DCC

LEFT
RIGHT

- 90

-100

-80

-40

-60

-20

0

SIGNAL LEVEL - dB

Fig. 6-THD + N vs. signal
level, DCC playback.

SEPARATION VS. FREQUENCY;

PANASONIC F10 -0P7 AMIABLE OCC PLAYER

- 50

Ap

- 70

- 90
20

lk

100

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 7-Channel separation
vs. frequency, DCC.

10k 20k

range from -70 to -100 dB.
The fade -to -noise test (Fig. 3),
using a dithered signal decreasing
in amplitude from -60 to -120 dB,
not only confirmed the RQ-DP7's
excellent low-level linearity but

stages. Of course, even at maximum signal

makes it irrelevant from the standpoint of

playback at several spot frequencies, and
results are shown in Fig. 7. Separation is 78
dB at 1 kHz and decreases to approximately
58 dB at 16 kHz. There is little difference

between left -to -right and right -to -left

also enabled me to establish its EIA
dynamic range, which was approx-

directions.

imately 106 dB. Using the EIAJ

noise ratio during DCC playback measured
93.3 dB for the left channel and 93.4 dB for
the right, which easily surpasses Panasonic's specification of 90 dB. Spectrum -analysis plots of residual noise versus frequency
are shown in Fig. 8A for a "no -signal" DCC
track. The curves obtained when the player

method of assessing dynamic
range, I got 91 dB for the left
channel and 91.6 dB for the right.
Figure 4 shows how THD + N
varies as a fuction of frequency in
digital playback mode. At 1 kHz,
the reading is just under 0.07% for
the left channel and 0.042% for the
right channel. Somewhat lower figures are noted for bass frequencies,
while a slight increase is observed
around 10 kHz.
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The RQ-DP7's A -weighted signal-to-

was powered by the a.c. adaptor/charger
have distinct peaks at 60 and 180 Hz. When
the player was powered by the rechargeable

battery, these "hum" peaks related to the
power supply disappear, as might be expected.

The Feature Packed System
called "AMAZ I NG ! ! " by
AUDIO Magazine
IS COMING SOON TO A DEALER NEAR YOU!

THE DIGITAL DECONVOLUTION AUDIO SYSTEM
INCLUDES:
FULL BAND, PHASE CORRECTING DIGITAL PROCESSOR

DUAL MONO 100 WATT PER CHANNEL AMPLIFIER
TOP QUALITY D/A AND A/D CONVERTERS

DIGITAL AND ANALOG LINE INPUTS
TWO 3 -WAY TOWER LOUDSPEAKERS

UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE FOR FAR LESS
THAN YOU'D EXPECT TO PAY.
CALL TODAY FOR THE LOCATION OF YOUR
NEAREST DGX DEALER.

1-800-544-4DGX

DGX
AUDIO

778 Marconi Avenue, Ronkonkoma, NY 11779

NEW DEALERS WELCOME!
Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card

SPECIALS! ANALYSIS OF NOISE MI VS. FIETRIE)C1 OW; PANASONIC RO-OP7 OCC PLAYER

- 80

Ap

A C.

- 100

Figure 8B shows residual noise

tons are very accessible and logically

for playback of a Type I analog
"no -signal" tape (recorded with
bias only). Without noise reduc-

placed. The information shown in the display is easily read and provides all the
status data you might want. The three -key
remote placed in the headphone cable is a
nice touch, though it took me a few minutes to become familiar with its operation.
Multiple pushes of the central key are required for some functions. For example, in
stop mode a single push initiates play, two
pushes initiate fast forwarding, and three

tion, the A -weighted S/N was 55.4

-120

and 53.6 dB for the left and right
BAT TERY

channels, respectively. With Dolby

- 140
30

10k 20k

lk

100

B NR applied in playback, the
curve shows a reduction in high -

FREQUENCY- Hz

frequency noise; A -weighted readings were 63.3 and 62.4 dB.

A
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS CC RESIDUAL NOISE

TYPE

I ANALDS TAPE PANASONIC FO -11A7

- 60

I

While wow and flutter was indeed below the measurable limit

I

NONR

AF

- 70

when using the DCC test cassette,

- 80

DOLBY 8 NR
Ill

- 90
20

10k 20k

lk

100

that was not the case for analog

I

FREQUENCY -Hz

cassette. Figure 9 shows two levels

IMPRESSIVE ERGONOMICS,

of wow and flutter. The usual

WITH ALL CONTROLS

weighted rms (or JIS) wow and

B

flutter, plotted over a period of 25

Fig. 8-Spectrum analysis
of residual noise when
playing "no -signal"

S, is 0.1%, while the peak -weighted

For my final lab test, I played
back a special signal consisting of a

the effects of the PASC data -reduc-

tion scheme employed in the DCC
PANASONIC FO-OP7 PORTABLE OCC PLAYER

AP

format. An examination of this

WTD. PEAK

original signal, when subjected to
FFT spectrum analysis, would re-

WTD. RMS

veal a uniform noise floor and

0.1

equally spaced harmonics, of equal
I

5

I

25

15

TI ME - SECONDS

Fig. 9-Wow and flutter,
analog playback.

amplitude, up to at least 20 kHz.
However, when a DCC recording
of this signal is played back (Fig.
10), the noise floor above 5 kHz

PLAYBACK PANASONIC NO-DP7

0

Ap

- 80

-120
0

6k

12k

18k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 10-Spectrum analysis
of repeated -pulse PASC
test signal.

24k

fine when reproduced via the RQ-DP7.
Sound quality using the supplied headphones was certainly better than I have ever
heard from an analog cassette portable.

My continuing reservation regarding
DCC is its lack of "instant access." Fast
forwarding or rewinding a 45 -minute DCC

noticeably attenuated. Whether
these results can be correlated to

the skip buttons, the unit took 90 seconds
to access a track that was 28 minutes from
the beginning of the tape. On the plus side,
at no time did the RQ-DP7 mistrack while

question. Some listeners hear differences, however minor, between

seconds. As for locating a given track using

playing my DCC test tape or any of the pre-

equivalent; others hear no differ-

recorded tapes that I auditioned.
Considering its price, one can hardly say
that the RQ-DP7 will be the choice of the

ence whatever. For its part, Philips,

youth market eager to replace personal

which invented DCC, claims that

portable analog cassette players with a digi-

DCC sound is "equal to CD

tal model. Still, there are undoubtedly

sound."

enough affluent music lovers out there who

a DCC version of music and its CD
- 40

button down for more than a second turns
power off. Similar multiple functions are
used in playback mode as well.
I did most of my listening through loudspeakers, using the line output terminal.
Although my supply of prerecorded DCC
tapes is limited, the few I have sounded just

cassette (one side) took no less than 120

listening tests remains an open
PtILSES AT 630 It REPETITION RATE

pushes initiate rewinding. Holding this

rises by at least 40 dB and harmonics between about 3 and 6 kHz are

any artifacts noted during musical
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

LOGICALLY PLACED.

0.2% mark.

unit pulse having a repetition rate
of 630 Hz. This signal helps reveal

0.01

ACCESSIBLE AND

(IEC) level hovers around the

DCC track (A) and analog
tape (B).

MON A FLUTTER, USING MUM TEST TAPE;

THE RQ-DP7 HAS

30k

Use and Listening Tests
I was very favorably impressed

want to be able to take their music-be it
analog or digitally recorded-wherever

by the ergonomics of this little

they go to make the Panasonic RQ-DP7 as
successful as it deserves to be.

portable DCC player. Control but-

Leonard Feldman
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During the 60's, a team iy deoicated men and women

shared a dream so ambitious that it soon
consumed an entire nation.

A dream so

powerful, it propelled Apollo 11

and mankind all the
way tc tne moon.

SINCE IIS ,NCEPTION,

PIONEER ELECTRiONICS
BEEN

INSPIRED

BY

HAS

THE DREAM

OF REPRODUCING MUSIC WITH ALL THE PASSION

AND

It

OF HE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE.

TO REALIZE THIS DREAM FOR THE CAR ENVIRONMENT, PIONEER
ENGINEERS WOULD, HAVE TO LAUNCH AN AMBITIOUS VOYAGE OF THEIR OWN.

li the 10's, a group of young visionaries caught a glimpse
of the future. The personal computers they built by

hand re \ olutionized an entire indusry. And
their fo-esight forever changed the Nay
people and information interacte 1.

THE

THAT

mORLD
TITZ

IS

GAN

MOVING SO FAST THESE PATS
CAN'T VE GONE
NSE WCIIPirto SY 30.F ONE

ANA EATS IT

AGIN, IT.

FOR PIONEER, ENGINEERING THE ULTIMATE CAR

AUDIO D PERIENCE DIDN'T START WITH THE EARS. IT
3EGAN WITH A VI;ION. A VISION TO CHANGE THE WAY PEOPLE AND

SO'K INFORMATION INTERACTED INSIDE THE CAR AUDIO ENVIRONMENT.

PIONEER

The
110
ID -V A N "-T" A G
)

hether it's

certain instrument,

the sound quality Pioneer engineers in the

composer, artist or song, music has the

factory comes through loud and clear in

ability to fire the emotions like few other

your car.

things.

a

And there are always those who

take their music and their car audio
components a little more seriously.

This

specific group of demanding car audio
enthusiasts

is

the

reason

Pioneer

researches, engineers and manufactures

advanced products under the Premiere
nameplate.

remier Installation Specialists are car
audio authorities because car audio is

their passion.

What's more, they do as

good a job listening to their customers as
they do to their customers' systems.

And

they're as helpful after a sale as they
are leading up to one.

That's what the

Premier Installation Specialist advantage
Ooncurrently, Pioneer knows that any car

is all about.

audio system is only as good as the
person installing it. Which is why Pioneer

hand-picked a select group of car audio

The Art of Entertainment

experts across the country to ensure that

V993 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc.. Long Beach, CA

NOTHING DEFINES AN INDIVIDUAL,
A GROUP OR A CaMPANY

LIKE

ITAcciriPLISHMENTS.

IIIFINVICt SYSTEM tSil
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Introducing the Premier

Optical Digital Reference
System, the result

ed before - al the way from the

BCCOMPLISHMEN

t is simply the finest system

source tp to the output stage of the

INV
of advanced, integrated
audio components ever crafted for
power amplifier.

the "natural sound" qualities of

rection to 31 -band E0 adjustment to

sound, from precision sound field cor-

dented, total digital control of the

It gives you unprece-

Reference experience is like nothing

get the sense the Optical Digital

Premier Audio Commander, you

From the moment you first see the

tions developed exclusively for this

driver!, as well as new innova-

professional studio and concer-

perkunimce technology from Pioneer

also ia:ludes speakers that apply

to digital sampling. The system

sou id a lifelike quality uncommor

Class A amplifier, which gives the CC

first digitally -integrated, "pure"

'system introduces the industry's

the automobile.

Natural Acoustic Control. In fact,

system.

The 3ptical Digital Reference

there at your fingertips are more

Reference network makes abso utely

else before it.

audio control capabilities than are pre-

no tom nomises.

In short, the Optical Cigital

sent in many small recording studios.

Iis sot at all surprising that
to nealire a dream.

Every component in the Optical

been meticulously engineered to pro-

waits the same thing from a ca-

Pioneer would go to such lengths

vide the purest sound quality ever

entertainment system that you do.

Digital Reference System has

experienced in a car. An optical digi-

Sound hat stirs the emotions. And

Because Pionee,

tal link provides superior connection

CP

Au X

TAPE

TUNER

755 home runs. 4,256 hits. 2,130 consecutive games.
For every record that can "never" be broken, there
is someone with the desire, ability and perseverence to take up the quest.

ANY ELECTRONICS

COMPANY CAN DREAM OF MAKING THE
ULTIMATE CAR AUDIO SYSTEM.

ONE COMPANY TURNED

THE DREAM INTO A QUEST. FOR FOUR YEARS, PIONEER DILIGENTLY

PURSUED A GOAL NO OTHER MANUFACTURER HAD EVER ACCOMPLISHED: PURE AND NATURAL SOUND QUALITY IN THE CAR ENVIRONMENT',

Q PIONEER

ow Hear This (NHT) is primarily
known for its mid -priced speakers
(such as the Model 2, favorably reviewed in Audio in July 1990), and

its offerings have done extremely
well in the mainstream consumer
market. A major departure for NHT, the
Model 3.3 is aimed solidly at the esoteric
high -end market. In the company's words,
the 3.3 represents the "ultimate expression
of NHT's technology and capabilities" and
is now its flagship system.
The most striking feature of the 3.3 is its
elongated shape. Viewed directly from its
narrow front, it looks like a slim conven-

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

NUT MODEL 3.3
SPEAKER

tional tower system. Moving off to the side,

THE NHT 3.3s ARE
WORLD -CLASS SPEAKERS,

AT A LOWER PRICE THAN

YOU MIGHT EXPECT.

however, reveals that the cabinet is nearly
as deep as it is high. It looks more like a
rather robust room divider than a loudspeaker!
Yet the deep cabinet serves a very useful

purpose in providing an optimal radiation
load for the side -mounted woofer, and it

optimally positions the front -mounted,
higher range drivers. The 3.3 speaker is designed to be located against the rear wall of
the listening room. The woofer is mounted

on the side of the cabinet, at the bottom
rear ( facing the center of the room when
right and left units are properly set up),
and thus effectively "sees" a corner; this
maximizes the bass output and decreases
distortion. In effect, NHT has precisely
determined the location of the woofer in
relation to the rear wall, thus eliminating a

in NHT's other models. This design is said
to control radiation patterns, eliminate undesirable side -wall reflections, and provide

large variable in any system's low bass

a "measurably smoother frequency re-

response.

sponse, assuring tonal neutrality and pre-

The extreme depth of the cabinet also

cise imaging."
The three front -mounted drivers are ar-

places the higher range drivers farther out

into the room, for optimum coverage of

ranged roughly vertically, with the mid bass the bottom of the three, the midrange
at the top, and the tweeter in between. A
long, narrow piece of absorptive foam is
mounted beside the midrange and tweeter
to optimize the system's horizontal radiation pattern. All the cone drivers have their
own acoustically sealed enclosures.

the listening area. The front -mounted driv-

ers, operating above 100 Hz on a narrow
cabinet, simulate the excellent radiation
characteristics and imaging capability of a
small stand -mounted mini monitor. The
slanted front panel of the 3.3 continues the
Focused Image Geometry technology seen
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The 12 -inch woofer, which is made to

3.3 with Sumiko, the high -end accessories
and phono cartridge company. These stabilizers incorporate thick, 1/2 -inch, machined

NHT's specifications by Tonegen, is an
ultra -long -throw unit with a large 59 ounce magnet and a die-cast frame. The

cross members attached to Sumiko's
CounterFeet cones, which contact the

woofer operates in an acoustic -suspension
enclosure of 2.5 cubic feet (70 liters). The
61/2 -inch long -throw mid -bass driver (also
from Tonegen), which takes over at a low

floor. The cones can be adjusted to level the

speaker or aim it at the listener.

100 Hz and operates up to 320 Hz, is

Measurements
Figure 1 displays the 10th -octave smoothed, on -axis anechoic frequency response of the Model 3.3, with and without
its front grille. Also shown is the effect on
low -frequency response of placing the 3.3
against or away from the rear wall. Measurements were taken at right angles to the

mounted in a 0.35 -cubic -foot (10 -liter)

closed box. The 4 -inch cone midrange
driver operates from 320 Hz to 3.5 kHz,
where the fluid -damped, 1 -inch aluminum

dome tweeter takes over. Both the midrange driver and the tweeter are manufactured by Seas. All the drivers except the
tweeter use high -stiffness polymer cones.
The 3.3's formidable crossover contains
26 components: Nine resistors, seven in-

front panel, 2 meters away, at a point
halfway between the midrange and tweeter.
The rear wall's effects were simulated, in
the ground -plane measurements, by physically placing the opposite -channel speaker
behind the speaker under test and facing it

ductors, and 10 capacitors. Only high -quality, 2% -tolerance parts are used. Inductors

SPECS
Type: Four-way, floor -standing, optimal -radiation, closed -box system.
Drivers: 12 -in. cone woofer, 6% -in.

cone mid -bass, 4 -in. cone midrange, and 1 -in. dome tweeter.
In -Room Frequency Response at 1
Meter: 23 Hz to 26 kHz, ± 2 dB.
Sensitivity: 87 dB at 1 meter, 2.83 V
rms applied.

Crossover Frequencies and Filter
Slopes: 100 Hz (12 dB/octave),
320 Hz (12 dB/octave), and 3.5
kHz (18 dB/octave).
Impedance: Nominal, 6 ohms; minimum, 4.3 ohms; maximum, 10.5
ohms; no phase angle over 30°.
Recommended Amplifier Power: 30

to 300 watts per channel; 1,000
watts peak input.
Dimensions: 42 in. H X 7 in. W X
31 in. D (106.7 cm X 17.8 cm X
78.7 cm), not including grille or
stabilizers.

Weight: 123 lbs. (55.9 kg) each.
Price: $4,000 in black satin Interkam
laminate; wood veneers available
by special order.
Company Address: 535 Getty Court,
Bldg. #A, Benicia, Cal. 94510.
For literature, circle No. 92

with iron -laminate cores are used in the
woofer and mid -bass circuits; the rest are
air core. Capacitors include low -dissipation, nonpolarized electrolytics and high voltage Mylar units. All internal connec-

to the rear. The woofer of the rear -facing
system was then connected in parallel with

the front one, to simulate the acoustic
output of the rear wall's reinforcement.

tion is done with 14- and 16 -gauge stranded wire, and all connections are soldered.
The crossover is wired point-to-point on a

This essentially simulates the effects of a

long, narrow (24 X 4 -inch) piece of

differ significantly because of room charac-

eighth -inch hardboard mounted
on the bottom of the speaker.

pass filter on the mid -bass, a symmetrical fourth -order bandpass fil-

tweeter. Resistive level -matching
and impedance -compensating circuits are used on the midrange and
tweeter. Bi-wire and biamp capability is supported, with the woofer
and its low-pass filter having separate terminals from the rest of the

TEF
AGAINST

90
80
0.
In

70

ter with an additional first -order
low-pass on the midrange, and a

third -order high-pass on the

tual reinforcement in a real room may

100

The crossover's electrical configuration consists of a second -order

low-pass filter on the woofer, a
symmetrical fourth -order band-

perfectly reflective, rigid rear wall. The ac-

60

GRILLE OFF

REAR WALL
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/
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L

100

20

1k

10k

Fig. 1-Anechoic
frequency response.

.1.0
TEF

-270

0.5

12

system.

GROUP DELAY

-540

The cabinet construction of the
3.3 is quite impressive. All panels
are of at least inch -thick medium -

density fiberboard, with comprehensive bracing to minimize wall
vibration. Custom floor stabilizers
were co -developed for the Model
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Fig. 2-Phase response and
group delay.
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When Denon, with the audio industry's longest heritage of digital design aid music recording,

TOP The DP -S1 CD Transport is

charged its most talented engineers to create a range of cost -no -object components, clearly the goal was

not for immediate sales. Instead, Denon applied the most advanced technologies to improve the resolution,

integrity and stability of digital data transmission to achieve accurate, transparent sound reproduction and
pure musicality.
What uniquely qualifies Denon in this endeavor is that the Company shares the same dedication to

music of many esoteric manufacturers, but combines this fervor with the technology and resources gaited
through 83 years of recording music and building record/playback components. No other high -end or
The intensive research and design that ras gone into the very limited edition of S -Series components

Enter No. 11 on Reader Service Card

ultra stable, jitter -free data. $8,000

MIDDLE The 0A -S1 0/A Converter
employs ST-Genlock clock and data
transmission with Oenods exclusive
ALPHA Converter System to achieve a

lull 20 bits of data integrity from any CD
or alter digital audio source $7000
BOTTOM The P0A-S1 Monoblocks

could never be recouped through sales, even al their seemingly lofty prices. Instead, Denon, in keeping with

Deem America Inc 222 New Road, Parsippany. NJ 07054 12011575-7810

mechanical and acoustic isolation and a
high resolution laser system to deliver

combine parallel, complementary bipolar
power supplies with a full differential

mainstream audio manufacturer can make this claim.

its "Design Integrity" philosophy, will explore ways to incorporate many of these advances in future
Denon components. But, for those of you who can afford not to wait...

constructed using three levels of

power MOS-FET amplifier design to
deliver more than 1,400 Watts Into a

1 Ohm load $20,000 each

DENON

Fig. 3-Energy/time
response.

teristics and reflective properties of
the rear wall. With the 3.3 against

the bold curve in the center of the graph is

the rear wall, the overall curve is
very flat above 125 Hz, fitting a

drivers are mounted asymmetrically on the
front panel, the inside and outside respons-

window of ± 1.5 dB. The curve
also fits a respectable window of

es are quite even. The uniformity of the
curves indicates excellent horizontal off -

± 3 dB from 40 Hz to 20 kHz. Below 60 Hz, the rear wall increases
the output by about 6 dB as com-

pared to locations far from the

axis response and coverage. The dispersion
above 10 kHz is quite broad and even.
Figure 5 displays the vertical off -axis "3D" curves of the 3.3; the bold curve in the

wall. The grille causes moderate

center of the graph (front to rear) is on

reductions in the response, about 2
dB at 3.5, 7, and 15 kHz.
Reversal of the bi-wire connections resulted in a sharp dip in the
response at the 100 -Hz crossover.

axis. The graph indicates that the response
is quite uniform from 5° below the axis to
15° above it. This indicates excellent coverage for seated or standing listeners. The response exhibits a significant dip at the 3.5 kHz crossover for the 10° and 15° downward angles. As with some other systems,

This indicates that the acoustic
output of the woofer and mid -bass

drivers is approximately in phase
throughout the lower crossover region (a very desirable condition)
with the normal bi-wire connec-

0210 dB
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AXISDEGREES

45

90 INSIDE

200

Averaged over the range from
250 Hz to 4 kHz, sensitivity measured 86.3 dB, essentially matching

20k

2k

tion.

FREQUENCY - Hz

NHT's 87 -dB rating. Right/left
matching was quite good; the only
significant deviation was between

Fig. 4-Horizontal off -axis
frequency responses.

1.8 and 3 kHz, where the left

---90 BELOW
45

OFF

-0 FRONT AXIS .45

DEGREES

90 ABOVE

200

2k
FREQUENCY - Hz

20k

speaker was about 1.3 dB higher
than the right.
Figure 2 shows the phase and
group -delay responses of the 3.3
with grille on, referenced to the
tweeter's arrival time. The phase
curve is well behaved and drops a
significant 270° between 1 and 20
kHz. The group -delay curve indi-

cates that the woofer lags the

Fig. 5-Vertical off -axis

tweeter by about 0.2 to 0.4 mS, depending on frequency. This offset

frequency responses.

is due to a combination of crossover design and offset between the
acoustic centers of the drivers.
Figure 3 shows the 3.3's energy/
time response. The test parameters
accentuate the response from 1 to
10 kHz, which includes the highest
crossover region. The main arrival,

100

10

20

1k

100

FREQUENCY - Hz

10k 20k

at 3 mS, is quite compact and is
followed by lower level peaks,
some 25 dB down, out to about 1
mS after the initial peak.

Figure 4 shows the horizontal
Fig. 6-Impedance.

"3-D" off -axis responses of the 3.3;
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the on -axis response. Even though the

locating the tweeter below the midrange
greatly improves the response for standing
listeners.

The 3.3's impedance versus frequency,
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, is shown in Fig. 6.
Although the curve exhibits many peaks

and dips due to the system's four-way
design, the total impedance range covered
is quite narrow. A minimum impedance of

4.0 ohms occurs at 750 Hz, and a maximum of only 10.5 ohms occurs at 29 Hz.
Between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, the curve
has a max/min variation of only about 2.6
to 1 (10.5 divided by 4). This relatively low

variation, coupled with a minimum impedance of 4 ohms, means that the 3.3 will
be only slightly sensitive to cable resistance.
Cable series resistance should be limited to

a maximum of about 0.075 ohm to keep
cable -drop effects from causing response
peaks and dips greater than 0.1 dB. For a
typical run of about 10 feet, 16 -gauge or
heavier wire should be used.
Figure 7 shows the rather energetic complex impedance of the 3.3, plotted from 5
Hz to 20 kHz. At least four complete loops

are evident. The impedance phase (not
shown) reached a maximum angle of only

+28.3° (inductive) at 16 Hz and a minimum angle of only -21.4° (capacitive) at
112 Hz. The 3.3 will not be a problem for
most amplifiers due to its low phase angles
(low reactance) and fairly high minimum
impedance.
A high-level sine -wave sweep of the 3.3
revealed no objectionable cabinet vibrations or buzzes, and the cabinet was quite
inert and vibration -free. The woofer has a

STANDING ALONE
"A rich and eloquent sound leads the listener into the

WADIA

world of music and now define a new high point in the
replay of Compact discs."
...Keizo Yamanaka, Stereo Sound, Japan

9

"The richness of tone, the precise clarity, the authenticity of the stereo presentation, and so on -- in all of
these areas the Wadias set the sonic standard."
...Joachim Pfeisser, HIFi Exclusiv, Germany
"Wadia has recreated the natural sound of live music,
in a way that continues to elude other
manufacturers of digital audio equipment "
.

Yoshihero Asanuma, Stereo Sound, Japan

"The very pinnacle of the digital component world,
destined to remain there for a very long time "
...Tony De March', AudioREVIEW. Italy
"Even for a hardened critic, the transparency when
direct -coupled to the power amplifiers was breathtaking, instantly recognizable as a closer approach to the
real thing."
...Martin Colloms,
HIFI News & Record Review, England

"The quintessence of digital audio. the dream which
has become reality, the absolute reference point "
Roberto Lucchesi. AudioREVIEW, Italy

WAL DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion
624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS. WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

+j6
20 kHz

healthy linear excursion capability
of about 0.75 -inch, peak to peak.
Only low -order harmonic distor-

TEF

+j4
+j2

47 Hz
-

112

j4
60

1

2

4

were generated when the woofer

quency tone of this test is handled by the

was overloaded. On sine waves, the
3.3 sounded very clean and effortless at all power levels.

woofer, while the midrange essentially handles the higher frequency tone. The speaker

Figure 8 shows the 3 -meter
room curve, with both raw and

12

8

tion was audible at higher displacement levels. No bad noises

Figure 11 displays the IM distortion created by tones of 440 Hz (A4) and 41.2 Hz
(E1) of equal level, as a function of power.
The IM distortion rises only to the very low
level of 1.05% at 150 watts. The lower fre-

RESISTANCE - OHMS

sixth -octave smoothed data. The

Fig. 7-Complex

right speaker was in the right-hand
stereo position, and the test microphone was placed at ear height (36

impedance.

inches), at the listener's position
90

on the sofa. The system was driven

with a swept sine -wave signal of
2.83 V rms, corresponding to 1.33

The peak acoustic output shown is for

70

watts into the rated 6 -ohm imped-

rear wall. The acoustic gain of a typical
room actually adds to this value due to
reinforcement from the additional walls,

60

direct sound plus 13 mS of the

50
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100

20k

10k
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Fig. 8-Three-meter
room response.
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O
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POWER WATTS

the floor, and the ceiling.
The peak input power starts quite high

within a tight window only 3 dB

3,000 watts at 450 Hz, attains 6,000 watts at

wide. A general lift in the response
is evident from about 500 Hz to 2

high frequencies. Between 63 and 160 Hz
and 315 and 630 Hz, significant triangularization of the acoustic waveform was not-

270 Hz.
Figure 9 displays the E1 (41.2 Hz) bass harmonic distortion over
the range of 0.15 to 150 watts. The

3.3 did exceptionally well in this

15

test, with the highest distortion
100

50

200

150

250

FREQUENCY -Hz

reaching only 3.8% third harmonic

at full power. Higher harmonics

Fig. 9-Harmonic distortion

were quite negligible and reached

for El (41.2 Hz).

no higher than 0.6%. The 3.3

100 -

sounded quite clean and effortless
at all power levels.
The A2 (110 -Hz) bass harmonic
distortion data is shown in Fig. 10.

MAXIMUM POWER: 150 WATTS

z
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The predominant distortion is a
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3rd,,0.8%
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Fig. 10-Harmonic distortion
for A2 ( 110 Hz).

550

850

(250 watts at 20 Hz), rises smoothly to
1,200 watts at 100 Hz, dips somewhat at
about 130 Hz, rises to 4,100 watts at 300
Hz, and then, following a dip to about

ed, presumably due to saturation of the
crossover's inductor cores. This limitation
was the primary cause of the two dips in
the input power curve at 130 and 450 Hz.
With room gain, the peak acoustic output starts strongly (107 dB at 20 Hz) and

then rises to a plateau of about 118 dB
between 50 and 125 Hz. After rising to a
peak of 124 dB at 280 Hz, it falls slightly
and then rises in the region of 124 or 125
dB at higher frequencies. The bass output
of the 3.3 is very strong, in the top 10% of
speakers that I have tested.

with the higher harmonics 0.6%

Use and Listening Tests
My review samples were supplied in the
standard black -satin finish and appeared

and lower. The A4 (440 -Hz) distor-

very businesslike. The fit, finish, and work-

tion data (not shown) rose only to
the low value of 1.2% second har-

manship were impressive. However, the

monic at full power, with third

because these speakers don't look like

harmonic at 0.6% and higher har-

pieces of finely finished wood cabinetry.
Their bulky black shape, especially when
viewed from the side, contributed a lot to

fairly low 4.8% second harmonic,

0

performance with the 3.3 placed against the

room's reverberation.
Excluding the dip at about 200
Hz, the averaged curve fits a fairly
compact 12 -dB window from 100
Hz to 20 kHz. Above 2.5 kHz, the
averaged curve is very flat and fits

kHz, with an additional peak at

z

9

Figure 12 shows the 3.3's short-term
peak -power input and output capabilities,
as a function of frequency, measured using
a 6.5 -cycle, third -octave tone burst. The
peak input power was calculated by assuming that the measured peak voltage was applied across the rated 6 -ohm impedance.

80

ance. The measurement includes

a

sounded very clean through all the distortion tests.

monics below the noise floor of my
measuring gear.
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3.3s' appearance did not appeal to my wife,
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them.*The stabilizers are definitely

2

required. Without them, the 3.3s
0

0.1

1

10
POWER - WATTS

100

I

listened to the 3.3s using a

Krell KRC preamp driving a Krell
KSA-250 power amplifier, which
in turn drove the speakers through
Straight Wire Maestro cabling. For
reference, I used B & W 801 Matrix
Series 3 speakers, while Rotel and

Fig. 1 1-IM distortion for
A4 (440 Hz) and El (41.2 Hz).

Onkyo CD players provided

140

source material.
I first set up the 3.3s in my usual

130
120
110

100

1k

listening locations, which placed
them a significant distance (about
6 feet) from the rear wall. As this
violated NHT's recommendation
that the 3.3s be placed very close to
the rear wall, I was expecting-and

90
80
20

can be tipped over sideways without much effort.

10
1k

100

10k 20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 12-Maximum peak
input power and
sound output.

got-a lean, bass -shy sound. The
balance was definitely weighted toward the high end. Playing material with lots of low bass, such as the

organ version of Mussorgsky's

nections (including bi-wiring), proper
positioning, and warranty information.

"Pictures at an Exhibition" (Dorian DOR-90117), revealed, however, that the 3.3s could shake the
walls readily when the material permitted.
There was not a lack of low bass but just a
general overall reduction in the bass range
as compared to the rest of the spectrum.
Moving the speakers closer to the back
wall significantly increased the bass level,
but I was not able to move them as close to
the wall as they required, because the back
wall of my listening room is covered with

The greatest emphasis is on placement issues, and it is stated that the speakers must

bookcases that are 16 inches deep. I did
some of my listening with the 3.3s posi-

her opinion. I was not as critical and rather
liked the massive Spartan black look. The
sound of the 3.3s was an entirely different
matter: Everyone liked that!

The nine -page owner's manual is well
written and covers all relevant topics, including installation, speaker cabling, con-

be placed very close to the rear wall (within

tioned directly in front of the bookshelves,

3 inches of it). The manual further states
that the cabinets must be exactly parallel
(NHT's emphasis) to each other, and that
they must be spaced laterally so that the
front speaker axes cross just in front of, or
directly at, your listening position. NHT
recommends adjusting the cone feet to set
the speakers' front/back tilt for proper ver-

but most listening was done with the

tical aim.
At 123 pounds apiece, the 3.3s represent
fairly formidable hunks to set up and move
around in the listening room. Without the

speakers in my usual locations, farther out
in the room and about 8 feet apart. I chose

to do this because of my great degree of
familiarity with the way speakers sound in

these locations-particularly for imaging,

coverage, and smoothness, which are
mainly mid- and high -frequency effects.

This left me with one major problem,
the skewed bass/treble balance at this location. Even located away from the rear wall,

these speakers aren't all that bass -shy as

cone feet, they can be moved with some
difficulty by one person using a rocking

compared to many others I have listened to

motion. However, with the feet attached to
the stabilizers, it takes two people to move

pared to such large units as my B & W 801s,
the bass is reduced in level.

in the same positions. It's just that, com-
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I chose to compensate for this bass level
difference by creating a simple passive cir-

cuit (using two 1-kilohm resistors and a
single 1-p.F capacitor) that added 6 dB of
bass lift to mimic the bass reinforcement

provided by the rear wall. (As Fig.

1

showed, that amounts to 3 dB at 100 Hz,
4.8 dB at 50 Hz, and 5.6 dB at 25 Hz.) This

circuit was simply inserted in the tape monitor loop of the preamp. (The Krell
preamp, conveniently, has a 6 -dB boost
switch that just compensated for the loss
caused by the passive network at middle to
high frequencies. Both the 6 -dB gain and
tape -loop functions were controlled from
the preamp's remote.) With this circuit in
place, the 3.3s were restored approximately
to their proper bass/treble balance when located well away from the rear wall. Even
with this boost, however, the bass from the
B & W speakers was still somewhat higher
in level than from the 3.3s.
Before you cry foul and ask why I used

an equalizer to correct the 3.3s' bass response, realize that I could not place these
speakers as per the manufacturer's recommendation, and it doesn't bother me to use
simple tone correction if the system can be
improved significantly and has the head-

room and maximum output capability to
handle the boost. (The 3.3s definitely have
this capability!) Most of my further listen-

ing was done with this correction added
and with the speakers placed out in the
room, away from the rear wall.
On tracks 6 and 7 of The Spies' By Way
of the World (Telarc CD -83305), the 3.3s
did an excellent job in reproducing the bass
impact and high-level transients of the percussion, when played at high levels. On an-

other jazz/rock CD, Kenneth Nash's Mr.
Ears (Music West Records MWCD-120),
the cleanliness of the percussion and vocals
came across very well.

On the previously mentioned, very demanding, organ version of "Pictures at an

Exhibition," the 3.3s took everything I
threw at them and reproduced the highlevel pedals cleanly and with great authority. The tracks on Ein Straussfest, II (Telarc
CD -80314) were reproduced very impressively at high levels, particularly the proverbial Telarc bass drum and the sharp, high-

level transients of the sound effects. On
more sedate classical material, such as
Continued on page 62
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THE COMPONENTS OF EXCELLENCE: BUILD QUALITY

Who says they don't
build them like they used to?
ifitInfosh
McINTOSH AMPLIFIERS HAVE BEEN BUILT IN THE USA SINCE 1949...

PNU !HEY bl ILL AKE.

Some American companies have disappeared. Some have come back. But, the great
ones never went away. They kept on building
products every bit as good as they used to and
they made them better. They improved their products instead of replacing them. They continue
to build models whose useful lives are measured in decades, not months.
This is McIntosh. No compromise, high fidelity

components for home theater and stereo music
reproduction. Built by the sons and daughters of
the people who built the first McIntosh gear
over 40 years ago. Not imitations, but originals
that people are proud to own and keep.
If you're confused by the many audio brands
on the market, ask yourself this: How many have
withstood the
test of time?

McIntosh Laboratory Inc., 2 Chambers St, Binghamton, NY, USA 13903-2699 (607)723-3512
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McIntosh
Components of Excellence

speakers are not small and they are
not cheap. As a result, most audiophiles have to make severe compro-

AURICLE

POLK AUDIO
LS 90 SPEAKER

mises in the performance of their
system when they buy loudspeakers.
The "decorator syndrome" has hit
many systems, often resulting in the

kind of system that you'd rather see

than hear. There is, fortunately, a

growing number of full -range
speakers that solve the problems of
price and decor, and the Polk Audio
LS 90 is an excellent example.

The Polk LS 90 speakers are not

cheap by mid-fi standards; their
price of $1,699 a pair, however, is
cheap by high -end standards. Two
lower priced members of the same

THE LS 90 HAS AN
EXCEPTIONAL ABILITY
TO RESOLVE COMPLEX

DYNAMIC PASSAGES.

family, the LS 50 and LS 70, are
available at $899 and $1,199 a pair,
respectively. These two models do
not have the bass power and dynamic capability of the LS 90, but they
do have many of the rest of its performance advantages.

The LS 90 offers considerable
value for its price. Its value engineering starts with an extremely
well-built cabinet, with good styling
The speaker is not, in my opinion, the most important component in a modern hi-fi sys-

and control of resonance and diffraction. The LS 90 is 40 inches

tem, but it is almost always

is at ear level while you are in the lis-

the most colored component.

tening position. The apparent image
height is well away from the floor,

No CD player, preamp, or

high, tall enough so that the tweeter

of the signal as much as the loud-

which is critical to a good sound stage and imaging. This height also

speaker, or do as much to determine

allows Polk to use an enclosure large

a system's overall strengths and

enough to produce bass with a -3
dB point of around 35 Hz, useful

amplifier is going to alter the sound

weaknesses. At the same time, good

Company Address: 5601 Metro

Dr., Baltimore, Md. 21215.
For literature, circle No. 93
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response well below that frequency,
and very low bass distortion by the
standards of smaller enclosures.
The LS 90 has a surprisingly low

visual impact on room decor. It is
not tall enough to command atten-

EARS WILL TALK
Certainly you've read the reviews.
Perhaps you've experiencec- it with your own ears.

That is, actually hearing a Theta processor liberate the heretofore unheard
minute nuances of sound captured within a comiact disc.
Detail. Dvnannics. Clarity. Subtlety.
But what abort the cost?
Introducing the Theta DS Pro Prime II, thl, affordable Theta digital -to analog converter.
A look inside reveals an all -new design of wireless circuitry-minimizing
interference and reflection, and significantly improving performance while
reducing costs of production.
Like units costing many thousands more, the Prime II gives you the
advantage of balanc:ed digital even if you have a s ngle-ended p_-eamp.
And the Prime II comes ecuipped with dual differential DACs for greater
resolution, and the same DSP computer that's helped make Th.ta's Gen III and
Basic II tl-e most acclaimed digital components in audio history.
L_sten closely to the DS Pro Prime II.
Your cars will have something to say.
YOU GOTTA GET A TI -ETA.

THETA. DIGITAL CORPORATION

5330 Derry Avenue, suite R Agoura Hills, CA 91301 (818) 597-9195 Fax (818) 597-1079

tion, it is slightly tapered, and the wood
finish and grille are both done well enough
to qualify as high -quality furniture and are
muted enough to be dignified.
The LS 90 is about 12 inches wide and
15 inches deep. The depth conceals the true
size of the speaker. A slender cabinet like

this can present acoustic problems, but
Polk minimizes such a cabinet's tendency

to reinforce cavity resonant modes by
ensuring that the sides are not parallel.
Polk also reduces the formation of standing
waves by installing a damping filter across

the middle of the interior, by using rigid
bracing, and by using a baffle of 1 -inch thick, medium -density fiberboard cut to
tight enough tolerances so that the drivers

superior to the quality of most speakers in
the LS 90's price range and of many speak-

are press -fitted as well as screwed in. The
cabinet is equipped with spikes to allow a
firm connection to the floor.
This level of cabinet quality is critical to
reducing coloration. While I did not measure the vibration and resonance characteristics of the LS 90, I did remove the bass
drivers and tweeter to check fit and construction quality. What I saw was distinctly

ver technology. The LS 90 is the result of
considerable research into resonance and
distortion, a joint effort of Polk and Johns

ers costing considerably more.
You also get significant advances in dri-

Hopkins University. Polk reports they
made the first use of full -field laser interferometry to take holographic pictures of
distortion in loudspeaker drivers while the

drivers were in motion. This technique
allowed Polk to view the entire moving
structure of a driver as a mechanical transmission line, and to make much more pre-

cise and rapid predictions of how given

MASTERS AT WORK...

driver materials and shapes, magnet structures, and suspensions would perform.

The results of this research, as seen in
the LS 90's cone drivers, include a new
composite cone material, new surround
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AO 1013 Sasha Matson
Steel Chords. i-5: Works
For Pedal Steel Guitar.
Harp and Strings
Fascinating contemporary
classical music from California
composer Sasha Matson

"Sasha Matson's music is
sensual, evocative challenging.
lyrical and passionate."
Tom Schnable
KCRW-FM Santa Monica. CA

Jeff Palmer,
John Abercrombie, Arthur Blythe.
Victor Lewis Ease On
AO 1014

A steaming organ. sax, guitar and
drum romp with New York's finest'
"Palmer pushes the music beyond
Jimmy Smith, bringing an entirely
modern attack to grand -daddy blues

The result is a wildly innovative
program that expands the tradition
rather than replicates "
Bill Kohlhasse
-Contributing jazz writer -LA Times

geometry, and the use of vibration -control

Mighty Sam McClain
Give It Up To Love

AO 1015

What A Sound' Mighty Sam is a
rhythm and blues legend who comes
out of the classic Otis Redding/Bobby
Bland tradition. A smoking backing
band. A stunning comeback'
'Today. Mighty Sam McClain is one
of America's greatest deep -soul
vocalists."
Ted Orozdowski
Boston Phoenix

WORKS
OF ART
VOL. 2

caps. In the case of the tweeter, Polk has
used a trilaminate dome material, a new
voice -coil former, staggered tuning of the
internal cavities, and a new approach to
acoustic loading of the dome surround.
The tweeter has a range that extends above
26 kHz and a very low Q, producing a -3
dB down point of 25 kHz.
Research and technical advances do not
always produce advances in sound quality
and musicality. In fact, there is a tendency
in the high end to become so interested in
improving one aspect of sound quality that
the others are ignored or given insufficient
priority. The LS 50, LS 70, and LS 90 do,
however, provide the fastest, most detailed,
and most transparent performance of any

Polk speakers I have heard to date. They
AO 1016 Choice selections
from the latest ten (40 1007

AO 1017 Bennie Wallace
The Old Songs

AO 1018

Tenor sax master Bennie Wallace
has one of the most instantly
identifiable sounds in jazz. This set
finds Bennie at the top of his form
putting his indelible stamp on a
program of timeless classics'
Bennie is joined by Lou Levy on
piano. Alvin Queen on drums and
Bill Huntington on bass.

Still River

AVAILABLE AT ALL

Distributed by:
Abbey Road (800) 827-7177
Encore (800) 334-3394
North Country (315) 287-2852
Timeless (212) 529-3655
Titus Oaks (800) 388-8889

111WEll ROM 1 VIVO
To order by phone:
Tower Records (800) 648-4844 or
Acoustic Sounds (800) 525-1630

NPJRD

Ronnie Earl and the
Broadcasters

to AO me) Audio0uest Music
releases

are very competitive in this regard with any
other speakers I have heard in their respec-

tive price ranges. This is one time where
you will clearly and immediately hear the
advances technology has made over the last

Ronnie Earl performing at the
absolute peak of contemporary
blues guitar craft. Finally, the all
instrumental showcase of versatility
Ronnie's fans have been waiting for'
Also features keyboard wizard

few years.

The LS 90 is a five -driver system. It uses

a simplified crossover design with a second -order Butterworth alignment in the

Bruce Katz.

high-pass section. This crosses over at

auchoquest

MUSIC
P.O. BOX 6040

San Clemente, CA 92674 USA
(714) 498-1977 FAX (714) 498-5112

2,500 Hz from the tweeter to a first -order
low-pass on the top two drivers. The bottom two drivers are rolled off so that they

only contribute at low frequencies. This
crossover takes account of the facts that the

LS 90's tweeter has a range of nearly
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1994
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High Technology. Low Prices.
We at VMPS are committed to producing state-

form launch from our handbuilt carbon filled

of-the-art speaker systems at a fraction the

polypropylene woofers (with 3" phase plugs) and
woven carbon fiber 5" mids (11/2" phase plugs) is
much more coherent than that from conventional

cost of other name brands.

dust -capped drivers. Crossovers boast such
luxury parts as MIT Multicaps, IAR Wondercaps,

and Perfect Lay coils mounted in discrete out-

board enclosures. At $6800/pr for light and
dark oak, or $7200/pr for piano black, dark
cherry, or walnut, the FF-1's set a new price/
performance standard.

le

q

The VMPS Dipole Surround:
bipolar radiation, great
imaging

Our two newest models maintain this 17 -year
tradition. The VMPS Dipole Surround ($349ea)
is designed for side channel operation in high
quality home theater installations. Features include front -and -rear firing 61/2" butyl surround

polycone woofers (with phase plugs) and 1'
softdome tweeters in a sealed enclosure only
16 x 10 x 9". Bass response is flat to 48Hz
(-3d8), sensitivity high (92dB/1W/1m), imaging
spectacular and front -to -back depth amazing
for such a small speaker. Audiophiles fond of
their expensive imported mini -monitors should
discover the Dipole Surround, one of the best sounding compact speakers available regardless of price.

The Larger VMPS Subwoofer
one of four starting at $289
Adding thunder to your high -end music or A/V
home theater system? The Larger VMPS Sub woofer ($529ea kit, $649ea asseml is simply
the lowest -distortion (0.5%/1W), widest band-

At the other end of the scale, there are few
larger (68 x 14 x 181 or heavier (350 lbs.!)
floor -standing full -range systems than the

width (-3dB/17Hz), highest output (120dB

VMPS FF-1 Focused Field Array, currently the
only fully symmetrical vertically focused wide -

SPL + / rn) home bass module in existence. Our

range monitor in commercial production. No
system known to us generates so much first octave output (-3dB/14Hz) at vanishingly low

mits operation from your existing main amplifier.

Passive Crossover ($35 kit, $45 assem) perCompletely lacking from this 150 lb., dual 15"
and 12" true Subwoofer are the cardboard enclosures, flailing small drivers, chuffing vent
noise, rridfi power amps, equalization boost and
output limiters found even in some very expensive competitors.

THD (no more than 0.40/o/1W drive), and even

the most exotic ribbon/planar designs can't
match the FF-1's silky trebles and 45kHz cutoff

(-3dB). A 3" thick MDF front baffle, radiused
hardwood corners, and 2" MDF side/back baffles,

plus Soundcoat and extensive bracing, virtually

The VMPS FF-1: our
candidate for World's
Greatest Loudspeaker

Hear VMPS at the dealers listed below, or write
for brochures and test reports on all 13 models.
Listed prices including free shipping in 48 states;
kits are supplied with fully assembled cabinets.

eliminate the cabinet as a secondary sound
source. The system's unique slot -loading mask

defeats treble diffraction effects. The wave -

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
3429 Morningside Dr.

El Sobrante, CA 94803

div. !tone Audio

(510) 222-4276

Fax: (510) 232-3837

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Sounds Incredible, Brookfield CT; Dynamic Sound, Washington DC; Hifi Farm, Beckley WV; American
Audio, Greenville SC; Chattanooga Valley Audio, Rossville GA; Tech Electronics, Gainesville FL; Arthur Morgan, Lake Mary FL; Sound Solutions, Carlisle
PA; Sounds Deluxe, Clarendon Hills IL; Audio Exchange, Mishawaka IN; Audio Connection, Terre Haute IN; Ruth Industries, St. Louis MO; Shadow
Creek Ltd, Minneapolis MN; Audio by Gil Morrison, Detroit MI: Concert Sound, San Antonio TX; Lookout Electronics, Longview WA; Affordable Audio,
Fresno, CA; Exclusively Entertainment, Oceanside, CA; Hal Broda, Escondido CA; Christopher Hansen Ltd, Beverly Hills CA; Audio Haven, Upland CA;

Sounds Unique, San Jose CA; Private Line Home Entertainment, Stockton CA; Golden Ear, Chico CA; (tone Audio, El Sobrante CA; James Romeyn,
Petaluma CA; The Sound Room, Vancouver BC Canada
Enter No. 13 on Reader Service Card

octaves (from just above 1 kHz up to 26

kHz) and that the four new 61/2 -inch
midrange and bass drivers do not enter
their first resonant mode until 1,800 Hz
and have smooth response up to 3 kHz.
Coupled with a smooth impedance curve,

this produces an unusually smooth
midrange that is also easy for most amplifiers to drive.

The end result is a full -range speaker
with a smooth overall frequency response
extending from the mid -bass to beyond the
range of hearing. The overall timbre is well
chosen. There is a slight downward tilt in
response from around 100 Hz to above 20
kHz, a frequency balance well suited to CD
and most moving -coil cartridges.
The bass is quick and solid, with good to

layering of depth, a natural soundstage
width, and an apparent listening position

NHT, continued from page 56

just slightly further back in the hall than it
was on the original recording. Imaging is

sical SK 52553), the 3.3s' imaging and

natural rather than spotlighted or too
wide.
The Polk LS 90 has an exceptional ability

to resolve complex dynamic passages and
the softer passages of orchestral and choral
music. I suggest listening to your favorite
recording of a solo instrument, a recording

you know really well, on the LS 90 and
then comparing this with the sound of
other speakers. The LS 90 will not provide
the artificial detail of a speaker that lacks
full -range bass response or has an irregular
rise in upper midrange output, but it does

Handel's Concerti Grossi, Op. 3 (Sony Clas-

soundstage capability was excellent, with a
well-balanced and smooth, open sound.

Judging everything other than overall
bass level, I felt that the 3.3s sounded quite
similar to the 801s on most material. When
standing, and not directly facing the speakers, it was difficult to tell which system was
playing! In addition, the sensitivity of the
3.3s was essentially the same as the 801s'.

The similarity of the 3.3s' sound to the
801s' says a lot about the NHTs' neutral,
wide -range, and well-balanced sound.

very good definition. If you pay attention

very well indeed in providing musically
natural sound. It can get the detail out of

THE NHT 3.3's BASS

to room placement to get the best

the best Chesky, Dorian, Reference

OUTPUT IS VERY STRONG,

response, the LS 90 will perform as well as
many speakers having much larger enclo-

Recordings, Telarc, and Wilson audiophile
CDs and records without sacrificing musical pleasure or involvement in the music.
All speakers are a blend of compromises,

SPEAKERS I'VE TESTED.

sures. It does not have power in the deep
bass, but few speakers at this price do, and

they lack the quality of the LS 90's
midrange.

but the blend in the LS 90 has been very
well chosen. You get full range without

The strength of a good loudspeaker

artificial emphasis of either frequency

depends on its midrange, and the LS 90's

extreme or a sacrifice in midrange quality.

midrange is exceptionally detailed and

The LS 90 is capable of handling high

exceptionally smooth from around 150 Hz
to about 2,500 Hz. There is no suckout in
the mid -bass or lower midrange, as is common in smaller speakers, and there also is
no excessive warmth. It is a real pleasure to
hear the midrange without having to hear
either an emphasis of the middle to upper
bass (which occurs just before many speakers cut off in low -frequency response) or
the kind of false detail that occurs when a
speaker emphasizes the upper midrange.

power levels and sudden dynamic shifts in

There are some slight irregularities in
the upper midrange response, somewhere
around 4 to 6 kHz, but it slightly softens
the upper midrange. This tends to improve

the music without sacrificing transient
detail or air or losing resolution in lower
passages. The minor response irregularities
are carefully adjusted so that they allow the
LS 90 to be very musically involving, and
well -placed LS 90s give you a very natural
and convincing soundstage.
Combined with its relatively low visual
profile and easy load on the amplifier, the

Polk LS 90 is precisely the kind of full range speaker that today's buyers need. It

offers sound of high -end quality at an
affordable price. The LS 90 is also a good
example of why buying stereo components

the LS 90's musicality with most CDs.

should be fun instead of a chore.

Treble extension is slightly recessed, but the

Comparing the LS 90 or its less expensive
siblings to speakers from other manufacturers will show you the range of options

treble still has a great deal of life, speed,
and air. No speaker handles this region
perfectly, and many do not handle it well.
The LS 90 is very musical here.
Soundstage performance is unusual for a

speaker in this price range. If you experiment carefully to find the location where
you get both the best depth and the maximum width of the stereo image without
sacrificing center fill, you will get very good

available. This experimentation will
demonstrate how good modern stereo can
be and show you a way to tailor systems to
your tastes. It will reveal just how important and different the sound of today's better speakers can be, and may well make you
choose the Polk Audio LS 90s.
Anthony H. Cordesman
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IN THE TOP 10% OF

On third -octave, band -limited pink
noise, the 3.3s' clean and fundamental output at 20, 25, and 31.5 Hz equalled that of
the B & W reference speakers but without

the B & Ws' port whooshing sounds! At
higher frequencies, the equality was maintained. If these NHT speakers are properly
located against a back wall, their clean, low frequency output should exceed the B & Ws'.

On the stand-up/sit-down test with pink
noise, the 3.3s did an excellent job and were

the full equal of the B & W speakers. No
significant tonality change was evident between the two positions!
The NHT 3.3 speakers worked extremely
well for me. Even though I operated them
at

a disadvantage by not placing them

properly against the rear wall, they competed quite well in bass output with the B & W
speakers. (Actually, they were slightly better in the very low bass.) Located properly,

near the rear wall, the 3.3s should exceed
the bass performance of the 801s. No sub woofers needed here!

The 3.3s are prime contenders in the
world -class, no -holds -barred speaker tournament. At $4,000, they even cost signifi-

cantly less than many other models in this
class. If you are looking for speaker systems

with high performance and good value for
the money, consider the NHT Model 3.3s.
D. B. Keele, Jr.

WHO SAYS THE MOST
ESSENTIAL COMPONENT OF LIFE

Is DNA?
We're Parasound and we believe that the basis of life is something more than a double -helix string of chemicals.
Sound extreme? Not if you see your audio system as the means to recreate an actual musical event. To recreate that living,

breathing moment the band takes the stage and the magic begins.
You see, our products are built by people with a passion for music. People like John Curl, whose legendary designs
virtually defined high -end audio.
What are the results of this passion? Without boasting (too much), the summer '93 Consumer Electronics Show awarded
us an unprecedented four Design Engineering Honors.
Of course, we wouldn't expect you to buy our products just because they're well -engineered. Or because they're critically acclaimed. Experience them for yourself. You'll agree we're offering more than a line of high -end audio components. We're
offering basic building blocks of life.

HCA-1206 6/5/4 CHANNEL AMPLIFIER
Easily the most powerful THX® home cinema amplifier in the
world. John Curl's design finally brings the realism of high -

HCP-120011 HIGH CURREN- AMPLIFIER

John Curl's design surpasses THX'specifications. One of the
finest high -end audio values,. anywhere.

end to home theater.

HCA-22001I ULTRA HIGH CURRENT AMPLIFIER

Our premier amplifier produces virtually limitless, flawless power.
"Revolutionary Design": is how Audio describes this amplifier
artfully designed by John Curl.

P/LD-1500 LINE DRIVE PREAMPLIFIER

D/AC-1000 DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER

Classic John Curl topology. You'd have to spend at least 4
times as much to find a preamp with a design this elegant.

An ST optical connector and 3 independent power supplies
help to make digital sound so sweet that it's even converting
vinyl die-hards. "Outstanding!': says HiFiVisia. (Germany).

PARASOUND
affordable audio for the critical listener

Parasound

Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 415-397-7100; Fax 415-397-0144
THr is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm, Ltd.

AURICLE

inches wide. This panel is curved in

a 30° arc to improve dispersion,

MARTIN-LOGAN
AERIUS SPEAKER

thereby avoiding the highly directive
treble that in other electrostatics se-

verely reduces the width of the listening position and the stability of
the stereo image from several listening angles. The panel is a dipole, ra-

diating from the front and back
without any damping in the rear.
Like some other Martin -Logan
speakers, it uses a transparent diaphragm sandwiched between two
black metal panels. These panels
have so many holes that it is possible
to see the rear wall through them. In

spite of this apparent fragility, the
electrostatic panel is well built and is
on a very rigid metal mount. Martin -

Logan claims the panel has a frequency response of ± 2 dB from 300
Hz to 20 kHz.

The bottom of the Aerius is

a

conventional 8 -inch cone woofer in
a sealed cabinet. Martin -Logan says
that this driver has a response of ± 3
dB from 40 to 2,000 Hz. The cross-

over frequency is 500 Hz, with a
slope of 12 dB per octave. The overall response of the Aerius is said to

be ± 3 dB from 40 Hz to 20 kHz.
The nominal impedance is 4 ohms;

actual impedance drops to a little
over 2 ohms at 20 kHz.
There are strong arguments for a
hybrid design. The main argument

he Martin -Logan Aerius is

not an easy speaker to review. I can easily see how a

T

reviewer could measure or

audition it and find all kinds
of flaws. I can also see how
an audiophile with the wrong ampli-

fier-or one who failed to experiment with room placement-could

er setup, the Aerius can be a very
successful blend of an electrostatic

treble and midrange and a cone
woofer. For $1,995 to $2,495 a

pair-depending on finish and
whether the speaker is bi-wiredyou can get many of the benefits of
far more costly high -end speaker
systems.

Company Address: P.O. Box

The Aerius is tall and thin; it is 55
inches high, 101/2 inches wide, and
131/2 inches deep. The top part is a

707, Lawrence, Kans. 66044.
For literature, circle No. 94

speaker panel about 38 inches high,

be very disappointed. Yet with prop -

nearly transparent electrostatic
with a curved diaphragm about 9
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for use of an electrostatic speaker is that it
is faster and less distorted than a cone driver. Since electrostatics are virtually always
dipole speakers, the argument is also made
that they produce a larger and more open
soundstage. The main drawback is that
even the largest home -sized electrostatic
speaker will not reproduce the deepest bass

or the widest dynamic range, and that a
panel large enough for good mid -bass is
too large for good treble. The hybrid character of the Aerius offers the potential to
deliver most of the merits of a full -range
electrostatic with the bass and power -handling capability of a cone woofer.

I have owned and auditioned a great
many electrostatics over the years-going
back to a Quad ESL more than 20 years
ago. I have enjoyed most of them, but no
electrostatic I have ever heard has been decisively cleaner or faster than today's best
cone, dome, or ribbon drivers. An electrostatic is only as good as it sounds; it is not
superior because of some design principle.
Every electrostatic I have ever used has

been difficult to place in a room and required some adjustment of the listening

The distance between the speakers

Aerius' cone driver with the proper mix of

and between each speaker and the listening position. With the Aerius, you must
find the distance between each speaker and

speed and control. This speaker needs a
transistor amp of this power, and preferably one whose ability to handle complex

the listener which provides a reasonably

loads and "control" the woofer is very

wide and stable listening position and good

good. No high -end speaker I know of is all

treble response. The listening position

things to all amplifiers, but you need to

must be far enough away from the speaker
so that you do not hear discontinuities be-

exercise care in matching the Aerius to an

The Aerius is very definitely a speaker

what you do, you will find that the Aerius is
not suited for very close -in, or near -field,
listening. It produces a sweet spot at the lis-

whose sum compensates for any weaknesses in its parts. Once I placed it properly and
gave it the right power amplifier, the Aerius
had almost immediate listener appeal. This
was as true for non -audiophiles as for my
more "golden -eared" friends. In fact, when

tening position that is unlikely to be more
than two listeners wide.
I should stress that the Martin -Logan
Aerius is a remarkable success regarding

THE AERIUS REQUIRES

Whatever the theoretical merits of an

PLACEMENT, BUT THAT

and treble in a well -focused Aerius are

EFFORT PAYS OFF IN

exceptionally clean and sweet. This speaker
can produce a great deal of insight into the
music without becoming analytic. Its

EXCEPTIONAL SOUND.
the speed, power handling, dynamic life,
and other performance characteristics of its

wall surface. This is critical in determining
the amount of midrange and treble infor-

son's system.

electrostatic and/or a dipole, the midrange

great deal of experiment regarding room
placement. But electrostatics require particularly careful adjustment in terms of:

rear wall, and the absorbency of the rear

I moved it aside to listen to some other
speakers for a few days, I found it had
mysteriously migrated upstairs into my

ADDITIONAL EFFORT IN

position. Admittedly, all speakers require a

How far the back panel is from the

amplifier.

tween the panel and the cone. No matter

cone bass unit. In fact, the bass performance of this relatively small structure is a
major design achievement. The Aerius is
also remarkably successful in the smoothness with which the bass unit blends with
the electrostatic panel. Few hybrids, at any

sound character is very revealing without
being unnatural or surprising.
In practice, I could not achieve ruler smooth frequency response with the Aerius. The actual balance of midrange and treble delivered at the listening position was
very dependent on placement and front -to back angle. I could never avoid some minor
peaks and valleys in the midrange or a slow
apparent roll -off above 10 kHz. Neverthe-

mation radiated from the rear wall. With
the Aerius, the distance should be about
three to four feet, and you need at least
three feet of clearance from the side walls.
The backward tilt of the electrostatic
panel. This is critical to ensure good verti-

price, do as well in integrating these two

cal dispersion and a focused, stable sound stage. Experimentation to find the correct

the woofer will not always give smooth bass

acter of instruments and voice. It had an

response when the electrostatic panel is
placed at its optimum distance from the
rear wall. I had to substantially rearrange

excellent ability to separate the "voices" of

different technologies.
On the other hand, the hybrid character

of the Aerius presents some problems in
terms of interaction between the woofer
and the electrostatic panel. For example,

less, the overall frequency response from
the lower midrange to the upper limit of
my hearing was smooth and very good to
excellent.
The Aerius never changed the basic char-

rect position, treble data might be lost, and
the apparent point source might fluctuate

my listening room so that the panel was the

right distance from the rear wall yet bass

individual instruments and groups of instruments, choral voices, and groups of
massed strings. Chamber music and small
jazz groups were particularly natural, as

between the electrostatic panel and the
cone driver (which radiates a substantial

response was still smooth. My initial place-

was classical guitar.

tilt for a given listening position is vital
with the Aerius. If you don't find the cor-

amount of midrange information).

The angling, or "toe in," of the panel
toward the listening position. A slight (10°
to 15°) toe in, and careful adjustment of the

distance between the two speakers to ensure that there is no hole in the center, is
absolutely critical to .best performance.

ment gave me exciting, but "one -note,"
bass that peaked somewhere around 45 to
48 Hz.
I believe that the manufacturer's recommended power level of 60 to 200 watts per

channel is somewhat misleading. I don't
know of a tube amp offering less than 100
watts per channel that can really handle the
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I

cannot give Martin -Logan enough

praise for the quality of the blend between
the electrostatic and the woofer. The choice
of bass characteristics and midrange blend

between cone and electrostatic is very
smooth. There is no loss of upper -bass/
lowest -midrange dynamics (as in some all -

electrostatic or hybrid speakers), and

there's no excessive warmth. Let me suggest

Brahms' cello sonatas (on Dorian DOR90165) and the first track on Ray Brown's
Moonlight Serenade ( Jeton 123/1) as cases
in point.

The cone unit has enough detail and
control so that it does not lag behind the
electrostatic. Bass speed and detail are very

good, much better than in many far more
expensive speakers. The Aerius also has
very good bass balance. It does not have
deep bass, and it starts to roll off sharply
somewhere between 45 and 50 Hz, even

with optimal room placement; however, its
bass is very "live" and dynamic. I suspect

the woofer in the Aerius would measure
considerably cleaner than most woofers in
similarly sized bass enclosures.
The end result is that the Aerius provides
a feeling of surprising bass depth and pow-

er that does not seem to "choke" or slow
down when the speaker reaches the point
where the bass response seems to drop.
Having more musical bass is always more
important than having deeper bass, and the
Aerius really delivers on this score.

The Aerius has very good overall dynamic capability. Its sound is consistently clean,
even at comparatively high listening levels.
If you think of electrostatics as only doing
their best at polite listening levels, forget it.

While the Aerius is not a speaker for the
rock fan who likes his ears to bleed, it does
very well with full orchestral music, opera,
big -band jazz, and rational levels of rock
music. Reference Recordings has recently

done a superb job of showing just how
good complex digital dynamics can be with
really good speakers; I suggest that you try
Trittico (RR-52CD) to see just how well the
Aerius can do.

The soundstage of the Aerius is dependent on speaker placement. My advice is
not to stretch it. Many audiophiles like a
relatively wide placement, because it expands the soundstage and provides more
left -to -right imaging detail. Yet this placement also exaggerates the soundstage and
imaging, sacrifices depth, and tends to cluster the instruments around the speakers. If

you keep the left and right speakers close
enough together so that there is no hint of a
hole in the middle, the Aerius will provide
a very good mix of musically natural left to -right and back-to-front imaging. Depth
will be placement -dependent and may be a

bit shallow compared to some other dipoles, but it will still be good. The apparent

locations of the musicians will be a bit to

Sennheiser headphones

the rear of what is on the recording, but

uncover the secrets hiding in

offer new levels of realism

this is a blessing with 90% of today's CDs.
The Aerius requires additional effort in
placement and adjustment, but this effort
is rewarded with exceptional performance.
I am told by some dealers that audiophiles
tend to be turning away from dipoles and
opting for smaller speakers. If so, the Aerius demonstrates that this is a shame. Like

and comfort to enhance your

some competitive dipoles from Apogee

listening. Whatever your
musical preference, there is

Acoustics and Magnepan, the Martin -Logan Aerius offers a great deal of musical en-

a Sennheiser headphone

joyment that is missing in most smaller

your favorite music. They
accurately recreate all of the
music's subtlety and power.

Great recordings sound
even better.
A wide range of models

speakers, and a kind of soundstage and imaging that only dipoles can provide. As for
the "wife acceptance factor," I can offer po-

perfect for your style.
You've only got one set of
ears. Go ahead, spoil them.

tential buyers two sources of hope. First,

SENNHEISER®
6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. B
IN CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE., PTE-CLA

the Aerius is very well styled and has considerable visual appeal. Second, every non audiophile who mentioned its appearance
before actually listening to the Aerius in my
home was then quick to praise its musical
performance.
Anthony H. Cordesman

Enter No 24 on Reader Service Card
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Tom Miiller's
"Tweak of the Year"*
is now on CD.
*(the absolute sound, vol. 17, #92)

The

Sheffield/XL0
Test & Burn -in CD

ELECT RIC

LIVE STUDIO

HECOHOINS

THE AUDIOPHILE
REFERENCE SERIES

Demagnetizes your system.
Burns -in cables, components and speakers.
The actual voices of Sheffield's DOUG SAX
and XLO's ROGER SKOFF give you the tools

XLC 1-13ctric Company, Inc.

9480 Mica Street,
Suite 612

Rancic Cucamonga,
Caliicrr is 91730
Tel: 190)) 466-0382
Fax: :9)9) 466-3662

and instruction you need to really set-up
and dial -in your system and listening room
acoustics, including specific verifiable
checks for realistic soundstaging, accurate
imaging, and correct presentation of depth.
All this, PLUS five outstanding Sheffield Lab
music tracks, and elaborate printed notes,
for only $29.95 at your XLO or Sheffield
dealer. There's never been anything like it
Get yours NOW! It's an absolute ESSENTIAL
for the best sound you can have at home!
Eater No. 27 on Reader Service Card

attracts dust particles. You are most
likely to appreciate this benefit when
discs are played in a hostile environ-

ment, such as a car, or used in a

BIB COMPACT DISC

RESTORER POLISH

portable CD player.
The U.S. director of Bib America,
Tony Marcon, suggested that I take a

ballpoint pen and mark a CD from
center to edge, to cause skipping. I
used the least expensive CD player
available to me but could not dupli-

cate the skipping that Marcon
reported. He must have used a really

old first -generation CD player; a
narrow single -line scratch from center to edge is error -correctable with
virtually any modern CD player.

When I went a step further and
laid down a "ballpoint" scratch in
the direction of play (along a track,

rather than across it), mistracking

-v';-:"::-,12tAre:lg."4.V:i,

occurred at once. Happily, Bib's
Compact Disc Restorer Polish, used

in accordance with the supplied
brief instructions, was able to polish

out this admittedly light surface
scratch, enabling me to play the disc
through the damaged track without
any skipping.
Aost of us have gotten over

such discs are used in low-cost,

This Bib product comes in three

our original naiveté concerning Compact Discs.
The initial claim of co inventor Philips that here
was "perfect sound now

mass-produced players whose error -

sizes. The 200 -application kit,

correction capabilities leave some-

Model C635, is $6.95; the 400 -application C619 is $12.95, and the 600 application A655 is $19.95. The lat-

and forever" has long since been dis-

duced Compact Disc Restorer

proved. The "perfect" part of the

Polish, adding to the long list of care
products that this fine English com-

claim was disproved with each new
generation of CD players, and today

we are ever closer to that long sought perfection.
As for the "now and forever" part

of the claim, we soon learned that

despite our best efforts, dirt and
grime eventually affix themselves to

thing to be desired.

Addressing these problems, Bib
Audio/Video Products has intro-

ter, which I used, includes a spray
applicator, not much larger than a

lipstick tube, that dispenses just
enough polish for one CD at a time.

pany has been exporting for more
than 35 years. Let me emphasize at
the outset that Bib's Restorer Polish

CD RESTORER POLISH

is not a cure-all for every type of
damaged CD. To fix really severe

REMOVES LIGHT

and long scratches or surface areas
that have become opaque, the only

SCRATCHES AND REDUCES
STATIC BUILDUP.

their way onto a CD's surface-

thing I've found is the Memorex
Compact Disc Repair and Maintenance Kit, imported from Ger-

often causing annoying skips and
pops. This is especially true when

many. However, if light scratches are
a problem or if discs are loaded with

age box with a hinged lid, together

dust, grime, or oily fingerprints,

By the way, for those who worry

Bib's Restorer Polish may well be
just what you need. A side benefit I
noted is that once a CD has been

about our environment, the instructions printed inside the storage box
contain this statement: "The metered
spray is ozone friendly and does not

the playing surface of a CD, and
scratches, however small, also find

Company Address: 10497
Centennial Rd., Littleton,
Colo. 80127.
For literature, circle No. 95

treated with this product, it is largely immune to static buildup, which
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This applicator is packaged in a storwith an optical -grade polishing cloth.

contain CFCs."

Leonard Feldman

Most lou sp

r "Home Theater"' are
.

little more than patched up audio mode
most speaker manulacluiers

That's because

build their own Maw, Ore c rmoonents

that produce the sound. Instead, they buy all the shell parts and struggle to

iertailignie them for Home Iheatei
Celestion's Shield Slams was created soecilically to suit II ice Theater

applications, both acoustically and aesthetically. They employ Celestion
designed, magnetically -shielded rimers, integrated into elegant cabinets
imam proprietary construction technologies.

Compare each Celestial Shield model with any contain Ally
mired till called Home theater speaker. Immediately, you will WHIM!

Enter No 8 on Reader Service
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AURICLE

CLASSE AUDIO
THIRTY PREAMP

stage for both moving -magnet and
moving -coil cartridges. It has a remote control, balanced inputs and
balanced outputs, adjustable moving -coil gain (from 13 to 41 dB), a

tape loop, four high-level inputs,
and a mute control. All of this is
packaged in a slim -line chassis with
high -end styling and a high -end feel.

The Classe Audio Thirty also has
the internal design features you ex-

pect in a high -end product. The
phono gain circuit's totally passive
RIAA section uses high-grade, preci-

sion polypropylene capacitors. It
uses the same fine-tuning and layout

methods as more expensive Classe
Audio preamplifiers.

The switches and potentiometers
in the Thirty are the same as those
used in the DR -6. The high-level
gain stage is balanced, and uses differential voltage amplifiers followed
by high -current -gain output stages

with low output impedances and
high drive capability. The output
impedance is less than 1 ohm.
The Thirty uses a motorized mechanical volume potentiometer with
a high surface and tension contact
area. The power supply has a large,

high -current toroidal transformer

with dual filtering of more than
30,000 1.0 and dual stage regulation.

ne of the pleasures of being
a reviewer is that you get to

0

listen to the best without

The Thirty is not a stripped -down

line -stage preamp. This solid-state
unit has an excellent built-in phono

having to pay for it. One of

the curses of being an audiophile is that you keep

having to read about equipment you
can't afford. The Classe Audio Thirty preamplifier is a cure for that

curse. For $1,195 you get at least
90% of the sound quality of the top -

The Thirty also passes the "lift the -lid" test. The layout of the p.c.
board is excellent, and the board is
of excellent quality. High -quality,
passive components are used, and
the construction quality is outstanding. You look at a finished high -end
product, not a preamp whose internal layout looks jury-rigged or warns
of cost -limited engineering.

of -the -line Classe Audio DR -6

I have to admit to a bias in favor
of the Thirty's sound, because I use

(which is now called the Model Six
and costs $3,295). In fact, the Thirty

its more expensive sibling, the DR -6,
as one of my two reference preamps.

comes close in sound quality to

This experience allows me to compare the sound of the Thirty to that

preamps costing in excess of $4,000.

of the DR -6 with considerable preci-

Company Address: 9414 Cote de

sion (hundreds of listening hours

Liesse Rd., Lachine, Que.,

have that effect) and to comment on

Canada H8T 1A1.
For literature, circle No. 96

the extent to which an affordable
igh-end product equals the sound
of a top -of -the -line unit.
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A HOME THEATER SHOULD
NEVER FEEL LIKE HOME.
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Onkyo's advanced lineup of full Digital Dolby Pro Logic Receivers
takes you out of the living room and puts you right in the center of
the action. Sound Effects are heart -stopping. Dialogue is crisp and
intelligible. And a complex soundtrack, is heard just as it was recorded.
A Home Theater shouldn't feel like home. It should feel like you're in
deep space, on the bottom of the ocean, or in the middle of a battlefield. To find out how Onkyo can take you there, complete and mail
the coupon at right.

Artistry in Sound

ONKYO

Onkyo USA Corporation, 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446

For free information about how our complete line of
AV Receivers can br ng the theater e)perience to your
home, please complete the following irrformation.
Name
Address

City, State, Zip

Mail coupon to: Onkyo USA Corporati3i,
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446

performance. The soundstage is notably

markably realistic musical balance and a

without hardness or overemphasis, and it
shares the DR -6's ability to reproduce the
upper octaves with excellent musical bal-

great deal of transparency and detail. Some

ance. Upper strings, tenor and soprano

more natural than in many competing preamplifiers in the Thirty's price range.
The Classe Audio DR -6 has better de-

competing preamps offer deeper bass,

voice, and upper octave percussion are all

fined imaging, but the Thirty does not

more open dynamics, and a slightly more
precise transient attack, yet few preamps at

very good. You will find the Thirty far

deprive you of the ability to place the image

more musically revealing than most competitively priced preamps.
The Classe Audio Thirty has slightly less

precisely in depth or in width, a common
failing of most mid-fi and some high -end
preamps. Imaging is natural in size and is
stable. There is little tendency to widen the
image and no tendency to give it an exaggerated precision. If you don't criticize the
imaging of your favorite concert hall, you
won't criticize the imaging of the Thirty.
You can put the Thirty into virtually any
system I know of (except those with multiple tape recorders) without interface prob-

The Thirty has the same overall balance
of sound quality as the DR -6. You get a re-

any price do as good a job of placing you in

the performance hall without calling your
attention to the fact that you're listening
through an electronic device.

dynamic energy than the DR -6, and a num-

ber of tube preamps near its price range

There is no significant difference between the Thirty and the DR -6 in terms of
timbre and subjective overall frequency re-

FEW PREAMPS, AT ANY

sponse. Both are about as neutral as you
can get. The balance between the bass and
upper octaves is nearly perfect, and both
blend smoothly into the midrange. Voices,
strings, and brass are reproduced without
any hint of frequency shifts or coloration.
You get a rock -solid neutrality that reinforces, rather than dulls, musicality.

The DR -6 has slightly superior deep
bass, but the Thirty is no cheat. It will get
the best out of any speakers remotely suitable for a preamp of this price, and do so
without any significant loss of detail, control, or low -frequency extension.
The Classe Audio Thirty is not quite as
neutral and transparent as the DR -6. On
the other hand, there is no hint of added
warmth or suck -out in the mid -bass, upper
bass, and lower midrange. The lower register of strings and piano is very natural, as is

PRICE, DO AS GOOD

A JOB OF PLACING YOU IN
THE PERFORMANCE HALL.

lems. It suits all but a very few moving -coil

cartridges of very low output. Its low impedance allows you to get the best out of

long output leads. Its phono grounding
provide slightly more open and natural
musical dynamics, although at the cost of
trade-offs in other performance areas. No
one, however, is going to feel shortchanged

by the Thirty, even when listening to the

best 20 -bit CDs or most demanding
Chesky, Reference Recording, and Wilson
CDs. The DR -6 does clearly outperform
the Thirty in transient detail and transparency, although the Thirty is still very good

in these areas. The sound is transparent,

minimizes hum, and the Thirty is also well
shielded and mechanically quiet.
I am not going to trade in my Classe Audio DR -6 for the Thirty. I enjoy the quest

for absolute perfection regardless of the
diminishing value per dollar spent. At the
same time, the message of this review is
that you do not have to sit by and merely
read about the high end because you cannot afford this month's star or your favor-

and upper midrange also provide consistent transparency and detail without any

ite manufacturer's top -of -the -line component. The. Classe Audio Thirty delivers superb value for the money, and it is scarcely
unique. Virtually all leading high -end man-

acoustic guitar.
The midrange performance of the DR -6

exaggeration of the upper midrange, which

ufacturers offer sound quality at the bot-

particularly important with CDs and

tom of their line that is remarkably close to

is excellent, and the Thirty's comes very
close. It has the same natural musical balance, and most of the ability to provide
exceptional transparency and detail. This
outstanding midrange performance shows
up in recording after recording. I did not
hear the Thirty alter the midrange balance
and character of any of my reference recordings. It has a neutrality and natural
concert -hall midrange quality that strikes
precisely the right balance in timbre between the analytic and the romantic.

close-miked recordings.

deep male voice and naturally recorded

The Thirty lacks just a touch of the
sweetness and air of the DR -6, and does not
have the ability of top -of -the -line preamps

not etched. The Thirty's excellent midrange

is

The Thirty's phono stage has audibly
lower noise than the top -of -the -line DR -6

plays as important a role as money. Anyone

when used with low -output moving -coil
cartridges (although it does not have quite
the same transparency and dynamic detail).

with the scratch can go in and buy a lot of
expensive components. Only someone who

Signal-to-noise ratio is absolutely critical to

into a system that really suits his personal
taste and gets the best out of his listening
room. The sport in high -end audio does
not consist of having the most money, the

transparency in the phono stage, and here
the Thirty does very well indeed. Listening
to low-level orchestral passages and the
softer passages of piano and string music is
a pleasure with this preamp.
The soundstage of the Thirty is slightly
narrower and more shallow than that of the

character going from the midrange to the

DR -6, and the Thirty reveals a bit less
ambient detail. In broad terms, you get
what is on the recording, with a natural
soundstage balance and no tendency to

treble, and it is very natural. It is revealing,

create a gap in the middle or to center the

to resolve low-level detail in the upper
midrange and treble. Yet it does not change

the sound at the top.
The high end is also an area where taste
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truly cares can blend those components

most expensive system, or the most -praised

components. The sport is in slowly and
carefully assembling a mix of components
that involves you in the music and re-creates as much of the live listening experience
as possible. The Classe Audio Thirty may

well help you make an important step
toward winning the part of the game that
really counts.

Anthony H. Cordesman

Why won't

conventional hi-fi speakers
work for Home Theater?

You need three front speakers - left, right and center - to achieve realistic home
theater. A stereo pair would place the dialog in the center (where it belongs) from only
one listening position. You can't use conventional hi-fi speakers for the center channel,
even shielded models, because their dispersion patterns prohibit raising them too high
UNI-O DRIVER TECHNOLOGY

or laying them on their sides.
KEF's proprietary Uni-Q®driver, which places its tweeter at the center of the woofer,

LETS EVERYONE BE IN
THE "SWEET SPOT."

allowed KEF's engineers to create the ideal center channel speakers, the Models 100 and

90. Their uniform dispersion patterns let them be placed beautifully above or below the screen, creating
the impression that the sound is coming directly from the screen. Moreover, the Models 100 and 90 are
both Reference Series, which not only ensures their quality and consistency; it permits their use as
satellites and their seamless integration with other KEF Reference and
0 -Series loudspeakers.
The Uni-Q driver. One of a series of KEF scientific achievements dedicated

to one goal: the most realistic performance in your home.
KEF Electronics of America. Inc
89 Doug Brown Way. Holliston, MA 01746

The Science of Loudspeakers
Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card
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fit on 13 CDs, beginning -with his
first studio recordings, an all-Scarlatti album, the "Historic Return" to
Carnegie Hall, and a 1968 TV appearance. Later volumes are Beetho-

ven, early Romantics, a baroque &
classical recital, the Romantic and
impressionist era, and late Russian
Romantics. There is, rather surpris-

VLADIMIR
HOROWITZ

ingly, no booklet of notes for the

COLUMBIA MASTERWORKS
RECORDINGS, 1962 TO 1973

Horowitz: The Complete Columbia
Masterworks Recordings,
1962 to 1973 (works of
various composers)
Vladimir Horowitz, piano
SONY CLASSICAL SX13K 53 456
13 CDs; 13:21:01

yladimir Horowitz was originally described in the 1930s
by Sir Neville Cardus as "the

greatest pianist alive or
dead." Later Cardus wrote

that that "was an understatement, not positive enough
about pianists still unborn." The
combination of Horowitz's piano
pyrotechnics with a warm musical
tone and sensitivity made him a favorite throughout the world most of
his life. His concerts were always
sellouts. However, he developed a
nervous ailment that occasionally
prevented his performing in public,

collection overall, just individual inserts in the nine volumes.

a dozen years and resulted in the recordings reissued in this boxed set
and also in Horowitz's return to the

Earlier in his long career, Horowitz was subject to some criticism
for being all virtuoso without soul.
This may have been due more to his
almost inhuman speed and accuracy
in frightening passagework rather

stage with a triumphant Carnegie
Hall recital in May 1965. That ap-

than to an imbalance with the lyrical
side. For examples, listen to some of

pearance is captured on Volume III

the Chopin ballades or the Liszt or

of the set, together with concerts

Rachmaninoff hell -raisers in this set.

from 1966. The original albums

I am reminded of Conlon Nan-

in this collection won 12 of
the 25 Grammys that went

carrow's compositions
that were punched directly onto piano rolls
to achieve accuracy and
speed impossible for
any human performer
in real time.
During the Columbia
years, Horowitz's dazzling
execution was balanced by singing
melody, rich

to Horowitz.
Horowitz paid close
attention to the programming and
sequencing of
each of his
LPs, and the
new set generally follows his
lead. The
original
14 LPs

including the 12 -year period
from 1953 to 1965.

One of the changes
Horowitz made in his
career toward the end

of this absence from
the concert stage was
to leave his longtime
label, RCA Victor, and

sign with Columbia
Records. This new
connection continued
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1994
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Bruckner: Symphony No. 6, in A
(Nowak edition);
Wagner: Siegfried Idyll
San Francisco Symphony, Herbert Blomstedt
LONDON 436 129-2, CD; 77:37

Bruckner
Symphony No.6
Wagner Siegfried Idyll

San Frandion Sr.P,MY

Herbert Blomstedt

In the United States, Anton Bruckner's
humble origins and unpolished speech and

harmony, provocative rhythms, and
when called for, a very personal sort
of intimacy. There are so many pia-

nistic thrills here. Chopin's Intro-

clothes would probably have gotten him
stamped as a hick, but central European
musicians and concertgoers tend to speak
of the three great symphonists-Beetho-

ven, Brahms, and Bruckner-in one
breath. Wilhelm Furtwangler chose the

ner, but on a kind of Apollonian level that
also distinguishes it from Bruckner's great

champion and disciple, Gustav Mahler.
Blomstedt's conception of the work recalls
a line Furtwangler once wrote in the margin of one of his Bruckner scores: "I must
have the feeling of entering into the bound-

is a

Bruckner Seventh as the opening work on
his first program as the new conductor of

knockout, as is the fresh treatment

the Berlin Philharmonic. In the U.S.,

less." Blomstedt does indeed reveal this

of Schumann's Kreisleriana. Scriabin
was one of Horowitz's favorites, and
masterful performances of the early

Bruckner remains a bit off the beaten musi-

great music as boundlessly expansive.

duction & Rondo in E Flat

cal path, but Herbert Blomstedt in San

Oddly placed, not at the end but at the

Francisco continues to do what he can, just

Chopinesque pieces and the later

beginning, is the Siegfried Idyll. The loveliest of birthday presents, Wagner composed

mystical ,piano sonatas give the offbeat composer a stature that others

it as a surprise for his beloved Cosima for
her 33rd birthday (Christmas Eve in 1870).

seem to miss. Clementi is another

composer that Horowitz's treatments brought to the forefront.
It had been some years since Horowitz's Scarlatti recordings graced
my speakers. As I am a stickler for
Scarlatti on the harpsichord, Glenn
Gould's harpsichordal approach was

the only Scarlatti-on-piano that

I

allowed in my collection. Horowitz
demonstrates that that is a very narrow attitude.
Part of Horowitz's magic heard in

BLOMSTEDT DOES INDEED
REVEAL THIS GREAT

BRUCKNER SYMPHONY AS

LISZT
The Complcte
5,anph
Volume

as he so splendidly did with his previous
ensemble, the magnificent old Dresden
The San Franciscans here sound wonderful, substantiating the opinion of a lead-

ing Frankfurt critic who, during the or-

chestra's most recent European tour,

were not exactly of audiophile quali-

admit that difficult -to -record piano
sound comes across better in clean
and rock -steady digital sonics. Great

placed their performance on the same level
as that of the Cleveland Orchestra. This re-

viewer said that perhaps the world today
has no finer orchestra anywhere than the
San Francisco Symphony. Decca/London's

engineers also exploit to their resonant

care was taken in returning to the

fullest the new and improved acoustics of
the orchestra's home hall; it sounds espe-

original three- and four -track analog

cially resonant at the end of the third

tapes, and the computer noise -reduction processing appears to let
through all the "air" and overtones.

movement.

It also lets through the noisy built-in

ambience of Carnegie Hall and its
audiences during the live concerts.

(In the '60s, much of that was
masked by turntable and groove
noises.)

John Sunier

Poems fur I.e Pianos

egg.".....eme..

State Orchestra.

substantial increase in clarity of the
cleaning -up process used in these

ty, and even most digiphobes will

it

with great gentleness and tenderness.
Paul Moor

BROADLY EXPANSIVE.

'94 versus the '60s is due to the

CDs. Columbia LPs of the period

Blomsiedt and his orchestra perform

Liszt: The Complete Symphonic Poems
for Two Pianos, Vol. I
Georgia and Louise Mangos, pianists
CEDILLE CDR 90000 014, CD; 66:32

A moderately sensational but perhaps a
bit naive project, this, by the enterprising
new Chicago label Cedille and a pair of
Chicago -area sisters on piano, the first to
perform these works in the two -piano format for maybe a century. Works not "lost"
but merely put aside and forgotten, like so

Symphony No. 6, less frequently per-

much music, whether good or bad. The sis-

formed than most of Bruckner's total of 10

(counting the early effort that became

ters found them, enthused, and went to
work. Did they realize what a herd of

known as his Symphony No. 0), combines

musical elephants they had uncovered? Do

this composer's pure simplicity of heart
with the noble sublimity of the religious

they yet? No matter; the enthusiasm

faith so important throughout his life. One
hears in it traces of his admiration for Wag -
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is

there, and the evidence of endless quantities of hard work at the two keyboards is
impressive.

who has a flourishing career of his
own. His performance of these pi-

ano parts never obtrudes but also
never lets the auditor forget that no

The Impatient Lover (Italian Songs
by Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert,
and Haydn)
Cecilia Bartoli, mezzo-soprano;
Andras Schiff, piano
LONDON 440 297-2, CD; 67:59

mere accompanist sits at that }Risendorfer concert grand.
Much of this music owes its existence to a colorful figure, the Italian
writer Pietro Metastasio (ne Pietro
Trapassi) in Rome in 1698. He be-

came an important fixture in the
aristocratic world of Vienna when
he became the official court poet
there in 1729. At the height of his
Viennese vogue, Metastasio wrote 11

Set Cecilia Bartoli down, if you
haven't already, as almost certainly

stage works in 10 years. He also
provided the poems set in many of

the most extraordinary female singer

these songs, although Schubert connoisseurs will detect in Mi batte '1 cor
(a.k.a. Felice arrivo e congedo) the
same powerful song Schubert composed to Johann Wolfgang von Goe-

since the legendary Maria Callas.
Still a mere 27 years old, the sole
pupil of her own mother (a former
singer in the Rome Opera's chorus),
Cecilia Bartoli shows every indication of going down in musical history as one of the greatest. She shows

the's poem "Willkommen and Ab-

rare intelligence not only in her

schied."
Both vocally and musically, Bartoli seems incapable of doing almost

singing but also in the planning of

anything wrong. Her mezzo-sopra-

her career; for instance, she has thus
far courageously ignored entreaties

no range does not preclude either

from all sides to do Carmen. The
thought of what she might yet develop into boggles the mind.

piano was an orchestra; there was no difference. (As the living room is a concert hall, I

might suggest.) Much literary noise and a
lot of nonsense (as in our own case!), but
before recordings, the piano was indeed a
universal substitute for hundreds of musicians crammed into a home environment,
and so the piano and orchestral versions of
much music, including this Liszt, were
widely considered as equals, neither one a
"transcription" of the other. Interesting.

The tone poems-symphonic poems
whatever the format-are indeed mastodons among hundreds of piano -based
works from Liszt that include vast quantities of his own music and even more in pi-

ano versions (and piano four -hands or
two -piano versions) of opera excerpts,
song cycles, you -name -it, by numerous
other composers-notably Berlioz, Beethoven, and Schubert. Nine -tenths, even more,

THE MANGOS SISTERS
ACHIEVE PERFECT

COORDINATION, AS ONE
PIANO AND PIANIST.

florid fioritura or soprano high
notes, including a high C sharp.
Both from the standpoint of color
of this enormous catalog is forgotten. Not

Bartoli sing 18 works in Italian, most
of them almost unknown, by four of

and emotion, she runs an exceptional gamut, especially in the 20 -minute
Haydn monodrama concluding this
program.

the greatest German and Austrian
composers! And to add the final

one song in this recital, this CD will

fillip of class that makes this an even

introduce you not only to some

I will have to add that this is not top Liszt

finer recording, Decca/London has
paired her in Vienna with the young
Hungarian virtuoso Andras Schiff,

beautiful and recherché music but
also to a splendid team of brilliant

playing. There is a piano magic still

What a wonderful idea to have

Even though you may not know

young musicians.

Paul Moor

lost, merely put aside. That's progress,
technically speaking. It took these two ladies to revive a particularly large lump of
forgotten Liszt, and one must admire them
for it.

achieved by a few older and experienced
great pianists (also by much younger geniuses who simply know, out of nothing), a
magic that is the essence of the piano's immense influence right into our times. Piano

Georgia and Louise Mangos tackle the
complicated scores manfully (or woman fully) and have achieved absolutely perfect

duce them-piano power is definitely

coordination, as one piano and pianist;

stand that this sort of music was, in the

they have found many lyrical moments that

mid -19th century, a subject of feisty and
fizzy argument in the entire musical world

are well realized and enjoyable, and their
very flexible tempos, constantly changing
speed, are of the essence. They are able to
make the inevitable Lisztian climaxes roar
as loudly as any male fingers might pro-

there! What more?
Quite a lot more. First, one must under-

(i.e., Europe): Was Liszt's piano his orchestra, for uttermost freedom from all artistic
restraints, or was the orchestra his piano?

Indeed, it was hotly maintained that the
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magic simply makes the piano do things
that are technically impossible! To hear
Liszt (not to mention other composers)
played with such magic is one of the great
musical experiences, as a few of us know.
The performers on this disc, for all their
enthusiasm and hard work, simply are not
in that class. They approach it every so often, but they also tend to wallow, though
far from helpless, in a sea of notes. They do

Robby Short LA I: at the
W;

''1";!frk7i,glie I: -A

MUDDY
WATERS

Together Again
For The First Time
Ti,rinv And

folk singer

;
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This seminal 1970 work was the first step of
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This title, CDexclusive to Mobile
captures tie purveyors ofEttarnber jazz on
stage in 1966. An eleganfEoncert featuring
eight selections, including WO staples
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not really project the superb Lisztian melo-
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Belgium's legendary violinist Eugene

dies; worse, they play the surrounding

Ysaye (1858 to 1931) changed violin play-

enormous ornamentation far too much in
the foreground, an utterly common failing.
And they really do not keep the enormous

Not until Ysaye did a fiddler dare use

ing forever, and in more ways than one:

sagging weight of these mighty pieces afloat

vibrato-that lateral oscillation of the left
hand-except for rare and special effects.

and welt-shaped-an almost impossible

Over the years Ysaye probably forgot more

task! Not to blame. Anyone who has tried

about playing than most violinists ever

the huge Liszt B -Minor Sonata for one
piano will know. One or two supreme

Ysaye: Six Sonatas
for Unaccompanied Violin, Op. 27
Gidon Kremer, violin
MOBILE FIDELITY MFCD 921
CD, 54:37

artists can still play it. All hail the sisters for

a brave try-and a good listen.
Edward Tatnall Canby

KREMER PRESENTS THESE

BRILLIANT LITTLE SOLOS

WITH AN ALMOST
SUPERHUMAN VIRTUOSITY.
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learn, and that technical knowledge, combined with an authentic gift for composition, is evident in these brilliant little solo

Stravinsky: Piano Music for
Two Pianos, Four Hands
Vladimir Ashkenazy and
Andrei Gavrilov, pianos
LONDON 4338292, CD; 67:42
Brahms: Souvenir de la Russie (Nos. 2,

3, 4, and 5); Waltzes, Op. 39;
Variations on a Theme by
Robert Schumann, Op. 23
Viktoria Postnikova and Gennady
Rozhdestvensky, one piano, four hands
MOBILE FIDELITY MFCD 920
CD, 46:57
Both these releases evoke a technological

age long superseded, when people made
their own music at home and when what

Germans call Hausmusik-music per-

t thank of

formed at home, particularly on the piano-flourished. These two entrancing

mod- in sicla small

CDs show what four brilliant pianists, all

Afesselger,

F Chnice I,'
From left to right
(suggest --.d etail per pair): SCS-4 7,090

C52 2-$2,750; CS5i-;12,300; CS3.6-$3,90C:CS I

I _25
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beneficiaries of the Moscow Conservatory's
glorious piano tradition, can make of wonderful works originally written for that formerly lively delight, the piano duet, whether involving one or two pianos. For sonics,

the London disc gets the nod, but the
recording of the Brahms works will undoubtedly strike a more sympathetic chord
among most listeners.
Paul Moor
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Mirror Blue

Richard Thompson
CAPITOL CDP 7 81492-2
CD; 55:05
Sound: B+, Performance: B
The World Is a Wonderful Place

Various Artists
GREEN LINNET GLCD 3086
CD; 75:25
Sound: B, Performance: A
Dark Side of the Room

Plainsong
MESA R2 79065
CD; 48:42

Sound: B, Performance: BSkeleton Keys

On Mirror Blue, Thompson is

cussion effects, Phil Pickett's array of

lain Matthews

most successful when his storylines
are strong. Excellent examples are
"Shane and Dixie," about the most
inept bankrobbers ever; "Beeswing,"
a tenderly played tale of love for a

medieval instruments, and John

most singular lady; "I Can't Wake

tale of a monstrous ex -lover, and
"Fast Food," a hilarious account of

don't work for me is what has held
the performance grade to a "B," but
a Thompson "B" would be an "A"
for most others.

working for minimum wage at Mc Donald's.

Later this year, Capitol will release
a tribute album of Thompson covers

Mitchell Froom, for the fourth
time, is Thompson's producer and
keyboardist. His calling card is a

Linnet has beaten them to the punch

MESA R2 79054
CD; 48:26

Sound: A-, Performance: B

rom the very first guitar
sounds he made for the nascent Fairport Convention,
Richard Thompson has been
the most distinctive of artists
on several counts. The innova-

tion of his guitar playing incorporates Celtic and Arabic rhythms,
modes, and melodies, all played with
incredible grace and ease. As a singer, he has a deep, smoky voice that is

an unmistakable signature,. As a
songwriter, he is often brilliant, especially when acting as a storyteller
offering glimpses into the dark side
of the human psyche.

Up to Save My Life," an ever scarier

Kirkpatrick's accordion and concertina, all combined with Thompson's
stunning guitar.

That some songs here simply

titled Beat the Retreat, but Green
with The World Is a Wonderful Place,

combination of bringing clarity and
focus to an artist's songs and creating unusual settings with instrumentation. On Mirror Blue, such experi-

mostly performed by British artists
such as Tom Robinson, Clive Greg -

mentation is heard best with Pete

Williams and Marvin Etzioni also

Thomas' quirky non -drum -kit per-

contributing. While much here
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son, Christine Collister, and Boo
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sounds like the originals, there is real fresh-

World Beat but the sound of global soul

ness in the performances that frees them
from feeling slavish. Highlights include
Williams' "Reckless Kind," Ivor Cutler's
"Wheely Down," and Plainsong's "From

with one of the rare voices of modern
music.

John Diliberto

Galway to Graceland."
Plainsong was co-founded by Andy Rob-

erts and Iain Matthews, the latter a cofounder of Fairport with Thompson. After
a 20 -year hiatus, Plainsong has reconvened,

with Mark Griffiths and Julian Dawson
completing the band. Their album, Dark

Beat the Border
Geoffrey Oryema
REAL WORLD/
CAROLINE CAROL 2333-2, 41:41

Side of the Room, is a fine one, with superb

musicianship throughout and featuring a
wide array of guitar and vocal textures.
With at least a co -credit on nine of the 15
selections, Matthews is the principal writer.
It's a sweet yet tart listening experience.
Matthews has been exceptionally prolific
of late. He also has a new solo album, Skele-

ton Keys, which is one of his best-the first

he's ever done entirely of originals. His
writing has been stronger, and so, too, his
achingly sweet voice. The album was re-

corded in Matthews' new home town of

Geoffrey Oryema's Beat the Border takes

the hand -polished voice of the Ugandan
refugee and wraps it in an atmospheric
World studio with David Bottrill produc-

ing and Brian Eno mixing, the album
builds a church of sound around Oryema,
who brings his soul -stirring voice into a
realm best described as global gospel. JeanPierre Alarcen mixes ethereal, siren guitar

lines with minimalist African cross -picking, creating a pool of sorts that surrounds

traditional instruments and percussion.

beautifully. Thoughtful and impressive

ticulti impressionism on "The River."

Michael Tearson

Oryema's music isn't the African sound of

Duets

Frank Sinatra
CAPITOL CDP 7 89611 2
CD; 45:42
Sound: A, Performance: A-

At age 77, Frank Sinatra is occasionally
ragged where he used to be casually commanding of tone and fluid of phrase. Still,
he gives lyrics the idiomatic American nuance of a fingersnap even when he's short

Richard Barone
MESA R2 79060, 47:30

haze. Recorded at Peter Gabriel's Real

Austin, Texas, with occasional collaborator
Mark Hallman producing and engineering
work.

Clouds Over Eden

Then there's the influence of Gabriel's mul-

On 1987's Cool Blue Halo, Richard Barone
(fin firefly with the seminal Hoboken band, The

Bongos) was "unplugged" before the idea became a commercial trend. Clouds Over Eden
combines the subtle strings and acoustic romanticism of Halo with the tuneful songwriting
of Primal Dream, Barone's last effort. Here, his
foundation is built from ringing layered guitars
and smooth vocal harmonies, and it's on songs
like the title track, "Beautiful Human," and the
touching "Within These Walls" that his minimal arrangements are most apparent. Yet Bar -

of pitch or breath-which seldom happens
here. His mature voice and canny renditions easily stand up to thrilling contributions from virtuosic Vandross, amazing
Aretha, luscious La Streisand, sassy Ms.
Minnelli, and U2's Bono, who bodaciously
steals "I've Got You Under My Skin."
But Sinatra-no longer a voice, but now

a total concept embracing expectation,
memory, myth, and corporation-manages to salvage even his lesser couplings
with Julio Iglesias and Gloria Estefan. Tony

Bennett is wasted on "New York, New Riddle, and this CD's mix is a gift that
York" (guys, how 'bout a duo album?), and

keeps on giving. Much has been written of

French superstar Charles Aznavour isn't the technical achievement of bringing sepawell served by "You Make Me Feel So rate digitally recorded vocal performances
Young." Natalie Cole, Anita Baker, and together over fiber-optic telephone lines,
Carly Simon don't have the panache of the but as Duets entrenches itself as a classic,
other participants. Kenny G, however, in- the feat will be forgotten, as there is no hint
tones his soprano saxophone adequately on
"All the Way."
The jaunty and brash big band gives full

of its artificiality. Finally, what we have is

Sinatra-defiant, determined, despicable,
seductive, wry, and singular, a mass of

value to charts by first -call arrangers in- contradictions that we listen to very closely,
Howard Mandel
cluding Quincy Jones and the late Nelson fascinated.
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one isn't stuck in one groove; there's the
spontaneous laughter and guitar stomp of
"Waiting for the Train" (co -written and performed with Jill Sobule) and the moody "Miss
Jean" (co -written with Jules Shear). If Barone
can avoid occasional preciousness, he'll deliver
his best work.
Tom Ferguson
KIRSTY MACCOLL

:ASS

structures and occasional vaudeville/showtune turns of their songs, which rail against
the banalities of life. Although lyrically the

band isn't revealing much that anybody
over 16 hasn't observed, every generation

has to go through the phase where the
world of mom and dad is seen as boring
and trivial. But Blur brings some elan to
this rite of passage, with riveting guitar
work and more musical variety than on
their 1991 debut, Leisure.

John Diliberto

NEWELL AND PARTRIDGE

OFFER AN INVITING,
,WONDERFUL HOMAGE
TO MID -1960s POP.

Andy Partridge, on leave from XTC. The
music owes something to XTC's alter ego
Dukes of Stratosphear, but the emphasis is
off psychedelia and squarely on melodic
songwriting. The result actually sounds like

peak Colin Moulding, who in XTC plays
McCartney to Partridge's Lennon. If Paul

Titanic Days
Kirsty MacColl
I.R.S. 7243 8 27214 20, 47:30

himself had made this album, critics would

genuflect. It seems like just a walk in the
studio for Newell/Partridge, so effortless is

Kirsty MacColl is the daughter of tradi-

tional British folksinger Ewan MacColl,
and you hear that tradition in her music.
But Kirsty's references are strictly '60s pop,
from the "Strawberry Fields Forever" ambiences of "Angel" to the Petula Clark -style
pop on "Soho Square." And she isn't retro,

not with Steve Lillywhite creating a textured '90s mix on the trancey dream theory
of "Just Woke Up." MacColl navigates familiar terrain of love and relationships, but

she gives the stories new twists, like the
mad woman in "Bad" who's buying a gun

Cure for Pain
Morphine
RYKODISC RCD 10262, 37:16

ville, N.Y. 11801.)

Ken Richardson

slide" electric bass (fretless, with each
string tuned to the same pitch), saxophone
(mainly baritone), and percussion. Dubbed

"low rock," according to bassist/singer
Mark Sandman, the mostly guitarless ga-

co collaboration with Johnny Marr called

rage -combo music of Cure for Pain is
Scotch whiskey -soaked, smoke -filled,

"Can't Stop Killing You," a title that says it
John Dliberto

best. (Pipeline, 119 Engineers Dr., Hicks-

The sophomore effort from Morphine
shows this Boston -rooted trio continuing
to place emphasis on lower frequency
strumentation: A bastardized "two -string

and taking up knives, and the rock -flamen-

all.

their tunesmithing on an album that instantly storms this writer's list of 1993's

Live MCMXCIII
The Velvet Underground
SIRE 9 45464-2, 2:09:00

lounge -friendly stuff perfect for modern
film noir. Dana Colley's saxophones accen-

The bittersweet reality of V.U.'s summer

tuate Sandman's reedy, deep vocals in
songs that detail torrid affairs and faded

'93 reunion tour was that, while it resurrected the chemistry of all their garageesque glory, the much -hyped experiment
ended on a political sour note bearing a
dangerous resemblance to the exploits of

relationship angst. Delightfully underproduced by Paul Q. Kolderie, Cure for Pain is
wildly original.

Tom Ferguson

Spinal Tap. This short -but -sweet party is

Modern Life Is Rubbish
Blur
SBK/ERG K2-89442 2 4, 69:39

Blur has thoroughly ingested Space Oddity -era David Bowie and the conceptualism
of The Kinks' Village Green Preservation Society for this thematic album. You can hear

it in the overly mannered, nasal sneer of
vocalist Damon Albarn and the storyline

The Greatest Living Englishman
Martin Newell/Andy Partridge
PIPELINE PIPECD002, 46:30

As with a book so good you can't put it
down, this album has track after track so

inviting you can't wait to see how long
these guys can pull off such a wonderful
homage to mid -1960s pop. The guys in
question are Martin Newell-formerly of
London S.S. (which begat The Damned
and The Clash), more recently a poet-and
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1994
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pretty much over, but at least Lou Reed,
John Cale, Maureen Tucker, and Sterling
Morrison left us with a live recording from

their shows in Paris. At times marginally
platitudinal or nostalgic, banality (as when
Reed trivializes things with lines like "some

people go to Velvet Underground concerts") is offset by unadulterated and terri-

fying brilliance, such as the incredible
drone of "Heroin," which steals this disc,
or the equally moving "Coyote." Be glad it
happened at all.
Mike Bieber
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JOE LOUIS WALKER
BILLY BOY ARNOLD

SMOKEY WILSON

On Blues Survivor, Walker swings
a cutting single -note guitar through

an impressive range of jazz, funk,
and country -fried settings, and sings

ics range from wry wit to outright
wildness, providing a program variety often missing on blues albums.

Harmonica -blowing Chicago
blues singer Billy Boy Arnold also

offers contrasting melodic hooks
and rhythms on Back Where I Belong, his first album as a leader in
more than 20 years. Liner notes explain that he's held many nonmusi-

Blues Survivor

Joe Louis Walker
VERVE 314 519 063-2
CD; 64:09
Sound: A, Performance: A-

with the genuine soul of Everyman.
His talents mostly benefit from con-

Back Where I Belong

temporary rhythmic syncopations
and powerful, near -pop arrange-

Billy Boy Arnold
ALLIGATOR ALCD 4815
CD; 54:18
Sound: A, Performance: A

ments, though sometimes simplicity
would showcase the main attraction

better than the full cast hired by cal jobs since his glory days with Bo

Smoke n' Fire

Smokey Wilson
BULLSEYE BLUES CD BB 9534
CD; 48:53

Sound: A, Performance: A-

he blues won't ever die as

T

producer John Snyder. This includes Diddley. But Arnold's boundless enThe Spiritual Corinthians as a back- ergy and original blend of eleup choir, extra percussionists, Lucky ments-from mentors Sonny Boy

Peterson on organ, and a wailing Williamson and Howlin' Wolf and
tenor sax soloist. The overall sound from crossover role models like
is slick yet substantial; Walker's lyr-

Chuck Berry-prove he does belong

long as blues people don't let

on the Alligator roster, fronting a

the genre become style -

youthful, strong -but -never -intrusive

bound by past history. Veter-

Los Angeles electric band. Arnold
excels in rhumba -boogies, quick

ans Joe Louis Walker, Billy

Boy Arnold, and Smokey
Wilson all honor the basic urban

shuffles, and deliberately mid -tempo
drags; he gives his stories entertaining, close-up details, and his harp is
recorded with glorious in -your -face
presence.

song form by adapting it to their vig-

orous strengths and refreshing the
blues' luster.
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Sound.

FREE
Audio Catalog
Our 64 -page catalog is loaded with components
and music systems from Cambridge SoundW,brks,

Pioneer, Philips, Denon, Sony and others.
Because you buy factory -direct, with no expen-

sive middle -men, you can save hundreds of
dollars. For example, a Dolby Surround system
with Ensemble II speakers, rear speakers, Philips
Dolby Surround receiver, CD player and system
remote is less than $1,000. Caltoday and find out
whyAudio magazine said we "may have the best
value in the world."

Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.

Save hundreds on components and systems
from Cambridge SoundWorks, Pioneer,
Denon, Sony and more.

Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy. 8AM-midnight,
365 days a year-even holidays.
30 Day lbtal Satisfaction Guarantee on all
Cambridge SoundWorks products.

Smoke n' Fire is guitar-slinger and singer
Robert Lee Wilson's debut release, though
he looks like no kid. The raunchy howl of
his voice and sawtooth roar of his instrument are not what one expects of a West
Coast bluesman, but Smokey's experience
of Watts, L.A., is entirely credible when he
pleads "don't burn down L.A." Nothing in

walk down memory lane. The 20 -odd mu-

Ron Levy's polished production-neither
horns, keyboards, nor guest guitaristsdetracts from Wilson's intensity. Indeed,

spirit of their namesake: Elegant yet vulgar,
Larry Blumenfeld
full of defiant beauty.

Blood returns-very un-harmolodically-to his pre -free -jazz roots with a blend
of raucous rock and fluid funk that recalls

Bestial Cluster

his early days in pop backup bands. In spite
of more conventional rhythms and second-

CMP RECORDS CD 1002, 45:07

ary leads by guitarist Ronnie Drayton,

Mick Karn was the shaven-eyebrowed
bassist with Japan, the British group that

Ulmer remains a different strummer. His
idiosyncratic guitar soars and screeches,
stunning and floating in a parallel universe,

to offer a refreshing take on the basics
that's at once familiar, alien, and mindalteringly fun.

Michael Wright

MINGUS
BIG BAND 83

0 I993Cambridge SoundVbrks

t2411111101111-'
Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

spawned David Sylvian. But since the
band's breakup, Karn has consorted with
jazz mutants like Mark Isham and David

Torn, musicians attracted to the slinky
Middle Eastern belly dance of Karn's bass -

the rhythm section of Karn's ex -Japan
mates Steve Jansen on drums and Richard

Barbieri on keyboards, Karn and Torn
storm and drift through meditative ballads

and metal improvisations. Glen Velez's

For the past two years, Fez, the funky

1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

Mick Kant

lines. It's that sound that emerges on Bestial Cluster, a psychedelic fusion produced
by Torn and featuring his ethereal guitar
loops and Punjabi stick solos. Powered by

basement room of Manhattan's Time Cafe,
has hosted what must be New York's long-

154 California St., Suite 104FEB, Newton, MA 02158

Smith. As a unit, they raise the weighty

DIW/COLUMBIA CK 57302, 59:34

The Mingus Big Band

SOUNDWORKS

Handy, trumpeter Ryan Kisor, bassist Mike
Formanek, and drummer Marvin "Smitty"

Blues Preacher

DREYFUS 36559-2, 77:59

CAMBRIDGE

and young guns like saxophonist Craig

James Blood Ulmer

Nostalgia in Times Square

We Know How lb Make Loudspeakers.

alumni Cuber and trumpeter Jack Walrath,

the title track may be the hottest jam of the
season, burning until its too -early fade.
Howard Mandel

The Model Eleven A Transportable
Component
System

1-800-FOR-HIFI

sicians who step in and out of the lineup
are a true all-star lot, including Mingus

frame drums create a Middle Eastern dervish, and David Liebman adds a wailing
soprano saxophone. It's an almost intentionally ragged disc, but every misguided
experiment is countered by an incendiary
John Diliberto
creation.

est running jazz act: The Mingus Big
Band's weekly workshop. While this disc
was recorded in a studio, it still captures
the power and virtuosity of this wonderful
unit-a behemoth that challenges anyone's
concept of a "repertory orchestra." Ronnie
Cuber's narration (full of pre -rap hipness)
opens Nostalgia in Times Square with a
suitably cool reminiscence, yet this is no

Garden of Dreams

Ali Akbar Khan
WORLDLY MUSIC 7199-2, 64:39

Ali Akbar Khan was among the first
Indian musicians to present his country's
classical music to American audiences.
Khan's reputation as a composer and performer rests on his evocative interpreta-
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Ali Akh.ar Khan 01

The

Most
Accurate
Audio

tions of traditional ragas and his lyrical and

intense musicianship with the sarod (an
unfretted, 25 -string lute carved from a single block of wood and covered with goat-

Cables
Available

skin). This album of nine musical variations blends Khan's sarod with an ensemble of Eastern and Western instruments,
perhaps a compromise for purists yet help-

ful for those of us who like some Indian
classical music but have short attention
spans.

John Sunier
=BMW SONG 111100.11M 420 MOT S.
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A Song I Thought I Heard Buddy Sing

MOVING? Please give us 8

Jerry Granelli
EVIDENCE ECD 22057, 58:21

With a slow, walking bassline and some
clever drum rolls, drummer Jerry Granelli
& Company head down turn -of -the -century New Orleans alleyways in search of that
towering enigma of jazz, trumpeter Buddy

AUDIO
SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

SUBSCRIBING? Check
box and fill in coupon. For gift subscriptions attach a separate sheet.

Heard Buddy Sing seeks to capture Bolden's
is

strictly the stuff of legend.

Though concept pieces are more often
than not doomed, this one paints a portrait

RENEWING? Check box
below and attach label with corrections marked, if any.

Bolden. Inspired by a haunting novel by
Michael Ondaatje, A Song I Thought I

spirit, as his sound (never recorded)

weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

Send Audio for 1 year at $24.00
Place

label
here

nearly as powerful and complex as the

New

NAME

shifting rhythms, altoist Kenny Garrett and

trombonist Julian Priester slither in and
out of melodies while guitarists Bill Frisell
and Robben Ford weave otherworldly tex-

tures with their searing blues lines. And
Screamin' Jay Hawkins' "I Put a Spell on
You" is given a fascinating slow reading.
Larry Blumenfeld
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Design and Engineering Award winner, Consumer Electronics show. Holds 40 CD's; safe,
compact, retreivable, portable. 1-708381-4020.
1Nilsko- 333 E. Chestnut Street, Barrington, IL
60010. Visa/MC/Disc/Am Exp. $29.95 + S&H

CD, Audio and Video Storage
Fully Assembled!
100% Solid Oak!
30 Day Money Back
Guarantee!

EARPHONES

Made in U.S.A.
Smoked Glass Doors
Ajustable Shelves
o No Hidden Costs

Just One Low Price!
Call or write for a keg color brochure

AGM Woodworking
870 Capitolio Way #5
San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93401
(805) 544-8668
rr

1-800-858-9005

tatf.6

The ETymaric RESEARCH ER -4S insert

earphones combine the two qualities most needed in monitor earphones:

e

accuracy Edward Long, after

VISA

STORADISC'"- See why CD Review picked our Library
Series as their "top choice". Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL,

555 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, GA 30303. 1-800-848-9811.

stores

CD-576KD

$189.95

Holds 576 CDs or 345 Audio
Cassettes (top 2 tiers also
hold 56 Video Cassettes)

Solid Oak wood with hand
rubbed finish
Includes 8 dividers
Assembles easily

The Cube
Cube

by Lorentz Design

Also available in Black

$79.95

or any combination
of CDs. VHS, Cassettes, etc.

eoturing our patented ALLSIOP StuPAGE St,SILM, ne sic

no plostic molds. no wasted space Full -extension drown

slides From high quality oak veneers and hardwood
23'1 -ix 19 1/2" W x 17 1/2' D Fully assembled Stockable

Available in Light, Medium. Dark Oil Stain ($225) &
Black ($235) - Plus shipping and handling.

To order or for free brochure

58 1/4"Hx32 1/4"Wx10"D

CD-260KD

306 CDs

800-933-0403

Lorentz Design, Inc. P.O. Box 277
209 Parkway Ave. N. Lanesboro, MN 55949
FAX 507-467-2468

Holds 260 CDs or 160 Audio
Cassettes (top tier also holds
20 Video Cassettes)

rubbed finish or Black
Includes 6 removable dividers
Assembles easily

ATTENTION
ADVERTISERS

35"Hx22"Wx9"D

$79.95

Holds 80 Video Cassettes or
212 CDs or 128 Audio Cassettes

Solid Oak wood
Includes 4 removable dividers
Assembles easily

afr

Reach proven mail order buyers! They

turn to us when they are looking for
purchasing information and advise.
Advertise your products and services

34 1/2"Hx23 1/2"Wx8 3/4"D

in a low-cost environment that sells.

CD TOWER

Millions of your prime prospects can
be found in the industry leading titles

$99.95

Holds 100 CDs
Elegant styling
Custom crafted with Cherry
or Oak finish

of Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.

Stackable

Toll -Free and reserve your space

Convenient revolving feature

Free delivery in 48 states

Leslie Dame Enterprises, Ltd.
111-20 73rd Avenue
Forest Hills, NY 11375

.

.

.

.

.

.

noise exclusion The external -noise exclusion of the ER -4S
is greater than that of any circum-

Solid Oak wood with hand

CDV-80KD

describing a $1000 + electrostatic
earphone in the April 1991 Audio,
wrote: "The only other earphones I
would presently consider for use as
references are [those of] Etymotic
Research
. the most accurate of
any I have ever heard."
David Moran wrote in the BAS
Speaker: ".
the raves are all true.
The sound the 4S delivers to the
eardrum is bizarrely detailed .
and utterly smooth, with hall shudder bass."

To place a classified ad, simply call us
today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am- 5pm EST)

In Canada: 1-212-767-5750

Call (718) 2614919 FAX: (718) 793-8804

aural earphone: 20-25 dB at low
frequencies and 30-40 dB at high
frequencies. You don't have to compensate for external noise by turning up the volume to unnatural levels; hearing distortion is minimized
and hearing safety is maximized.
Weight: less than 1 ounce. Warranty
(repair or replacement): 1 year.
Price (mail order only): $329, with
30 -day return privilege.
For a FREE CATALOG of RDL

speakers, earphones and complete
systems:

Call 1-800-227-0390 or
Fax 1-800-227-9047 or
RDL ON-LINE (BBS)

1-800-227-0391.
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1994
88

RDL Acoustics, 26 Pearl Street
No. 15, Bellingham, MA 02019
Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card

DEALER SHOWCASE

GENIUS
IN
HARMONY.
SIMON
AND
GARFUNKEL
"COLLECTED WORKS"

CALIFORNIA

ARIZONA

HIGH - END !!!
Specializing in the finest home
audio from around the world.

0
mo
[1120

the

11/1a
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ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, ADCOM, APOGEE,

,,,,,,,,,.

AUDIO POWER INDUSTRIES, AUDIO
RESEARCH, CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS,
AUDIOQUEST, CREEK, CWD, DAY
SEQUERRA, ENERGY, EPOS, EXPOSURE,
FORTE, KRELL, LINN, LEXICON, MAGNUM
DYNALAB, MARANTZ, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI,
ROTEL, ROCK SOLID, TARA LABS, THIEL,
WADIA AND MORE

50(4.4
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REAL HI FI SYSTEMS

,DIGITAL

4C-C.C.

Score

COMPACT CASSETTE

FEATURING

*SONY MINI DISC RECORDER.>

*TECHNICS &PHILIPS D CC*
*HARANTZ CD RECORDERS*
*SONY MICRO DAT RECORDER*
*DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS*
IC I RI NTAI.S REPAIRS DUPIRATIONS 'RAW I RI:

Any (combo DAT (1) IHT Minas(
,mm Data (artrittrt, Blank DAT Tape (1.0 Gip 1.3 hour available)

A«morin 6 Blink Media for all Ruordrri

Here at last, on 3 CDs or 3 Cassettes, is the
complete contents of every original Columbia
album released by Simon and Garfunkel.
Digitally remastered from the original
mastertapes and sounding better than ever,
these 58 songs form a veritable soundtrack of
your life, 1964 through 1971. Including:
Bridge Over Troubled Water
Mrs. Robinson
I Am A Rock
Scarborough Fair/Canticle
Old Friends
Fakin' It
A Hazy Shade Of Winter
The Boxer
Cecilia
El Condor Pasa (If I Could)
Homeward Bound
The 59th Street Bridge Song (Feelin' Groovy)
The Sound Of Silence
(acoustic and electric versions)
The Dangling Conversation
and much more.

INCLUDES COMPLETE LYRICS
TO ALL 58 SONGS

ON CASSETTE: $29.98

ON CD: $49.98
Selection #45322

2734 West Bell Road, #1306
Phoenix, Arizona 85023

411DOMAILORDI.R

Ikadays -fridayt:9:00e4-6:00ro Sardayr. I:00-4:00 r (loird trulati

602-993-3351
Vie want to help you choose the best Hi Fi.dr
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CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA

We don't sell
perfect systems.

VALUEABLE

After 15 years, we've learned
no perfect system exists. It has to be builtto your specifications, within your budget

WE COMBINE EXCEPTIONAL
PRODUCTS WITH DESIGN EXPERTISE
TO CREATE HIGH PERFORMANCE
SYSTEMS OF UNUSUAL VALUE.

Factory Authorized Dealer for:

s today...

To get s

NCE
AUDIOVI DEO

Alon Adcom Apogee AudioQuest
Audiostatic Celestion Definitive Technology Denon Fosgate Grado
Hafler Hitachi Lexicon Linaeum
Mc Cormack Mod Squad M&K NAD
Paradigm Parasound Power Wedge
Proton Rotel Scientific Fidelity SOTA

Stax Sumiko Terk Theta VAC
Van Den Hul Vidikron XLO & more!
(310) 370-8575
1

310

310 51
18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT A
GARDENS, CA 90248

0..4,

Systems

Design
Group

1310 Kingsdale Ave.
Redondoue-Fr1131 achm. ,_7CpAm 90278
i

at 11am-6pm
261 N. Robertson Blvd.

Beverly Hills, CA 90211

(310) 205-0166 By Appt

MAINE

ILLINOIS

Reel to Real Designs
Authorized Dealer:

CODA
Counte-point

How To Order:

Cary
Sumo

Note selection number when ordering
by phone or mail.

CALL TOLL -FREE

Soundcraftsmen
Thorens
Parasound
Fosgate
Simply Physics

1-800-374-MUSIC, ext. 2072.
Credit cards only. Call anytime.
(VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS)

OR WRITE:
Sony Music Fulfillment, Dept. 1001-2072
P.O. Box 4000, Carrollton, GA 30117
Send a check for $29.98 for Cassettes
(per set) or $49.98 for CDs (per set).
Include $3.25 for postage and handling.
Please indicate number of sets and choice of
CDs or Cassettes. Allow 3 to 4 weeks for
delivery. Please add applicable sales taxes.

Sumiko
Quicksilver
Room Tunes
New FO( US Speaker

800-283-4644
tall for literature

COLUMBIA
"Columbia" Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off. Marcy Registratla./
0 1992 Sony Music Entertainment Inc.

Visit our SPEAKER FACTORY SHOWROOM
at 3021 iangamon Ave., Springfield IL 62702

Acurus ... AMC .. . Aragon .. . Audioquest
... Audio Research ... Bryston ... Creek
CWD

Dahlquist

. Denon

jamo ... Lexicon ...
Genesis ... Grado
Magneplaner ... Magnum Dynalab ... Mark
Levinson ... NAD ... Near ... Prometheans
PSB ... Pulsar ... Revolver ... Rotel ...
Sota ... Sound Connections ...
Stax ... Stewart ... Sumiko ... Sumo ..

SME

.

Thoren ... Transparent Audio
VPI ... And Much More!

Symdex

Hi Fi EXCliANgE
FORESIDE MALL ROUTE ONE
FALMOUTH, ME 04105

(207) 781-2326

Visit these specialty retailers for professional consultation

DEALER SHOWCASE
MASSACHUSETTS
The Best Values In Hi End Hi-Fi.

audio studio
Authorized sales and service for:

Audible Illusions, Audioquest,
B&K, Beyerdynamic, Cardas,
Counterpoint, Dual, Klyne,
Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,
Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products,
Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox,
Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.
303 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02115
(617) 267-1001
FAX (617) 277-2415

414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111

MINNESOTA

1 (8001 229-0644

NEW YORK

ALPHA STEREO
Quality Components, Professional Installation & Service

RECORD PLAYER NEEDLES
AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!!

NAD
ft: 1141,1,1"'Vi

Ill

"We are known for the

companies we keep"

Adcom, NAD, Rotel, Onkyo, Mission,
Nuance, B&W, Soundstream, Ortofon,
Paradigm, Audioquest, Monster Cable,

Proud to promote Audio Technica, Audloquest,i
Bang & Olufsen, Goldring, Grado, Ortofon,
Shure, Signet, Stanton, Nitty Gritty, Last,
Discwasher and morel
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
Jerry Raskin's
419 14th Avenue SE
Needle Doctor
Minneapolis, MN 55414

(612) 378-0543 FAX (612) 378-9024

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

M&K, AKG, Stax, Polk Audio, Sony ES,
Atlantic Technologies, Audio Alchemy,
Target, Beyerdyamic.
Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer.

57 Smithfield Blvd., Plattsburgh, NY

12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961
Monday -Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday lOarn-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

NEW YORK
NEW YORK

NEW JERSEY

audiotechnica

A Banquet For
Your Eyes & Ears

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!

ek-

Acrotec Air Tangent Apex Arcici
Athena Air Tight Audio Prism
AudioQuest Audiostatic Basis
Benz Bitwise Cardas Chario
Chesky Clarity Audio Creek
CWD Day Sequerra Delos Dorian

We specialize in hard to find

phono cartridges and original replacement styli only!!

(800) 221-0906
CALL TOLLFREE FOR

EAD EKSC Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology Ensemble
Epos Essence First Sound

FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISAIMC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (SIN 5141112

ek

LYLE CARTRIDGES
115 South Corona Avenue
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am -8 pm

Nestorovic Neutrik Nimbus
Opus 3 Power Wedge
Presence Audio Pro Ac Proprius
QED Rega Reference Recordings
Revolver Rockustics Roksan

NEW YORK

Component
Display
System

U

Custom Design & Installation
Consultation Interior Design
800 628 0627 609 799 9664
FAX: 609 799 8480
SERVING THE WORLD

PENNSYLVANIA

PHILADELPHIA
AUDIOPHILES

RoomTune Sheffield Labs Sims
Sound Anchors Stax
Symphonic Line System Line
Tara Labs Target Tice Audio

A

SHUR,E

orto[on

Mod Squad Mogami Morch

SAVANT0

NSA

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

Fosgate Goldring Grado
Harman Video Harmonia Mundi
Kinergetics Klyne Last. Merrill

Wadia Water Lily WBT..
Savor these pleasures... Call SAVANT.

MOM

Acoustic Energy
Attis Audio
Audible Illusions
Audio Alchemy

Kimber Kabie
Klnergetics
Klyne
Koetsu

Audit:Sob

Moles

Avalon
B AK Components
Cary
CEC Belt CD
Classe

SOTA

Counterpoint

Meridian
Micromega
MIsslon/Cyrus
M8K Sound
Monitor Audio
Muse

D ynavector

NAD

Totem

Eminent Tech.
Ensemble
Genesis
Highwire

Oracle
Parasound
PS Audio

Transparent
Unity Audio

PSB

VPI

Jadis
J.A. Michell

R. Seguerra
Rega Planar

Well Tempered
Wheaton

Roksan
Rotel
Sci-Fl
Signet
Snell

Soundcrattamen
Sound Lab
Stax

Straight Wire
Target

VAC

DAVID LEWIS AUDIO
At Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave.
(215)725-4080

Philadelphia, PA 19152
Bank Cards Accepted

DEALER SHOWCASE
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AMX
Apogee
Audioquest
Audio Alchemy
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Sony

MB uart
JVC
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McCormack

VALUE.
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Standesi
Celestion
Threshold
Harmon Kardon
Cameli,
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LODYNE, SNELL! plus more! Call us! SOUND SHOP
206-692-8201.

TOLL- Fair

I

ex long
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156 41134
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R.E. DESIGNS, 43 Maple Avenue, Swampscott, MA 01907.
(617) 592-7862.

8regEo
901 UT

Consultation Sales Installation

MI

sett

At. Sr --s4

Available throughout the United States
PHONE (214) 5 16-TTHX (516-1849)

13,..r.R. Jr-
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WISCONSIN

WEST VIRGINIA
THE BEST IN HOME GROWN AUDIO.

Farm,

ATLANTIS
TARGET
CLARION
ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
SENNHEISER
STEREOSTONE
CELESTION
SONY ES
BANG & OLUFSEN
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
HARMAN KARDON
LUXMAN
NAKAMICHI
P.S. AUDIO
NILES AUDIO
AIWA PORTABLES

ADS
JVC
LEXICON
ACURUS
SANUS
HUGHES
HAFLER
SONY
BBE
NAD

FEATURING:
Quad, Alon, OCM, Magnum, Snell,
Woodside, Roksan, Spendor, B&K,
Kimber, VMPS, Cardas, Harman
Video, Creek, Epos, Micro -Mega,
Fosgate, and many more.
Also featuring high end used
equipment, fully guaranteed!

M&K

735 S. Kanawha, Beckley, WV 25801
VA Location:
2039 Electric Rd., Roanoke, VA 2401E

POLK
ENERGY
PROAC
AKG
AVIA

Call for information

1-304-253-5450

430 State St., Madison, WI 53703
608-255-2887

Nationwide Toll Free:

1-800-752-4018
WISCONSIN

=7

{

CARVER
LEXICON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
NAKAMICHI
AUDIOCONTROL
CELESTION
DAHLOUIST
NILES AUDIO
NITTY GRITTY
SOUNDSTREAM
HARMAN KARDON
MONSTER CABLE
ALTEC LANSING
ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
POLK AUDIO

M&K

KEF
ONKYO
SONY
ADCOM
THORENS
TARGET

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143

1-800426-0520 (715) 735-9002

01 I,,,

Encore II
Dipole

Surround

For the ultimate
home theater, the ambient sound should
be realistic and fill your room yet never
give a clue where the speakers are!
We've refined the design of the dipole
surround speaker for 50-100% less than
competing systems! Superb sound and
build, unsurpassed value!

Authorized Dealer For:
NAD

Scum I Advice without the Price

dill.uniu

914-666-0550
24 -HR. FAX 914-666-0544

UTLE7 Inc.

Monday -Friday
10am-7pm ET

** P.3. Box 673 Bedford Hills, NY 10507-0673**

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP.
BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for

HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650. The
Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046.

AAA ATTN. AUDIOPHILES!!!
Call us for all of your audio needs! NAKAMICHI, Carver,
POLK, Denon, NAD, B&K, KEF, Onkyo, SNELL, PS Audio,
PARADIGM, Parasound, VELODYNE and more! Sound
Shop 206-692-8201.

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE HAS MORE NEW MODELS!
Outrageous new Omega Ill active feedback preamplifiers,

All major credit cards accepted

GRADO
PROAC
APATURE
PROTON
CWD
STAX
SANUS

where audiophiles
call audiophiles
for great selection,
great services and
great prices!

Because y01411 play it for keeps

Authorized Dealer For:

For the Musical Difference

* * * * * * ACCESSORIES TO COMPONENTS * * * ** *

Audio Outlet...

2301 N. Central Suite 182 Plano, TX 75075

WISCONSIN

THE LNPA 150 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER; clarity, immediacy, and accurate harmonic content never before
heard in high end audio. Designed to please a musician's
ears and built for longevity. "Some of the best solid state I

have ever heard." Brian Cheney: VMPS Audio Products.

Scirwrin

VPI

Parasound

KAMICHI, POLK, CARVER, PARADIGM, DENON, NAD,
B&K, KEF, PARASOUND, M&K, ONKYO, PS AUDIO, VE-

AY.
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LOW PRICES! SAVE$$$!! NA-
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Toshiba
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warranties. To confirm that an advertiser is
authorized to sell a product, we suggest you
contact the manufacturer directly. Please review our Tips for Mail Order Purchasers in
this section.

4s AnAgns Aub4esr Bo(

Revolver
Roksan
Runco

H X'

Epos

ing product availability and existence of
DEMME,

WE DONT WASTE CLOTDMERS

Pioneer
PowerWedge
Proton
Vidikron

LUCAS',

BIC

verify all of the claims of advertisers, includ-

1418( 1K \kiovr, ftoitt

E,
Gt
DALLAS' FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE
1

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to

VERMONT

TEXAS

Fet-Valve hybrid amplifiers, Omega II ultra wideband active
feedback amplifiers should be in your system for ultimate
faithfulness to the spirit of the music. AVA ruggedly efficient
big amplifiers feature striated heatsinks and no satisfaction
guarantee returns or field failures so far! We engineer hybrid,
tube, and solid-state preamplifiers for varied system requirements. Big preamps support complex systems with switch able tone controls, gold switch contacts, gold jacks handling
9 sources and 5 loads. Budget priced exquisite straight-line
preamps. Complete line -only preamps, headphone amps,
phase inverters and more start under $300. Complete kits
available for savings and fun. No cheap parts, no "made by
machine" layouts. Hand crafted in the USA. ATTENTION
VINTAGE DYNACO AND HAFLER OWNERS. Economi-

cally recycle your eequipment for better than new performance. Eliminate old problems with durable, rugged, musically convincing AVA original circuit designs. Complete PAS,
PAT -4, PAT -5, and ST -70 rebuild kits from $195 include new

circuit cards and precision controls. AVA 300V/uS active
feedback amplifier circuits installed in Dyna and Hafler chassis set new standards for transparency, definition, dynamic

range, and liquidity. Write, call, or FAX for free illustrated
catalog Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517, FAX: (612) 894-3675.

It
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Since 1977
La Croase,WI 54601
901 South 4° St.,
Fax: (608) 784-6367
Voice (608) 784-4570
Ask for a free catalog on our tall lined loudspeakers

audio Conceots.lac.

AAA BIG DISCOUNTS!!!
8&K, CARVER, B&W, KEF, M&K, DENON, NAD, POLK,

PARADIGM, SNELL, SPICA, ONKYO, VELODYNE,
NAKAMICHI, PARASOUND, and many others. U.S.
WARRANTIES. STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI
AUDIO RESEARCH, Vandersteen, KEF, Snell, Totem, Epos,

JMLabs, Paradigm, NEAR, B&K, AMC, Creek, Aragon,
CODA, YBA, Boulder, SymphonicLine, Michael Yee Audio,
California Audio Labs, Micromega, Audio Alchemy, Rega,

Sfax, Magnum Dynalab, Fosgate, Soundstream,Runco,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR SALE

BIG DISCOUNTS!
CALL US!!

WANTED: TUBE/DYNA
MCINTOSH/MARANTZ

DENON, POLK, NAKAMICHI, CARVER, PARADIGM,
NAD, PARASOUND, B&K, SNELL, KEF, M&K, ONKYO,
VELODYNE, PS AUDIO plus much more! Sound Shop
206-692-8201.

JVC, Grado, Tara & Audioquest. (608) 284-0001.

Hardbound AUDIO, annual bound volume editions, jus

AUDIONIDEO-THX!!!

M&K, SNELL,

CARVER, POLK, ONKYO, NAKAMICHI, DENON, B&K,
NAD, PARADIGM, KEF, plus more! Call us for all of your
DOLBY PROLOGICandTHX HOME THEATER needs!
Sound Shop 206-692-8201

High -end audio components. The best se-

lection. Featuring Forsell, Krell, and
much, much more. Competitive prices.
Friendly service and advice. AUDIO AMERICA (Virginia). 1-703-745-2223.

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.

like the ones in the Editor -in -Chiefs office. Various years
available in limited quantities, $40.00 each. Also available
Hardbound October Annual Equipment Directories. Years
1992, 1991, 1990, & 1987 $15.95 each, and hardbound May
Car Stereo Directories for years 1991, 1990, 1989 and 1985,

$8.00 each. All prices include postage and handling. All
orders postpaid. Check or money order only (no credit card
orders) payable to AUDIO MAGAZINE. Send orders to AUDIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. Attn: Michael
Bieber, Or call 212/767-6301 for further information.

KEF, B&W, Thiel, and

MC7200 $2049, MC752 $549; NAD 2100 $299; Motif
MS100 $1625; OCM500 $1799; Quad 306 $499; SAE P50
$299; Sonograph SA120 $569. Cassette Decks: B&O 4500
$399, 5500 $375. CD Players: AMC CD6 $499; B&O 4500
$399, 6500 $589; Carver SDA490t $499; Denon DCD1520

$299, DCD3300 $398, DCD3520 $499, DCM350 $245;
Kinergetics KCD40 $1995; Krell CD1 $1669, MD1 $3-1-1:1,

MD10 $4995, MD20 $3333, MD2 $2375; McIntosh
MCD7000 $449, MCD7008W $1459; NAD 5240 $249; Rotel

RCD820 $249, RCD955AX $379. CD Processors: Audio
Alchemy Decode -1 $229; Counterpoint DA1OST $1395;
Krell SBP32X $1499, SBPS4X $3395, Stealth $1333.
Equalizers: McIntosh M0101 $199, M0104 $149, MQ107
$299; MXR 124 $149, 125 $149. Headphones: Stax ED1
$449, SR84 Pro $225. Integrated Amps: McIntosh MA5100
$249, MA6100 $549, MA6200 $999. Preamps: Audio Research SP6E $999; B&K PROS $279, PRO10MC $425;
Carver C11 $399, C5 $333; conrad-johnson PF1 $1049,
PF1L $979; Jadis JPL $3499; Kinergetics KPA2 $769; Krell
KBL $2669, KSL $1899, McIntosh C22 $1999, C28 $449,
C31V $999, C32 $1099, C34V $1499, C36W $939, C37W
$1499, C38 $1458, CR7 $399, Motif MC9 $599; OCM55
$849; Perreaux SM3 $699; Precision Fidelity C8 $249; Rotel
RC980BX $379; VTL Deluxe $449, Maximal $299, Ultimate

$1199. Processors: Burwen DNF1201 $379; Carver C9
$149; DPL33 $249, H9AV $275; Fosgate $449; Lexicon CP1

$949, CP2 $549; RG PRO20-Two $199; SAE5000A $299;
Shure HTS5000 $249; Yamaha DSP100U $349. Receivers:

Would you like to improve on the great sound you already

have? Try a pair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS Labs, a
necessity for proper bass extension. Please call or fax (716)
822-0159 anytime to drastically improve your listening pleasure.

STOP! LOOK!! SAVE$$$!!
CARVER, DENON, POLK, NAKAMICHI, B&K, NAD,
KEF, ONKYO, SNELL, PS AUDIO, PARADIGM, VELODYNE, SPICA, plus much more! SOUND SHOP
206-692-8201

Audioquest Analog, Benz -Micro, Bitwise, Chario, Chord Au-

dio Static, CODA, Dpa Deltech, Dynavector, Ensemble,
num Dynalab, Micromega, Musical Design, Muse, Music
Meter, Onix, Roksan, Roomtunes, SOTA, Spendor, Tice,
Trimax, Unity Audio, Vimak, Wheaton Triplanar, YBA &
more... PHONE/FAX John Barnes at e., Englewood, CO
80110. VISA and MC accepted.
SELL FOR CASH OR TRADE AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT. AUTHORIZED: DENON, H/K, MARANTZ, ACI).
RUS, ARCAM, ROTEL, SUMO, CELESTION, DAHLOUIS7,
ENERGY, ROGERS, SIGNET, AUDIO ALCHEMY, AUDIO -

QUEST, GRADO, ET.AL. STEREO CLASSICS, 75
CHURCH ST., NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901. (908)
220-1144, FAX: (908) 220-1284.

BIG DISCOUNTS!!
SAVE$$$
NAKAMICHI, CARVER, POLK, DENON, NAD, B&K, KEF,

ONKYO, M&K, SNELL, PS AUDIO, AUDIO ALCHEMY,
PARADIGM, PARASOUND, AUDIOQUEST, plus many
more! SOUND SHOP 206-692-8201

FOR SALE
SAN FRANCISCO AREA - IRRESISTABLY priced audiophile components/accessories. Shipped/delivered. World's
best! By appointment only. 444 Eastwood, Petaluma CA
94954. (707) 765-1992.

LOWER HIGH -END, UPPER MID -FIT CALL IT WHAT YOU
WANT BUT WE CALL IT HIGH -VALUE AUDIO FOR AUDI-

Equipment: McIntosh MI3 $499, Sound Technology 1400A

$500. Tuner Preamps: McIntosh MX110 $399, MX112
$449, MX117 $999. Tuners: Carver TX10 $249, TX11b
$699, TX12 $299; Denon TU680NAB $499; Magnum
Dynalab Etude $1099, FT101 $699, FT11 $375; Marantz
20B $649; McIntosh MR55A $276, MR65B $299, MR66
$799, MR67 $499, MR7083 $1239, MR71 $599, MR73
$499, MR74 $599, MR77 $699, MR78 $999, MR80 $1399.
Turntables: VPI HW19-JR $825, HW19-JR-PLUS $1499,
HW19-IV $1399; Thorens TD125II $290. FREE Catalogue.
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD., POB
176AAA, Walton, NY 13856.

607-865-7200

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE!
CALL US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL

BRANDS 24 HOUR SHIPPING. VCI
1-800-677-0321.

AAA HUGE SAVINGS!!!
B&K, CARVER, B&W, KEF, M&K, DENON, NAD, POLK,

PARADIGM, SNELL, SPICA, ONKYO, VELODYNE,
NAKAMICHI, PARASOUND, and many others. U.S.
WARRANTIES. STEREO TECH. 414436-2942.
HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for

inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.
FORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS: NEAR, COUNTERPOINT,
HAFLER ; AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS; POWERWEDGE, SOTA; ;
SPICA; VMPS; MAGNUM; TARALAB, SOUNDLAB, CE-

LESTION, MONSTER, AUDIOQUEST, MUSICAL CONCEPTS, (909) 861-5413, APPOINTMENT.

AUDIO NEXUS = QUALITY
Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN
loudspeakers & ROTEL Components.

AMC Apogee Audio Alchemy Audio-

questAudioStaticB&KCardasCary
CWD Dynaco EAD Forte Fried JM

Lab Kimber Kinergetics Magnum
Dynalab McCormack Melos Nakamichi Power Wedge PSB Rotel
Jeff Rowland Sony ES Vandersteen
VPI SUMMIT, NJ (908) 277-0333
AUDIO INTERFACING ACCESSORIES (over 300) fo
broadcasting, recording, sound reinforcement and live enter

gee Centaur $1139, Diva $5799, Minor $849, Stage $1899;

Studio 3 $1299. Tape Decks: Teac X2000R $499. Test

CABLE DOCTOR- STOP THE BULLET & ID SIGNAL in
cable lines! Order your set now. Send $20.00 money order:
R&R Enterprises, Dept. AU, Box 3532, Easton, PA 18043.

Graham, Gryphon, Harbeth, Ikeda, Impulse, JM Labs, Mag-

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,150; SIGN/SRM1-II
$799, PRO/LAMBDA(N1) $459, SIGN/LAMBDA SRD/7

JBL 4408 $399, 4410 $449; JM Lab Micron $499; KEF 105/3
$2699, 107/2 $3599, C85 $519; Kinergetics SW800 $3199;
McIntosh ML1C $599, XD715 $799, XR1051 $899, XR230
$699, XR240 $1099, XR250 $1699, X-RT18 $2499, XRT22
$5399; Sound Lab Pristine $2999; TDL Studio 1 $699,

LO, LEVINSON, SEOUERRA, CJ, WECO, QUAD, THIEL,
TUBE/SOLID STATE. (713)728-4343. FAX: (713)723-1301.
MAURY CORB, 12325 ASHCROFT, HOUSTON, TEXAS
77035.

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNADINO, CALI-

AUDIO UNLIMITED In Colorado offers Acoustic Energy,
Acrotec, AirTight, Audio Meca by Pierre Lurne, Audio Note,

B&O 4500 $589; McIntosh MAC4100 $1099, MAC4275
$1060, MAC4280 $1548; Nakamichi TA3A $379. Record
Cleaners: VPI HW16.5 $375, HW17 $598. Speakers: ApoAudioStatic ES100 $2499; Carver ALIII $1299; Dahlquist
D016 $549, D018 $649, D0201 $999; Dunlevy SC1 $759;

JENSEN, FISHER, CITATION, JBL, ELECTROVOICE, CEL-

Legacy Owners -

Buys-Sells-Trades-Repairs-ModIfles.

Amplifiers: Acoustat TNT120 $398; Aragon 200411 $999,
400411 $1495; Audio Research Classic -120 $3495, M100s
$2735; Carver AV64 $519, Silver -9t $1529, TFM35 $339,
TFM42 $549, TFM75 $1799; Classe DR8 $1195; conradjohnson EV2000 $3999, MF200 $1499, MF80 $1049; Counterpoint Natural Progression $4999, SA12 $699, SA20A
$1599, Solid -2 $1995; Crown Macro Reference $2589; De non P0A2800 $549, Dynaco ST40011 $795, ST70-11 $529;
Electrocompaniet AW100 $999, AW250 $1499; Jadis Defy 7
$3599; Kinergetics KBA75 $1499, KBA202G $1299; Krell
KSA250 $4255; McIntosh MC2100 $499, MC2105 $899,
MC250 $399, MC2505 $549, MC275 $2995, MC50 $249,

WANTED: ARC, KLYNE, LYNN, DYNACO, ALTEC,

tainment. Free catalog. SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.
RACK AND CHASSIS BOXES for construction of electronic

projects. Low cost; quick delivery. Call for free catalog.
SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.

$599; ED -1 $550; ALL UNUSED (212) 966-1355.

OPHILES WITH MORE SENSE THAN MONEY! AUDIO
ALCHEMYAUDIOQUEST ARC IC I BRIGHT STAR B & K

COUNTERPOINT DAHLQUIST GRADO HAFLER
KLIPSCH LEXICON NAD PARASOUND POWER
WEDGE SOTA STAX STRAIGHTWIRE TARGET

"The Musical Design D-140
deserves classic status!"
"It doesn't sound like an
amplifier, it just sounds

STANDS TOTEM TARA VMPS XLO AND OTHERS,
ALL AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS. WORLDWIDE SHIPPING! MASTERCARD, VISA, DISCOVER, AMEX ACCEPTED! FREE MONTHLY SPECIALS LIST AVAILABLE.

like music!' "A true
classic." Isn't it time
you auditioned the

STOP! CAUGHT IN THE CABLE SHENANIGANS? INVEST

IN QUALITY NOW AND YOU'LL SAVE IN THE END! INVEST IN STRAIGHTWIRE AUDIO CABLES. CALL FOR
INFORMATION AND DISCOUNT PRICES. HCM AUDIO
(800)222-3465,(916)345.1341.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-

field, IL 62702.1-800-283-4644.
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D.140?

MUSICAL DESIGN
1832 Borman Ct.. Suite 1, St. Louis. MO63146.13141275-7162

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. Jerrold®, Zenith, Pioneer
Oak, Scientific Atlanta, And Many Morel 12 Years Experience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE. Visa/MC, Amex, COD.
ADVANTAGE ELECTRONICS INC.; 1-800-952-3916; 1125
RIVERWOOD DR., BURNSVILLE, MN 55337. Void where

prohibited.

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

B&W, CELESTION, DEFINITIVE TECHNOLO-

BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS
THX HOME THEATER
Alon - B&W - Bang & Olufsen - Adcom - KEF

GY, KEF, MIRAGE, VELODYNE, ADCOM,

It is impossible for us to verify all

B&O, CARVER, DENON, HARMAN/

including product availability and

KARDON, NAKAMICHI, ONKYO, YAMAHA,
AND OTHERS. S.T.I. (800) 370-1800.

the following information is pro-

VIDEO LASERDISCS-Largest Selection. Al AudioNide°
needs call Colonel Video & Audio. Discount -Sony, Pan-

of the claims of advertisers,
existence of warranties. Therefore,

vided for your protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise information with the seller,
including brand, model, color or finish, accessories and rebates included in the price.

2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays
the postage for returned merchan-

dise, and whether there is any
"restocking" charge.

3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's
warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S.
or foreign manufacturer? Note that

many manufacturers assert that,
even if the product comes with a

U.S. manufacturers warranty
card, if you purchase from an

unauthorized dealer, you are not

covered by the manufacturer's
warranty. If in doubt, contact the
manufacturer directly. In addition

asonic, Kenwood. Pioneer. 1-800-423-VCRS.

FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIO VIDEO TAPES AND
ACCESSORIES. EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE.

SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 -TAPE (8273), IN
GA (404) 458-1679. FAX: (404) 458-0276.

- Harman/Kardon - Mirage - Crown - Celestion - Eminent Technology - VMPS - McCormick - Sonic Frontiers - Parasound - Denon
- Triad - Polk - Velodyne - 25 More Brands.
Honest Advice! TECH ELECTRONICS (904)

376-8080. Not affiliated with Amerisound
or STI.

REMO
SINGERS'
VOCA
Unlimited Backgrounds'"
&S!VE

From Standard Records & CD's with the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator'. Call for Free

MUSICAL CONCEPTS CD

ENIGMA V ($649), EPOCH V with Outboard Power
Supply ($995), CDTII Transport ($649). All have Stable
Platter Transport! We modify Philips -based or Pioneer
CD players and Audio Alchemy DDE! MUSICAL CON-

CEPTS, 1832 Borman Court, Suite One, St. Louis,

Catalog & Demo Record.
Ph...., (409482-4189 Ed 52
's
7

Dept AU -1
PigHhtower Trail

LIthonla, GA 30058
24 How Demo/Info Rotwast
Una (404)482.2485 Ed 52
Singer's Supply- Nil Have Anything
...

MO 63146. (314) 275-4925.

THX SPECIALISTS SURROUND SOUND
HYPE! HYPE! HYPE!
You get enough elsewhere! We've delivered something
different for 14 years -natural, musical results! Don't be

highend pretenders -be contenders! Musical Concepts, "most recommended and respected" modifiers

for Adcom, B&K, Hefter and Philips -based or Pioneer CD! Musical Concepts, 1832 Borman Court,
Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146. 314-275-4925.

AND CUSTOM INSTALLATION PRODUCTS
B&O B&W CARVER DENON FOSGATE

H/K KEF LEXICON M&K NAKAMICHI
ONKYC POLK SONANCE MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY COURTEOUS ASSISTANCE PRICING 24 HOURS SATIS-

FACTION GUARANTEED AMERICAN
THEATIER SYSTEMS (904) 321-0100.

repaired or replaced? You may

AUDIO SOLUTIONS is Atlanta's Hi -End
source for Audio Research, Theta, McCormack, Wire World, Cary Audio, Vandersteen, CODA, Straightwire, Acurus, Snell,
Esoteric Audio, Classe, NHT, Kimber Kahle, Magnum Dynalab, Audible Illusions,
Rotel, VPI, Paradigm, Dunlavy, Sony ES,

want to receive a copy of the written
warranty before placing your order.

Sony Video. 5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
(404) 804-8977.

tions, including cancelled checks,
receipts and correspondance. For
phone orders, make a note of the
order including merchandise

Cable TV Descramblers, Converters, Accessories. Name
Brands. Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY
COMPANY, (800) 234-1006 for FREE 16 -page color catalog.

AFFORDABLE LOW JITTER CLOCK TECHNOLOGY IS
AVAILABLE NOW! ISOLATED STABLE CLOCK MODULE
WITH LESS THAN 2Ops JITTER REDUCES TRANSPORT
8 LOGIC INDUCED JITTER. TURN YOUR CDS INTO MUSIC. $150 PLUS SHIPPING. ANALOG UPDATES ALSO
AVAILABLE. G & D TRANSFORMS, (602) 954-0155.

EXPERIENCED. FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING!
MIRAGE, PS, CWD, CARY, KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS,
AUDIOQUEST, FRIED, MONSTER, KIMBER KABLE,
SPICA, STRAIGHT WIRE, QUAD, MORE! READ BROTH-

DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES FOR TOP QUALITY.
WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN WIRE MANUFAC-

to, or instead of, the manufacturer's

warranty, the seller may offer its
own warranty. In either case, what
is covered by warranty, how long is
the warranty period, where will the
product be serviced, what do you
have to do, and will the product be

4. Keep a copy of all transac-

ordered, price, order date, expected

delivery date and salesperson's
name.
5. If the

merchandise is not

ERS, 593 KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803)
723-7276.

shipped within the promised time

or if no time was promised, 30 days
of receipt of the order, you generally have the right to cancel the order
and get a refund.

AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS All
High End Audio Components. See our ad at the beginning of
the classi'ieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD., POB 176FS, WALTON, NY 13856. 607-865-7200. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.
LARGE INVENTORY CLEARANCE ON HIGH END AUDIO

EQUIPMENT. 50% OFF RETAIL. CALL FOR LISTING
704-889-1223 OR FAX 704-889-4540.

AUDIO CABLES & MORE
TURING AND HAVE SIMULATED THE HIGH PRICED
BRANDS. HIGH PRICED EQUIVALENTS AS LOW AS .74
FT. WE DEMYSTIFY WIRE TECHNOLOGY, SEND FOR
EXPLANATION LITERATURE WHICH ALSO INCLUDES
ALL OUR AUDIO PRODUCTS PRICE LIST OR CALL OUR
LITERATURE REQUEST # (800) 321-2108, 24 HRSIDAY.

FAX (609) 428-1832. L A T INTERNATIONAL, DEPT A,
317 PROANCETOWN RD., CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034.

6. Merchandise substitution without your express prior consent is

STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE

not allowed.

pricing on Alon, B&K, Quad, OCM, Magnum, Snell, Woodside, Roksan, Spendor, Kimber, VMPS, Cardas, Harmon
Video, and many more. Now offering multiple showrooms on
the East Coast!! Call 1-800-752-4018.

Years of Excellence in High End Audio. Call for the very best

7. If you have a problem with

your order or the merchandise,
write a letter to the seller with all the

pertinent information and keep a

LOUDSPEAKERS

copy.

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact
the consumer protection agency in
the seller's state or your local Post
Office.

If, after following the above guide-

lines, you experience a problem
with a mail order advertiser that
you are unable to resolve, please

AC COMPONENTS sells the finest drivers, components and
accessories for your speaker building projects. Free catalog.
P.O. Box 212, La Crosse, WI 54602-0212. (608) 784-4579.

"

ureencorp USA,
Pain/hi/1/ quality cassettes
at wholesale prices

let us know. Write to the Associate

Made in Australia*

Publisher of AUDIO Magazine, Tony
Catalano. Be sure to include copies
of all correspondence.

Call 1-800-972-0707

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Dynaudio, Morel,
Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Eton, Vif a, more! Crossover parts,
Inc.

Foam Speaker Grilles ---design books also. Catalog $2.
MENISCUS, 2575 28th St., Unit 2, Wyoming, MI 49509.
(616) 534-9121.

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE ANY SPEAKER SYSTEM . FREE DESIGN GUIDE.

ALLPASS TECHNOLOGIES, INC.. P.O. BOX 453, AMITYVILLE , NY 11701. (516) 598-1320.

CUSTOM' ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36

dB/Oct. Also Snell, Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS,
POB 460. RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.
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LOUDSPEAKERS

GEMINI

SOLEN SPEAKER COMPONENTS

DYNAUDIO and MADISOUND in-

MAVIS

troduce a new standard for Loud-

WNAUDIO

Acousncs

speaker Systems. It is called
GEMINI, you can assemble it your-

)))
morel,

self and enjoy a superb speaker

V

LA PASSION DU NAUT-PARLEUP

sEarispeaK

at

significant savings.

seas

CERATEC

EI/

feerle.ss.

AI

AIRBORNE

CROSSOVER COMPONENTS
NEPTA-LITZ INDUCTORS
Seven Strands Ltts-W1re Constructions
Values Porn 10 ordi to 30

FAST CAPACITORS

Metallize, Pcrypropylene ,Non-Polaraed/
Values irom I 0 old to 220.110
Voltage Rating 250 VDC / 150 VAC

Wire sues Irom 'IS AWG to 012 AWG

.

SOLES INDUCTORS
Perfect Lay Hexagonal Winding Air Cored
vaiues Porn 10 rnI4 to 30 rinkl.
Wire Saes Porn a 20 AWG10a 10 AWG

SOLES CROSSOVERS
Custom Computer Design

Car N. -Fr Power up to 1003 Wait

and

CROSSOVER. SPEAKER PARTS

Gold Speaker Term.... Gold Ranee. Plugs,
Gold Burling Posts, Crossover Terms.,
Power Resistors, krylar Capacitors,

SOLEN INC.
4470 AVENUE THIBAULT
ST-HUBERT, QC J3Y 719
CANADA

PIN. Grill Fasteners. Nylon Ty -Wraps,
-

TEL.: (514) 656-2759
FAX: (514) 443.4949

Car Speaker Gulls. Misc. Parts.

Computer Aided Design for enclosure and crossover available to customer

LOUDSPEAKER SALEI Acoustat 3300's & SW 1 Sub
$2000. ADS M1 5's $1350. B&W 802 Matrix II $2500. Canton

Karat 920's $600. Canton E Sub. $750. Alon IV $1800.
Celestion 100's $700. DCM Time Window's $795. Energy
Ref. Con. 22's $700. Paradigm 9SEMKIII $550. KEF 104.2's

rosewood $1500. Kirksaeter 120's $400, Kirksaeter 260's
$1500. Legacy Signature 2's $2250. MB Quart 990's $1600.
Mirage M -3's $1650. Infinity Kappa 9's $1600. Thiel CS 3.5's

$2000. Thiel 1.2's $600. Thiel 03A's $450. Velodyne 1100
sub $600. (217) 544-5252.

A & S SPEAKERS Imports the world's finest speaker

Tweeter: Dynaudio Esotec D-260
Soft dome with transmission line
chambering - smooth clean output
even at transients of 1 kilowatt.

PEER arr.

CATALOG 14441

Parts Express is a full -line distributor of electronic
parts and accessories, geared toward the
consumer electronics industry, and the technical
hobbyist. Stocking an extensive line of speaker
drivers and accessories for home and car. Call for
your free 172 page catalog today.

components, crossovers, & kits: Dynaudio, Scan Speak,

Parts Express

VIFA, Ceratec, Focal, Morel, MB Electronics, Peerless, Poly-

340 E. First St.
Dayton, Ohio 45402

dax, SEAS, LPG, Eton, Versa-Tronics, VMPS systems &
kits.Free literature. 3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, CA
94110. (415) 641-4573; Fax (415) 648-5306.

t4

0

LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS - Large selection of high quality Cabinets available in Oak, Walnut and color laminates. Grenier Cabinets, 5901 Jennings Road, Horseheads,
NY 14845. (607) 594-3838.

DYNAUDIO SPEAKER KITS

Discover the SUPERIOR SOUND QUALITY of 1994
DYNAUDIO SPEAKER KITS. Catalog $2.00 (Refunded}
ADVANCED AKUSTIC 7627 Woodside Stockton California 95207. (209) 477-5045.

AUDIO
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GEMINI
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Cabinet: MDF up to inch thick!
Oak veneers, with grill and clear or
1

black satin finish.

Kit: All parts for home assembly in
one evening - If you don't love them,
we'll buy them back.

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?

VMPS factory assembled speakers. Low Prices, shipped
direct to you. Free Price sheet. Arthur Morgan, 886 East
Charing Cross CR., Lake Mary, FL 32746.

Crossover: 6dB - Phase and impedance compensated, Polypropylene capacitors in series circuits give new
meaning to transparency in sound reproduction.

illIMIIIIIMINIMIN11111111111111111111
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SPEAKERS, SATELLITES, SUBWOOFERS WITH FOCAL
DRIVERS. CLASS A TUBE/FET HYBRID AMPS. CLASS
B AMPS TO 400 WATTS. ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS
MANUFACTURED BY COLORADO AUDIO. FREE CATALOG. (303) 221-2940.

SIMPLY SPEAKERS does professional foam replacements any size/brand. 7 Year Warranty. We sell DIY
Foam Surround Kits for less! Speaker reconing. MC/
VISA/DISCOVER: 1-800-767-4041

-

Woofer: Dynaudio Esotec 15W75, 3
inch voice coil on a cast frame 5 inch
woofer - exceptional power capability and bass clarity.

CATALOG $6.00 REFUNDABLE

NEW 1994 CATALOG
BEST SELECTION & GUARANTY. 50 SPEAKERKITS for
HOME, SURROUND SOUND, IN -WALL, CAR, PRO, SUB WOOFERS & CROSSOVERS. JBL, DYNAUDIO, POLYDAX, MOREL, SEAS, VIFA + APOGEE, CARVER, C -J,
LUX, NAD, THORENS & MORE; 64p. CATALOG, $2; GOLD
SOUND, 4285 S. BROADWAY, ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110.

- MP

11'

1,1.0 Crossover for Professional.

I.

Factory Direct Service on OHM brand
speakers up to 22 years old with many

Price: Special kit price: $860 per

upgrades available. Ohm Acoustics Corp.,
241 Taaffe Place, Br000klyn, N.Y. 11205
(718)783-1111.

GEMINI speakers would be an exceptional value at three times this

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!
627.95/pr. BOSE 901's $67.95/pr. (incl.
S/H, No COD's) Do it yourself with SAT!

PO Boa 1088. Flat Rock, NC 28731

800-747-3692 MC/VISA
704-697-9001 24 Hr.
Incl. make & model w/order
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price.

Note. Minimum impedance 352.

SAT will save you hundreds of dollars! All
sizes including AR, Advent, BOSE, JBL.
Surrounds, adhesive & instructions:

STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

pair, kits complete with cabinets. The

Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)
P.O. Box 44283
Madison. WI 53711 U.S.A.
Tel: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771

LOUDSPEAKERS

SPEAKER
REFOAMING DON'T
RISK YOUR VALUABLE WOOFERS WITH A KIT! WE CAN
REFOAM YOUR WOOFERS RIGHT THE FIRST TIME. ALL
BRANDS, ALL SIZES. 5 YEAR WARRENTY. 2-3 DAY SER-

VICE. (813) 544-3511 OR (813) 544-3819 SPEAKER WORLD. MC -VISA.

CENTER CHANNEL
SPEAKERS
WE HAVE A GREAT SELECTION OF QUALITY BUILT,
SHEILDED CENTER CHANNEL SYSTEMS. $69. EACH
UP TO $349. MC -VISA, SPEAKERWORLD (813)544-3511.

PRESERVE + MAINTAIN + RESTORE "
LP-78RPM-4CH Pickering Stanton Shure Nitty Gritty
Vacuum Record Cleaners from $99.95 Special Brushes
& Fluids 3 -Speed Turntables Signal Processors Discounts Free Catalog! KAB Elactro-Acoustics, P.O. Box
2922, Plainfield, N.J. 07062-0922 (908)754-1479.
TAPING YOUR RECORDS?
For the finest in analog noise reduction: PACKBURN Model
323A. Hand -made and adjusted by its inventors. $2650. Five

years' full warranty. Available directly from PACKBURN
ELECTRONICS, INC., Dept. A, Box 335, Dewitt, NY 13214.
(315) 472-5644.
HALF MILE VINYL. Quality pm -owned LP's. All Categories.
F/Information, Catalog. SASE: Box 98, East Wareham, MA
02538. (508) 295-2508.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.

WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF AUDIOPHILE LP'S
AND CD'S! Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield, Reference, Chesky,
Analogue Productions, Wilson, Klavier, Audioquest, Nautilus, OPUS 3, TBM, Proprius, Harmonia Mundi...many more
current, rare and out of print. Catalogue $3 in U.S./$5 else-

where. INFORMATION: (913) 825-8609. FAX: (913)
825-0156. ORDERS: 1-800-525-1630. ACOUSTIC
SOUNDS, BOX 2043, SALINA, KANSAS 67402.

The HRSW1Os
will extend bass of
your stereo or

video system for
that "air shaking all
HSU Research HRSWIO
around you" effect.
Here's what the experts are saying:

AUDIOPHILE LP'S. CD'S & ACCESSORIES! Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Chesky, Wilson, Audioquest, Linn, Nitty Gritty,
Japanese & British LP'S, Reference...Many more in & out of
print! Catalog $2 in U.S./$4 elsewhere, refundable on first
order! Info: (317) 778-2715, FAX: (317) 778-2669, Orders
1800) 782-3472. ELUSIVE DISC, 1022 Rolling Barrel Rd.,
Pendleton, IN 46064.

"Once you have heard what they can add to your system. you
won't want to part with them. Ecstatically recommended!"
Gerald D. Burl, Sensible Sound, Issue No. 49. Fall 1993
you have a listening room of reasonable sae, nothing can improve yo.'
stereo system as dramatically for $750 as the Hsu Research HRSW10*

Pete Aczel, The Audio Critic, Issue Na 19, Spring 1993
1 guarantee you this much; once you hear good, clean bass.
you'll be hooked for life. Highly recommended"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 16 Na 3. March 1993
'Truly awesome room shaking bass.. «0, .3 dB 14.3 to 401-li
Don Keele. Audio 11/92
"Most effective subwoofer we have tested ... Best Buy"
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review 9.92
"Bass extension was truly remarkable"
Robert Deutsch, Stereophile Vol. 15 No. 4, April 1992
clean low bass at high levels ...
David Moran, Speaker Builder 3'92
'Some of the most impressive subwoofer systems I've heard"
Peter Mitchell. Stereophile Vol. 14 No. 3, March 1991

Send for comp ete information and critics' review reprints.

Write or call:
HSU RESEARCH
20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 907n,
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory direct with a 30 day trial - money back
guarantee. 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty.

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD
EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY:
310-320-7020, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, NA,
TORRANCE, CA 90502.
TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid state, Western, JBL, Altec, Tannoy, EV,
Jensen, Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, Ortofon Arm,
Temma--(516) 942-1212, (516) 496-2973.

Imaging?
Soundstaging?
Hear the possibilities
with NSM's Model 10.
Call for dealer near you.

NSM

Loudspeakerem

P.O. Box 326, Garden City, NY 11530
Phone: 516-486-8285, Fax: 516-538-0933

JBL & ALTEC LANSING-HARTSFIELD-PARAGONOLYMPUS. Plans & Parts. Originals & Reproductions. Visa/
MC. $10 Catalog & Speaker Plans. 164 Tamalpais Avenue,
Mill Valley, CA 94941. (415) 388-5711.

RECORDS
LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes,
record jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers,
much mom! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM
663, POB 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.

PST.

DIGITAL TIME -DELAY SYSTEM SERVICE. Audio Pulse
factory -trained technicians. We manufacture and repair digital ambience systems. White Labs, 10528 Lower Azusa Rd.,
Suite 192A, El Monte, CA 91731. (818) 358-4224.

PUBLICATIONS
MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio
tracks in theaters and at home. $8/year (4 -issues). Send
$2 for two sample issues. P.O. Box 7304, Suite 269A,
No. Hollywood, CA 91603.

THE AUDIO EDUCATION
OF A LIFETIME
All available back issues 134) of THE SENSIBLE
SOUND - the magazine which helps audiophiles

to spend less and get more - for only $59.00,
shipping included.

1 'year current subscription - $20.00
Special offer 1 yr + all back issues - $73.00

1-800-695-8439
The Sensible Sound
403 Darwin Dr, Snyder, NY 14226

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

These
vacuums
don't suck.

COLLECTOR WILL TRAVEL, to pick-up, working or not,

MONO/Stereo: tube MARANTZ, McIntosh, TANNOY
Speakers, SEQUERRA Tuner, KRELL, Levinson, etc. (718)
387-7316 or (718)383-3205. NEW YORK.

AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP $s FOR CLEAN, COLLECTABLE McINTOSH TUBE AND SOLID STATE, MARANTZ
TUBE, WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL-PARAGON, HARTSFIELDS, ETC. & ALNICO PARTS. EV PATRICIANS,
GEORGIANS & MISC. PARTS. M. LEVINSON, KRELL,
ARC, SPECTRAL ETC. CALL ME LAST ONLY WHEN
COLLECTING VINTAGE TUBE GEAR, Speakers, High end, Esoterica & Beating Competition for 2 Decades =
Reputation, Honesty. N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282, 2-6P.M.,

Bass Response?

CA 95826 (916)361-7357. Monday -Saturday, 9am-6pm

WANTED TO BUY

YOU'RE READY TO SELL! JOHN: 1-800-628-0266.

We set out to build the best minimonitor
and to offer it at an affordable price.

REPAIR DONE WITH CARE! Philly/Blackwood, Dyna. Hatter, N.J. Sheets Electronics, P.O. Box 276915, Sacramento,

WEEKDAYS.

Since 1977 David Yo always buying: tube Marantz, McIntosh, ARC, Fisher, Dynaco, Quad, Leak, Western Electric
equipments, others. Vintage speakers, raw units by Western
Electric, Tannoy, Jensen, JBL, Altec, EV(Patricians), RCALC1A. Audio tubes(KT66/77/88, 7591, 6550, etc.) by Telefunken, Genalex, Mullard, RCA, Tungsol, etc. P.O. Box
28082, Northridge, CA. 91328-0802. Tel: (818) 701-5633
10am-10pm PST
MARK LEVINSON MLII. MINT CONDITION PREFERRED.
CALL (718) 969-1086 UP TO 7:30PM EST. MR. CHOI.

GOLD AERO
Selected, tested,
guaranteed.

The very best in audio grade parts.
Call, write or fax for our catalogue.

ra SONIC FRONTIERS
ICAIINCORPOR A TED
760 Pacific Rd, Unit 19, Oakville, ON, Canada L6L 6M5
Telephone (905) 847-3245 - Facsimile (905) 847-5471

MIT MultiCap Wonder Cap Kimber Kap Solen
Siemens Hovland MusiCap Wima Holco
Draloric Vishay Caddock Mills Matsushita
Noble Kimber Kable Cardas Discovery Audioquest

50's & 60's TUBE AMPS

WANTED:
Marantz, McIntosh, Western Electric, Brook, Fairchild, Hadl-

ey, Tannoy, Acrosound, Fisher & other components. Call
Richard (617) 484-5784, Fax (617) 489-6592.

Alps Bourns Shako Attenuators Electroswitch
Elma CTS Elna Nichicon Gold Aero RAM
N.O.S. Tubes Linear Technology Burr Brown
Analog Devices/PMI Motorola Edison Price
Pearl Tube Sockets WBT Neutrik Kits

SERVICES

ACCUPHASE

AUTHORIZED SERVICE AND PARTS for all Accuphase
products. Contact: ACCUTECH, 206 E. Star of India Lane,

Carson, CA 90746. TEL. (310) 324-7406, FAX (310)
324-7422. Hours: 9am-4pm Pacific Time.

SPECIALIST, TUBE EQUIPMENT CUSTOMIZATION Repair Services. Vintage military tubes & parts available. Custom and Vintage tube equipment for sale.Selected Teletunken 12AX7's avallable.BWS Consulting, 5609 N. 23rd
Street. Arlington, VA 22205. (703)536-3910.

AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1994
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200 Page Design Manual and Catalog: Includes
Parts, Kits, Schematics and How -To Instructions for
Building/Modifying Solid -State and Tube Audiophile
Equipment. Largest Selection of Parts and Supplies.
Distributor for MIT MultiCap, Wonder Cap, RAM Labs,
Kimber Kable, Vampire, MagneQuest, WBT, Neutrik,
Roederstein, WIMA, etc. Send $10 (U.S./Canada) or
$14 Ontemationa9 Or call (303) 470-6585; fax (303)
791-7856. Visa/MC Accepted. Welbome Labs, P.O. Box
260198, Littleton, CO 80126-0198.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

TUBE COMPONENTS

Premium Parts & Accessories

SOVTEK TUBES at low prices. Superb sound, quality construction. Also expert service on tube amplifiers. VISA/MC.

The largest selection of audiophile capacitors, resistors,

connectors, chassis wires in North America. MIT
MultiCaps, Wonder Caps -solder -wire, SCR, Solen cap, RelCap: Vishay, Holco, Caddock, Mills, Resista resistors: MIT,

AD INDEX

AccuTech Audio, 87 Church St., E. Hartford, CT 06108.
(203)290-8979.

CAMAS, KIMBER, & silver chassis wires, custom cables &
terminations: all types of audio connectors and adaptors:
silver contact toggle, rotary switches & stepped attenuator
kits. PM( BUF-03's (kit too!). Hubbell hospital grade plugs
& outlets. Tubes, feet, damping sheets & compounds, tools
and many accessories. Extensive inventory good prices!
Phone (415) 669.7181 or fax (415) 669.7558 fora catalog.

Firm (Reader Service No.)
Adcom (1)

Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 9,937

NEW TUBE COMPONENTS-preamps(from
$595), mono amps(from $399), FREE CATA-

LOG. Factory -direct savings to 40% on
world -class designs by Harry Klaus -former
Dyna/Hafler Project Engineer. USA made.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Sound Val-

ues, Dept. AM01, 185 N. Yale Ave., Columbus, OH 43222-1146. (614)279-2383,
10-4, Eastern.
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Columbia House

... audible results with the finest
in connecting components
SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
203 Flagship Dr., Lutz, FL 33549 PH (813)848-2707

NI IN AUDIO. VIDEO. DAT-TAPE OVER 500 DIET I BOO ass 6000
1D1c

SONY

FUJI

OUR 18TH YEAR'

U.M.I

A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 USA

800-521-0600 toll -free

BLANK TAPES
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Copies of articles from
this publication are now
available from UMI
Article Clearinghouse.

MAXELL

313-761-4700 collect from
Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from
Canada
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57
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DISC

ATTENTION

AUDIO/VIDEO STORAGE

ADVERTISERS

THE BEST DISC, TAPE & COMPONENT STORAGE
SYSTEM IN AMERICA. Stackable, portable oak units hold

all recording formats 8 Audio/Video components. FREE
Mailorder Brochure (please mention Audio). Per Madsen
Design: (415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco,
CA 94133,

NEW PRODUCTS

Onkyo

turn to us when they are looking For
purchasing information and advise.

Paradigm (22)

Advertise your products and services in
a low-cost environment that sells.

of Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply call us

Toll -Free and reserve your space
today!
SELL THE FARM FOR REAL CLASS A DESIGN PERFOR-

MANCE. N.E.W. DESIGNER NELSON PASS (THRESH-

OLD, FOR TE, E.S.S.) PROVED IT FIRST WITH THE
LEGENDARY CLASSIC PASS A 40 AMPLIFIER. NOW, A
NEW SONIC THRESHOLD ACHIEVED - THE MORE MU-

SICALLY AMAZING N.E.W. A 20 HIGH BIAS CLASS A
AMPLIFIER. ONLY $598! HIGHLY RECOMMENDED RE-

Mondial (21)

Reach proven mail order buyers! They

Millions of your prime prospects can
be found in the industry leading titles

. YOU DON'T HAVE TO

Mobile Fidelity (19, 20)

1-800-445-6066
(9am- 5pm EST)

In Canada: 1-21 2-767-5750

96

Cover III
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Thiel
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U.S. Army
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Wadia Digital

53

XLO Electric (27)
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71

Parasound

Warner Music Enterprises

VIEWS AVAILABLE. ALSO, THE ULTIMATE HOME THEATER AMPLIFIER. 30 DAY HOME DEMO. N.E.W., BX 1148,
RANCHO SANTA FE, CALIFORNIA 92067. (619) 756-9561.

55, 77
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80 a&b
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THE ATOM,
$159 '/PAIR.

Sound&Vision
CRITICS CHOICE
AWARD

V
The ATOM represents an

amazing

price

break-

through in high performance sound. Although
diminutive and designed to

fit into small spaces, and
small budgets, the Aros4 is

first of all designed for
superb sound!
cooling/damping. The multi -element crossover is

That 's why superior components are used, such as the

frequency/phase corrected.

PARADIGM built bass/midrange

The ATOM must be

drive unit that has no

heard to be

less than a precision

believed. It is

diecast chassis,

completely nat-

polypropylene cone

ural and true to

and kapton former.

live music. And at

The tweeter is a 3/4" wide -

$159/pair it's not just a best buy, it's a steal!

dispersion polyamide dome with ferrofuid

II

im....... Amish,46

MSIP, COPY RIGHT T., PARADIGMIBAVAN

For more information on the ATOM as well as other fine PARADIGM
speakers visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER, or write:
AUDIOSTREAM, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canada: PARADIGM, 101 Hanlan Rd., Woodbridge, ON L4L 3P5

Enter No. 22 on Reader Service Card

THE

AR AGON COLLECTION

aragon aurum. worth its wait in gold
Pure Discrete Class A

Penny & Giles Volume Control
Epoxy Sealed Resistors

External Power Supply

Complementary Circuit Design
Balanced & Unbalanced

``con

Aragon 's new Aurum preamplifier is currently back ordered.
Why? Because if you want a preamplifier with the qualities listed
above you must spend over $6,000. The Aurum is only $1750.

So although you may wait for your Aurum you can purchase
over half a pound of gold with the money you've saved.
Also available in black

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
2 Elm St. Ardsley NY 10502

914-693-8008

Enter No 21 on Reader Service Card

Fax 914-693-7199

